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Abstract

Walking impairment after spinal cord injury leads to a decreased quality of life,
other serious health conditions and substantial health care costs. Consequently,
gait restoration is a high priority among spinal cord-injured (SCI) subjects; and it
can be partially achieved using active orthoses or exoskeletons, together with some
type of external support for balance (e.g., crutches or a walker). Customisation of
active orthoses control algorithms to maximise the walking ability of each patient
is currently done through trial-and-error methods, making it difficult if not impos-
sible to identify the best active control parameters for any particular patient. An
objective simulation-based method that accounts for patient-specific needs would
lead to a patient-tailored assistive device development process. Multibody system
dynamics has been used for many years for the biomechanical analysis and simu-
lation of human motion. Moreover, optimal control is being used to predict novel
human motions, while methods to develop patient-specific neuromusculoskeletal
models are currently being investigated. There are published studies that show
the potential that subject-specific simulations have to improve rehabilitation treat-
ments and assistive device adaptation to specific subjects. However, researchers
have not yet fully demonstrated the effectiveness of these methods using a larger
number of patients and a wider variety of treatments.

In this thesis, we have investigated the use of optimal control formulations
to predict crutch-orthosis-assisted walking using torque-driven multibody dynamic
models. The main objective has been to develop a simulation tool to predict crutch-
orthosis-assisted walking that could serve in the future as a basis to support the
design and control of an active knee-ankle-foot orthosis. The approach used in-
volved development of a subject-specific torque-driven model based on a current
available model in OpenSim, into which orthoses and crutches were incorporated.
The foot-ground and crutch-ground interactions have been modelled with compli-
ant contact models using visco-elastic force models. The different optimal control
problems have been solved using a direct and simultaneous collocation method
using the optimal control software GPOPS-II.

First, eight different optimal control formulations to track normal and crutch-
assisted walking motions were developed and compared. Then, foot- and crutch-
ground contact models were developed and calibrated to obtain dynamically con-
sistent full walking cycles using an optimal tracking problem. Moreover, an optimal
control framework for predictive simulations of normal and crutch-assisted walking
patterns was implemented. Normal walking cycles were predicted using different
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optimality criteria, and results were analysed and compared. Crutch-assisted walk-
ing cycles were also predicted using different optimality criteria, following different
walking patterns (four-point, two-point and swing-through), and at different walk-
ing speeds. Finally, predictive simulations of crutch-orthosis-assisted walking of
a healthy subject and an SCI subject using a real assistive robotic orthosis were
performed, and results were evaluated against experimental data.

The original contributions from this thesis are the development and compar-
ison of different optimal control formulations to track assisted walking motions,
the analysis and comparison of different cost functions for the prediction of 3D
normal walking motions, the implementation of an optimal control framework for
generating predictive simulations of different 3D crutch-walking patterns, and the
development and evaluation of predictive simulations of crutch-orthosis-assisted
walking using a real assistive robotic orthosis. These results represent a step for-
ward toward developing a predictive tool for the personalisation of active orthoses
to specific SCI subjects, which could maximise the walking ability of each patient.
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Resum

El deteriorament de la marxa després d’una lesió medul·lar disminueix la qualitat
de vida del pacient, i porta com a conseqüència altres limitacions de salut i un alt
cost sanitari. És per això que el restabliment de la marxa és una prioritat per a totes
les persones amb lesió medul·lar. Aquest restabliment pot ser assolit parcialment
utilitzant exoesquelets o ortesis actives, amb l’ajuda d’algun suport extern per
mantenir l’equilibri, com crosses o un caminador. Actualment, la personalització
del algorismes de control de les ortesis actives per tal de maximitzar el rendiment
de la marxa de cada pacient es fa a través de mètodes de prova i error. Això fa
que sigui dif́ıcil (si no pràcticament impossible) identificar els millors paràmetres
de control per a cada pacient. Un mètode objectiu basat en la simulació i que
tingui en compte les necessitats espećıfiques de cada pacient podria portar-nos
cap a un procés de desenvolupament de dispositius d’assistència personalitzats al
pacient. La dinàmica de sistemes multisòlid s’utilitza des de fa temps per a l’anàlisi
biomecànica i la simulació del moviment humà. A més, s’estan utilitzant mètodes de
control òptim per predir el moviment humà, i s’estan investigant altres mètodes per
desenvolupar models neuro-musculo-esquelètics adaptats al pacient. Hi ha estudis
publicats que mostren el potencial que tenen les simulacions que utilitzen models
personalitzats al pacient de millorar els tractaments de rehabilitació i l’adaptació
dels dispositius d’assistència a pacients concrets. Tot i aix́ı, els investigadors no han
demostrat encara l’efectivitat d’aquests mètodes usant un nombre gran de pacients
i una varietat més gran de tractaments.

En aquesta tesi, hem investigat l’ús de formulacions de control òptim per a
predir la marxa assistida amb crosses i ortesis actives mitjançant models dinàmics
multisòlid a nivell esquelètic. L’objectiu principal ha estat desenvolupar una eina
de simulació per tal de predir la marxa assistida amb crosses i ortesis actives que
pugui servir en el futur per donar suport al disseny i el control d’una ortesi activa
de genoll. La metodologia utilitzada inclou el desenvolupament d’un model adaptat
al subjecte a nivell esquelètic basant en un model disponible en OpenSim, al qual
se li han afegit les crosses i les ortesis. Les interaccions entre els peus i el terra i
entre les crosses i el terra s’han modelat amb elements visco-elàstics. Els diferents
problemes de control òptim s’han resolt utilitzant un mètode de col·locació directa
amb el programari de control òptim GPOPS-II.

En primer lloc, s’han desenvolupat i comparat vuit formulacions de control
òptim diferents, per tal de fer un seguiment de la marxa normal i assistida amb
crosses. Després, s’han desenvolupat i calibrat els models de contacte peu-terra i
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crossa-terra, i s’han utilitzat per obtenir cicles de la marxa sencers dinàmicament
consistents, per mitjà d’un problema de control òptim de seguiment de dades ex-
perimentals. A més, s’ha implementat un entorn de simulació amb control òptim
per a la predicció de la marxa normal i la marxa amb crosses. S’han predit cicles
de marxa normals usant diferents criteris d’optimalitat, i els resultats s’han anal-
itzat i comparat. També s’han predit cicles de marxa amb crosses usant diferents
criteris d’optimalitat, seguint diferents patrons de marxa amb crosses (de quatre
punts, de dos punts i d’oscil·lació), i a diferents velocitats de marxa. Finalment,
s’han realitzat prediccions de la marxa assistida amb crosses i ortesis actives per a
un subjecte sa i un subjecte amb lesió medul·lar, i els resultats s’han avaluat amb
dades experimentals utilitzant unes ortesis actives reals.

Les contribucions originals d’aquesta tesi són el desenvolupament i la com-
paració de diferents formulacions de control òptim per al seguiment de moviments
de marxa assistida, l’anàlisi i comparació de diferents funcions objectiu per a la
predicció de la marxa normal en 3D, la implementació d’un entorn de simulació
amb control òptim per a la predicció de diferents patrons de marxa assistida amb
crosses en 3D, i el desenvolupament i l’avaluació de simulacions predictives de
marxa assistida amb crosses i ortesis actives reals. Aquests resultats representen
un pas endavant cap al desenvolupament d’una eina predictiva per a la personal-
ització d’ortesis actives a pacients espećıfics, que podria maximitzar el rendiment
de la marxa de cada pacient.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation
Each year, between 250,000 and 500,000 people worldwide suffer a spinal cord
injury [1]. Walking impairment after spinal cord injury leads to a decreased quality
of life, other serious health conditions (e.g., heart disease, high blood pressure),
and substantial health care costs. Consequently, gait restoration is a high priority
among spinal cord-injured (SCI) subjects [2]. Restoration can be partially achieved
using active orthoses or exoskeletons, together with some type of external support
for balance (e.g., crutches or a walker) [3]. Because SCI patients having the same
clinical classification can exhibit high variability in their walking impairments, the
control algorithms used in active orthoses need to be customised to maximise the
walking ability of each patient. Such customisation is currently done through trial-
and-error methods, making it difficult if not impossible to identify the best active
control parameters for any particular patient.

Patients must be trained to learn how to use the exoskeleton together with
crutches [4]. The training process is guided by a physiotherapist mainly using
visual observation and easily measurable spatiotemporal parameters such as gait
speed [5]. Although in some clinical practices a more detailed assessment of the
patient’s gait pattern is performed to improve training session outcomes [6], an
objective simulation-based method that accounts for patient-specific needs could
improve in the long term the adaptation of these patients to the assistive device.

This PhD thesis has been framed within the national project “Low-cost motor-
FES hybrid orthosis for the gait of SCI subjects and simulation methods to sup-
port the design and adaptation” (DPI2015-65959-C3-2-R), in collaboration with
researchers from University of La Coruña and University of Extremadura. One
of the objectives of this national project was progressing in the use of simulation
methods to support the design and adaptation of walking assistive devices, by
addressing motion analysis and prediction based on subject-specific neuromuscu-
loskeletal models. In this context, the main objective of the proposed thesis is to
develop an algorithm to predict dynamically consistent (DC) assisted gait of an
SCI subject using crutches and wearing active knee-ankle-foot orthoses (KAFOs)

3
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designed by the research group [7]. This tool might serve as a support for the
patient-tailored design of robotic exoskeletons and to virtually test different con-
trol strategies. It could also facilitate analysis of patient adaptation to the device
and to describe the walking improvement that the patient can achieve with external
assistance.

1.2 Human motion prediction
Multibody system dynamics has been used for many years for the biomechanical
analysis of human motion. When studying human motion dynamics from a macro-
scopic point of view, the human body can be represented by rigid bodies linked by
ideal joints. The dynamic analysis usually starts collecting experimental motion
data to compute joint angle time histories. Knowing the evolution of these coor-
dinates and the motion equations of the human body model allows for calculating
the net joint torques that produce that movement. This first type of analysis, from
motion to forces, is called inverse dynamic analysis. On the other hand, if we start
from forces and torques and we want to obtain the motion that they produce, the
motion ordinary differential equations have to be integrated with respect to time.
This approach is known as forward dynamic analysis, and allows for investigating
how motion is affected when force time histories or certain model parameters are
varied.

What is more interesting is that these techniques can be used to predict novel
human motions using patient-specific neuromusculoskeletal models, with many po-
tential applications in clinical and rehabilitation practice. For this purpose, the
most accepted approach consists of formulating an optimisation problem accord-
ing to a certain physiological criterion, such as minimising joint torques, muscle
activations, or energy consumption. Nowadays, direct collocation optimal control
is the most widespread optimisation method for developing predictive simulations
of human motions in rehabilitation research.

1.3 Spinal cord injury and robotic gait assistance
Spinal cord injury is produced by damage to the spinal cord that disrupts the
signals from the brain to the muscles in parts of the body below the level of the
lesion. The most common causes for this lesion are traffic accidents, followed by
falls in elderly people [8]. Current rehabilitation includes using powered robotic
exoskeletons. Lower limb exoskeletons may be devised as an ambulation device, as
a rehabilitation tool, or may be aimed at allowing both objectives [5]. A systematic
review of active KAFOs for gait rehabilitation can be found in [9].

1.3.1 Injury levels and classification
There are different levels of injury; depending on the location of the trauma, and
whether the spinal cord is cut or pressed down. Those are classified by the American
Spinal Injury Association (ASIA) and range from A (complete injury) to E (normal
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motor and sensory function) [10]. A spinal cord injury is complete if the spinal cord
cannot send signals below the level of the injury, and so, as a result, the patient is
paralysed and has no sensory function below the injury. Conversely, it is incomplete
if part of the signals can be transmitted, so the patient preserves some movement
and sensory function below the injury level. The ASIA Impairment Scale (AIS) for
classifying spinal cord injury determines the following levels [11]:

A. Complete injury: No motor or sensory function is preserved in the sacral
segments S4 or S5.

B. Sensory incomplete: Sensory but not motor function is preserved below the
level of injury, including the sacral segments.

C. Motor incomplete: Motor function is preserved below the level of injury, and
more than half of muscles tested below the level of injury have a low muscle
grade.

D. Motor incomplete: Motor function is preserved below the level of injury and
at least half of the key muscles below the neurological level have a high muscle
grade.

E. Normal: No motor or sensory deficits, but deficits existed in the past.

1.3.2 Active orthosis used in the thesis
The active orthosis simulated in this thesis is a lightweight and customised active
KAFO to assist over-ground walking of SCI patients [7] (Figure 1.1, left). Specifi-
cally, target patients lack control of knee and ankle muscles, but they retain some
hip muscle function, so they can initiate swing phase using these muscles. This
helps to exploit the remaining physiological functions and capacities of the patient,
which are not normally considered in the existing wearable exoskeletons intended
for paraplegia. Moreover, since the device challenges the patients who have to ini-
tiate the step themselves, it might be helpful to encourage active participation of
patients in their own care process (patient empowerment) [12].

The active KAFO provides knee flexion-extension assistance during swing phase
and maintains the knee fully extended during stance phase. The ankle joint is
fixed keeping the foot perpendicular to the shank. The length of the shank and
the thigh links can be adjusted to fit the anthropometry of the user. The knee
joint is actuated using a brushless direct current motor combined with a harmonic
drive transmission. The inertial measurement units (IMUs) collected data (verti-
cal acceleration and sagittal inclination) are used to identify the time instant when
the knee flexion-extension cycle must be triggered at the initial swing. Then, a
proportional–integral–derivative (PID) position control with feedforward in veloc-
ity and acceleration keeps the knee in full extension during stance (straight leg,
knee locked) and performs a predefined knee flexion–extension trajectory during
swing [7].

The parameters defining the knee angle trajectory are maximum knee flexion,
peak displacement, peak width and cycle duration. The desired trajectory and
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control of the actuated knee must be designed according to the patient’s walking
function after injury. One option would be to use a trial-and-error approach, which
would be time consuming and fatiguing for the subject. The proposed approach is
to develop a computational model of the subject to perform these trials virtually
and to formulate an optimisation problem in which the orthosis control parameters
are added to the design variables (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1: Left: The SCI subject with the active KAFO and walker. Centre: The current
approach is based on trial-and-error, which is clearly fatiguing for the subject and time
consuming. Right: The considered approach is to develop a computational model of the
subject to perform these trials, and to state an optimisation problem in which the orthosis
control parameters are added to the design variables.

The goal related to the developed active KAFO is to predict the optimal values
of the knee motor control parameters for each specific SCI subject. This problem
is complex, as it involves movement prediction using patient-specific 3D full-body
models that include modelling of the assistive devices (crutches and orthoses) as
well as foot- and crutch-ground contact. The problem also needs to define clearly
what is meant for a gait cycle to be “optimal” for the patient, and what are the
optimality criteria and penalty terms to be used in the optimal control problem
formulation. To achieve this goal, this PhD thesis covers obtaining dynamically
consistent motions tracking experimental data, developing and calibrating foot-
and crutch-ground contact models, and predicting normal and assisted walking
motions.

1.4 Objectives
The main objective of this thesis is to develop a simulation tool to predict crutch-
orthosis-assisted walking, that could be used to support in the design and control
of an active KAFO. The tool will be used to predict crutch-orthosis-assisted walk-
ing of a healthy subject and an SCI subject. To accomplish this main objective,
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different specific objectives have been stated, where the complexity of simulations
has been increased step by step, and within each step, methods have been applied
using torque-driven models from different complexity.

The following specific objectives are proposed:

1. To explore how optimal control problem formulation affects the
ability to generate DC normal and assisted walking simulations
that closely reproduce experimental data.
Eight different optimal control formulations, using models from different com-
plexity (3D with head-arms-trunk (HAT) segment, 3D full-body, 3D full-body
assisted by crutches) will be compared.

2. To develop and calibrate foot- and crutch-ground contact models.
The foot-ground and crutch-ground contact models will be calibrated using
optimal control problems that track experimental data. Different research
questions associated with contact model calibration will be explored, using
models from different complexity (3D with HAT segment, 3D full-body, 3D
full-body assisted by crutches).

3. To generate DC normal and crutch-assisted full gait cycles tracking
experimental data (both joint coordinates and ground reactions)
and having contact models to produce foot- and crutch-ground re-
actions.
Full DC gait cycles will be generated using models from different complexity
(3D with HAT segment, 3D full-body, 3D full-body assisted by crutches),
and will be used as initial guesses for the prediction problems. Since only
two force plates are available in the motion analysis lab, it is not possible
to measure foot-ground reactions (forces and moments) for a complete gait
cycle. That is, the ground reaction components for one foot during the first
double support have to be predicted. Therefore, this problem can be seen as
a first prediction.

4. To implement an optimal control simulation framework for predict-
ing 3D normal walking using torque-driven models.
We will predict a complete gait cycle, using a 3D model with HAT segment
and a 3D full-body model, without imposing symmetry and without tracking
any experimental data. Different cost functions that have been used in the
literature to predict normal walking will be studied and results compared
against experimental data. Then, gait cycles at different speeds will be pre-
dicted.

5. To implement an optimal control simulation framework for predict-
ing 3D crutch-assisted walking using torque-driven models.
We will predict a complete gait cycle, using a 3D human body model with
crutches, without imposing symmetry and without tracking any experimen-
tal data. We will study the convenience of predicting crutch-assisted walking
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with different cost functions that have been used in the literature to pre-
dict normal walking. Then, crutch-assisted walking cycles following different
patterns and at different speeds will be predicted.

6. To implement an optimal control simulation framework for predict-
ing 3D crutch-orthosis-assisted walking.
First, we will collect experimental walking data with locked knee and for
different values of exoskeleton maximum assisted knee flexion for a healthy
subject using crutches. These collected data will be employed to develop a
subject-specific model of the subject, with calibrated foot- ground and crutch-
ground contact models. The experimental motion with locked knee will be
used to obtain a DC assisted walking cycle for the subject. Then, having
the DC motion with locked knee as an initial guess, we will predict how the
subject will walk with locked knee orthoses and crutches, and with active or-
thoses and crutches, for two different maximum knee flexion values. Finally,
we will compare the simulated motion data with the experimental data of the
healthy subject walking with active orthoses and crutches.

7. To apply the crutch-orthosis-assisted walking predictive algorithm
to an SCI subject.
First, we will collect experimental walking data with locked knee and for
different values of exoskeleton maximum assisted knee flexion for an SCI
subject (using a walker or crutches, depending on the case). These collected
data will be employed to develop a subject-specific model of the subject, with
calibrated foot-ground and crutch-ground contact models. The experimental
motion with crutches and locked knee will be used to obtain a DC assisted
walking cycle for the subject. Then, having the DC motion with locked knee
as an initial guess, we will predict how the subject will walk with locked knee
orthoses and crutches, and with active orthoses and crutches, for two different
maximum knee flexion values. Finally, we will compare the simulated motion
data with the experimental data of the SCI subject. More precisely, we
will compare the change in spatiotemporal parameters for different levels of
assistance.

1.5 Thesis contents and contributions
A chapter-by-chapter overview is given (Figure 1.2), highlighting the main contri-
butions of each one if applicable. Moreover, in Appendix A, a list of conference
abstracts and journal papers derived from this thesis is provided.

Chapter 2

In this chapter, the state of the art in human body and assistive device modelling,
as well as in optimal control prediction of human motion is explained. At the end
of the chapter, a critical review is done, specifying the methods that will be used
for each aspect in this thesis.
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Chapter 3

The general methods used in this thesis are stated, related to the development
of the skeletal (or torque-driven) models and contact models, to the experimental
data collection and processing, and to the implemented optimal control framework.
These are the general methods that are common for all chapters; and in each sec-
tion, specific methods are detailed.

Chapter 4

In this chapter, different optimal control tracking problems are developed to per-
form DC tracking, to calibrate foot-ground and crutch-ground contact models, and
to obtain full DC cycles. The experimental data of a healthy female subject are
used.

The main contribution from this chapter is the development and comparison
of different optimal control formulations to track normal and assisted walking mo-
tions. These investigations have been performed for different levels of skeletal model
complexity.

Chapter 5

In this chapter, optimal control problems are developed to predict human walking,
using models from different complexity: normal walking with a 3D HAT model,
normal walking with a 3D full-body model, and crutch-assisted walking with a 3D
full-body model with crutches. The experimental data of a female healthy subject
are used.

The main contributions from this chapter are the analysis and comparison of
different cost functions for generating predictive simulations of 3D normal walking,
and the implementation of an optimal control framework for generating predictive
simulations of different 3D crutch-walking patterns.

Chapter 6

In this chapter, the methods developed in Chapters 4 and 5 are applied to predict
the crutch-orthosis-assisted gait of a healthy subject and an SCI patient. In the
developed formulations, the orthosis knee flexion-extension angle trajectory is im-
posed, and the assisted walking is predicted. The experimental data of a healthy
female and an SCI male subject are used.

The main contribution from this chapter is the development and experimental
evaluation of predictive simulations of crutch-orthosis-assisted walking using a real
assistive robotic orthosis.
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Chapter 7

In this chapter, the conclusions of the thesis are drawn, and recommendations and
future research directions are outlined.

Figure 1.2: Thesis structure and chapter-by-chapter contents. Information about the
different models used in this thesis are shown in grey boxes, information about the different
types of optimal control problems are shown in blue boxes, and finally, information about
the experimental data collected for each subject is shown in green boxes.
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Chapter 2

State of the art

Neuromusculoskeletal modelling and optimal control are two fields that recently
have been related for designing patient-specific treatments to improve walking
function in subjects affected by neuromusculoskeletal impairments [13,14]. In this
chapter, an overview of the state of the art in human musculoskeletal modelling and
assistive device modelling, as well as in optimal control prediction of human motion
is given. Moreover, a brief discussion about the methods used in the literature and
in this thesis is provided at the end of the chapter.

2.1 Human body and assistive device modelling

Simulation of human motion dynamics involves modelling the human neuromuscu-
loskeletal system. Robotic devices are nowadays widely used for gait rehabilitation
in subjects with neuromuscular impairments. If a subject-specific model is com-
bined with a robotic device model, computational simulation can help to optimally
design and control these assistive devices [14,15].

2.1.1 Subject-specific musculoskeletal modelling

The human neuromusculoskeletal system can be viewed as a servo-controlled multi-
body dynamic system, where bones are modelled as rigid bodies connected by
joints, actuated by muscles and controlled by the central nervous system (CNS) [13].
The human musculoskeletal system is a complex system, composed by about 200
bones and 300 muscles. Virtual models are always simplifications of the real sys-
tem, and depending on the purpose of the study, simpler or more complex models
can be used. The validity of motion prediction results highly relies on having a
realistic biomechanical model, which includes body segments, joints, actuators (at
joint or muscle level) and contact models to characterise body-ground interaction.

13
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Skeletal modelling

The human skeleton is composed by several bones, with a wide range of size: from
the femur (thigh) to the stapes (middle ear). There is a joint (or articulation) at
any point where two bones meet, whether or not the bones are movable at that
interface. There are different types of joints in the human body: cartilaginous
joints permit limited movement (like intervertebral joints), whereas synovial joints
allow full movement.

The skeleton is usually modelled as an open kinematic chain, with rigid bodies
connected by joints. Each rigid body represents a bone (or group of bones) and the
tissues that wrap it. A group of bones is usually represented using one rigid body
if there is no relative motion between them or it is not relevant for the purpose of
the study (e.g., motion of hand or fingers in walking). The set of parameters that
describe each rigid body are basically inertial and geometric. Inertial parameters
define, for each segment or body, mass, position of the centre of mass, and tensor of
inertia about the centre of mass in a local coordinate system. Geometric parameters
are essentially segments’ length, but can include more information for visualisation
purposes or for computing muscle paths. All these parameters are usually called
body segment parameters (BSP).

Synovial and cartilaginous joints, that are the joints that permit relative motion
between segments, can be modelled as mechanical ideal joints, with no friction and
no compliance [16]. Shoulder and hip are usually defined as spherical (or ball-and-
socket) joints, knee and elbow are typically modelled as revolute (or hinge) joints,
and ankle and wrist, in some studies are modelled as pivot joints and in others as
revolute joints.

Depending on the purpose of the study, models can be two- or three-dimensional,
and can represent the whole body or only a part of it (Table 2.1). For exam-
ple, for the analysis of normal gait, some studies employ 2D models of the lower
limbs [17–23], because the motion is primarily contained in the sagittal plane. How-
ever, if we want to obtain more realistic results, a 3D lower-body model [24–29]
or a 3D full-body model [30–37] is needed to account for off-plane components of
the motion (which might be important in pathological gait patterns) or the effect
of the upper-body (head, arms and trunk) on the walking dynamics in the second
case. In some studies, a more detailed model of a part of the body is constructed,
like for example the spine [38,39], neck [40,41], knee [42,43], or hand [44].

Researchers may develop their own libraries for solving multibody system dy-
namics [32, 45]; or use available software for biomechanical motion analysis, like
AnyBody [46,47] or OpenSim [15,20,48–51]. Using an available software can help
researchers to focus on the application, develop subject-specific musculoskeletal
simulations and establish the desired mix between model complexity, accuracy,
and performance [52].

Muscle modelling

Skeletal muscles are the ones that link to bones through tendons and cause motion.
Commonly one joint is actuated by several muscles (so there is muscle redundancy
for each degree of freedom, DOF). Moreover, muscles can be monoarticulated, if
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Table 2.1: Type of model, number of joints and number of DOFs for some relevant
references that simulate human movement. “HAT” indicates models where head, arms
and trunk are considered as the same segment.

they actuate only on one joint; or biarticulated, if they actuate on two joints at a
time. Several muscles may be involved in an action. The principal muscle involved
is called the prime mover, or agonist; a muscle with the opposite action of the prime
mover is called an antagonist. The antagonist muscle typically relaxes so as not
to impede the agonist; other functions of antagonist muscles can be to slow down
or stop a movement. An example of an agonist-antagonist pair are the biceps
and triceps muscles: to generate elbow flexion torque, the biceps contracts and
the triceps relaxes; to generate elbow extension torque, the biceps relaxes and the
triceps contracts.

There are many different muscle-tendon models, the reader is referred to [53] for
an extensive review. Hill-type models are widely used in muscle-driven simulations
[54]. In these models, muscles and tendons are modelled as a linear actuator, which
exhibits an active behavior and a passive viscoelastic one. The active behavior is
produced by the muscle fibers (or contractile elements). The passive behavior
is related to the tendons and the connective tissue wrapping the muscle fibers,
which can be simply modelled through springs. The fiber geometry is simplified by
assuming that all muscle fibers are straight, parallel, of equal length, and coplanar
[54].

Regarding the muscle-tendon model parameters, researchers use muscle-tendon
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parameters values from published studies [19,25,26]; use the ones included in avail-
able models implemented in musculoskeletal simulation softwares, like OpenSim or
AnyBody [20,49]; or calibrate them from experimental data via optimisation [55].

Muscles are controlled by neural excitations that produce muscle activations.
Muscle activation and muscle-tendon contraction dynamics are described by dif-
ferential equations [16], and by force-length-velocity curves [56], respectively. The
most recent hypothesis is that the CNS activates a group of muscles together, in-
stead of activating each muscle independently, what brings the concept of muscle
synergy. Muscle synergies are represented by modules consisting of one neural
command (NC), which represents the time activation of a set of muscles, and one
synergy vector, which represents the weighting factor of each muscle to its NC.
The number of NCs is lower than the number of muscles, so using muscle synergies
reduces the number of independent time-varying activation variables [50,57].

In some studies with skeletal-level actuation, muscles are considered in a sim-
plified way. For example, in [32] the model contains spring-damper elements at
joints to mimic the compliance and damping properties of muscles, ligaments and
passive tissues at joints. Furthermore, in [58] each rotational DOF is actuated by a
pair of agonist-antagonist “muscle torques”, which represent the resultant torques
being generated by muscle forces acting on the same DOF.

Subject-specific modelling

A musculoskeletal model of the human body can be developed using values taken
from the literature for the different parameters that define the skeletal model (in-
ertial and geometric parameters), the muscle-tendon models, and the foot-ground
contact models. They are usually estimated based on experimental measures from
cadaveric specimens [59]. Depending on the application, and especially for patho-
logical cases, these parameters may be further specified towards individual char-
acteristics, to develop patient-specific models [51, 58]. Having a subject-specific
model of the patient under investigation is crucial for obtaining meaningful sim-
ulation results, and can also serve as the foundation for an objective treatment
planning approach [13]. For that, it is important to accurately identify these pa-
rameter values.

Scaling

This is the first level of subject-specificity, and usually the only one done for
most of the simulation studies. To adapt the values from a generic model to a
specific subject model, normally regression equations are employed to adjust joint
centres, segment masses and tensors of inertia. However, linear scaling has some
problems, for example, how to personalise bone shape or muscle attachment, which
can be relevant in some studies. To adjust these parameters to a specific subject,
medical imaging can be used [14,60].
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Kinematic model

There are several characteristics that have to be adjusted specifically to the
subject. Not only scaling inertial properties, but also calibrating joint axes of
rotation [34, 61]. To adjust these parameters to a specific subject, kinematic mea-
surements can be used [14,60], together with optimisation methods [34,50].

Muscle-tendon model

Muscle properties (e.g., insertion points, attachment locations, and muscle
wrapping objects) [54] or muscle synergy parameters [55] can be adjusted for each
patient. To adjust these parameters to a specific subject, electromyography (EMG)
measurements and medical imaging can be used [14, 60]. In [62], muscle-tendon-
related parameters are optimally identified from EMG experimental recordings.

Foot-ground contact model

The parameters of the foot-ground contact model can be calibrated (usually
using an optimisation algorithm) to the values of a specific subject, using exper-
imental kinematic and force plate data collected from that subject [63–65]. It is
very interesting the work done by Remy in [66], where he identified the follow-
ing three parameters as being subject-specific, after calibration using experimental
data from five subjects (each performing 15 trials at different walking speeds): the
overall vertical position of the visco-elastic units, the overall anterior-posterior po-
sition of the visco-elastic units, and the position of the metatarsal axis. He also
obtained that damping parameters were ill suited for optimisation, and that it was
easier to estimate parameters that affected the model properties in the saggital
plane.

2.1.2 Assistive device modelling
The most common assistive devices are orthoses, exoskeletons, prostheses and
crutches. Orthoses and exoskeletons are used to restore or augment musculoskeletal
function in impaired or healthy individuals. Usually, people assisted by orthoses
or exoskeletons need crutch assistance for balance. On the contrary, prostheses are
used to replace anatomically or functionally missing biological limbs.

Exoskeletons and orthoses

Passive devices are usually modelled adding high-stiffness rotational springs in pas-
sive joints [67–69]. Active devices have been modelled as massless torque actuators
in active joints [15,22,49,70]; or embedded in the human limbs, by properly modi-
fying mass and inertia of the corresponding body segments [22,71]. Another option
to model both passive and active devices is modelling them as independent bodies
connected to the subject by using kinematic constraints, both assuming no subject-
device relative motion [68,72] or allowing relative motion [73,74]; or by using force
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constraints (prescribe force acting in parallel to residual muscle force) [75].

Prosthetic devices

Researchers have modelled prostheses following one of the approaches used for or-
thoses and exoskeletons: rotational springs for passive device, and torque actuator
for active device [23]. A more detailed model, where the control of the prosthetic
device is simulated, can be found in [75].

Crutches

Regarding crutch modelling, we can distinguish between analysis of exerimental
data and simulation. In analysis studies, crutches are usually modelled as a separate
link in the human-crutches model, and motion data and forces [76–78], or only
forces [79] are measured experimentally. In simulation studies, 2D simple models
are used when swing-through gait pattern is simulated. In [80], the arm and the
crutch are modelled as the same body, and in [81] they have been modelled as
separate bodies. We can also find studies where the resultant dynamic effect of arms
and crutches is modelled as external forces and moments applied at the shoulders,
using 2D models [82] and 3D models [67]. Moreover, three-dimensional models of
a subject assisted by explicit upper limb crutches and performing a four-point gait
pattern can be found in [83,84] (Table 2.2).

Table 2.2: Crutch-assisted models (and also exoskeleton-assisted in some cases) found in
the literature. The number of segments and DOFs refer to the human body and crutches
model (without considering the orthoses or exoskeleton, if considered in the study).

2.1.3 Contact modelling in human motion

In human motion analysis, different contact interactions can be considered. First
of all, the contact interaction between the foot and the ground. When considering
normal walking motion, ground reaction forces are, together with the gravitational
forces, the only external forces applied to the body. Moreover, if the subject is
assisted by crutches or by an exoskeleton (or orthosis), the contact forces act-
ing at each of these devices may be considered, depending on the purpose of the
simulation. In this subsection, we will focus on foot-ground, crutch-ground and
exoskeleton-subject contact modelling.
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Foot-ground contact modelling

There are basically two options for modelling such interaction: using kinematic
constraints (hard contact) or a contact model (compliant or deformable contact).
The first method defines the interaction between the foot and the ground using
ideal kinematic constraints, which change at each phase of the gait cycle. In such
case, the foot can be modelled as a single point [32], as a rigid body with two con-
tact points [26], or as a curved plantar surface rolling on the ground without slip-
ping [18]; and it is usually assumed that the collision is perfectly inelastic without
sliding [17]. The second method establishes the physical relationship between the
developed contact forces (normal and tangential) and the relative foot-ground dis-
placements and velocities through a visco-elastic force model. Different approaches
have been used in the literature: three spring-damper units per foot [28], series of
spring-damper units distributed under the sole of each foot [19, 25, 85–87], grid of
elastic contact elements [64], two or more spheres with a compliant Hunt-Crossley
model [20,63,88], or a nonlinear volumetric contact model [84,89].

Most of the published studies of gait prediction declare that their foot-ground
contact model is very simplistic and has to be improved in further studies [26,
28, 32, 90]. Moreover, most studies use planar foot-ground contact models and
rarely validate the results using real captures [63]. Therefore, finding a suitable
foot-ground contact model for human motion simulation is currently an open re-
search topic of great interest because in human motion analysis, the foot-ground
contact model influences directly some results, like the ankle motion and torque,
the ground-reaction forces and the muscle force estimates [91, 92]. A good sum-
mary of published studies that use a foot-ground contact model can be found in [64].

Normal force

Usually, the normal foot-ground contact force in human motion is modelled as
a set of springs and damper units, or of deformable spheres. In the most general
form, the contact force can be written in terms of its elastic (conservative) and
viscous (dissipative) components as follows [93,94]:

N = kδn + χδmδ̇ (2.1)

where n andm are the degrees of nonlinearity of the elastic and viscous components,
respectively; k is the generalised contacting stiffness; χ is the hysteresis damping
coefficient, which can be considered constant or function of the initial δ̇; δ is the
relative penetration or deformation, and δ̇ is the relative normal contact velocity.

The most used models are the ones proposed by Kelvin and Voigt (where n = 1
and m = 0) and by Hunt and Crossley [95] (where n = m) [94]. In Table 2.3, a
summary of some normal contact force models used in simulation and prediction
of human motion is shown.
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Table 2.3: Normal contact force model used in the most relevant references found about
foot-ground contact modelling for human motion simulation. In “Type of study” we
indicate if a foot-ground contact model is developed using only a foot model without sim-
ulating the full body motion (Development), if it is used for forward dynamic simulation
of the full body motion (Simulation), or it is used for predicting new full body motions
(Prediction). In “Foot segm.” we indicate how many segments includes the biomechanical
foot model. In “Elements”, we indicate the type of elements, spring and damper (s+d) or
sphere (sph.); the number of elements (n); and if the location of those elements is fixed,
equally distributed, manually tuned or calibrated using an optimisation procedure. In
“Model”, we indicate if equation of each element’s normal contact force model follows a
Kelving-Voigt (K-V) model or a Hunt and Crossley (H-C) model. In “Power”, we indicate
the values of the exponent of the indentation that appears in Eq. 3.1. In “Parameter
values”, we indicate if the parameter values in the normal force expression are found ex-
perimentally (exp. test), manually tuned or calibrated using an optimisation procedure;
and also if the values of each parameter are equal or different for each contact element
(spring, damper, or sphere). *In this reference, a comparison between three models is pre-
sented. Only information regarding the foot-ground contact model with spring-damper
units is presented.
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Tangential force

The tangential force is usually represented by an approximation of the Coulomb
dry friction [94]:

T = µf(v, vl)N (2.2)

where µ is the asymptotic friction coefficient; f() is usually the hyperbolic tangent
or the arctangent function; v is the sliding velocity; and vl is the latching velocity,
used to avoid a numerical discontinuity at the transition through zero slip velocity.
The tangential force is opposite to the sliding velocity direction.

In Table 2.4, a summary of some tangential contact force models used in simu-
lation and prediction of human motion is shown.

Table 2.4: Tangential force model used in the most relevant references found about foot-
ground contact modelling for human motion simulation. In “Type of study” we indicate
if a foot-ground contact model is developed using only a foot model without simulating
the full body motion (Development), if it is used for forward dynamic simulation of
the full body motion (Simulation), or it is used for predicting new full body motions
(Prediction). In “Terms of friction”, we indicate if static, dynamic (dyn.) and viscous
(visc.) friction terms are present in the tangential contact force model. In “Dynamic dry
friction coefficient”, we indicate the asymptotic friction coefficient µ value; the expression
that is used in Eq. 3.2, which is usually the hyperbolic tangent (tanh) or the arctangent
function (arctan); and the latching velocity vl.

Crutch-ground contact modelling

Regarding the crutch-ground contact model, there are some studies where spring-
loaded crutches are studied. In this case, the contact model is a linear spring,
where the stiffness is optimised [80, 81]. For rigid crutches, some simulations are
done using experimental values for crutch-ground contact forces [67,83]. In [96], an
impulsive and a continuous contact model are compared in swing-through crutch
gait. In [84], the crutch–ground contact is modelled as a sphere at the tip of the
crutch, where the normal contact force is obtained from [97] and the tangential
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force is modelled with the bristle-type approach proposed in [98]. The contact
model parameters are identified by optimisation.

Exoskeleton-subject (or orthosis-subject) contact modelling

Modelling the coupling of human and wearable device dynamics is crucial to better
understand the interaction between both. For that, the assistive devices should be
modelled independently from the limbs that assist, and contact models between the
devices and the subject should be used. There are some first works on modelling
human-device contact by using springs and dampers [74, 84]. Some interesting
aspects that can be investigated by modelling human-device contact are patient’s
comfort when wearing the assistive device [58], and also simulate the exoskeleton
control based on that interaction measure.

2.2 Optimal control prediction of human motion
Advanced neuromusculoskeletal models and optimal control formulations [14] have
led to a growing interest in motion prediction for clinical and sports applications.
Predicting novel motions can help to anticipate the result of surgery, to design
assistive devices, such as prostethics and orthoses [15, 58, 68, 99, 100], to develop
rehabilitation therapies [51], and to learn how an exercise should be performed in
an optimal way [90,101,102]. In Section 2.2.1, examples of works performing human
motion simulation (both analysis and prediction) are presented. In Section 2.2.2,
we focus on the problem formulation for human walking prediction; and finally, in
Section 2.2.3 some applications in sports and rehabilitation are shown.

2.2.1 Simulation of human motion
Simulation of human motion can be carried out to better understand how one
type of motion is performed [25, 90], to determine muscle forces associated to this
motion [103], to study how the CNS controls the motion [104], to compare healthy
motion versus pathological or impaired motion [16, 87], or to study rehabilitation
outcomes [69]. Inverse dynamic simulation for a measured human motion can
provide an interpretation of the forces that have produced that motion [90]; forward
dynamic simulations can be used to analyse a measured motion (when using as
inputs forces obtained from an inverse analysis, and tracking that measured motion)
or to simulate new motions (when using as inputs, e.g., modified forces from an
inverse analysis). Predictive simulations that generate new motions are usually
performed by means of an optimisation problem, that is based on an inverse or
forward dynamics scheme (Figure 2.1).

Inverse dynamic analysis (IDA)

IDA is the most widespread technique to analyse human motion and calculate what
forces cause a certain motion. More precisely, it is used to calculate net torques that
must be applied at the joints to produce a motion that is known beforehand. Input
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Figure 2.1: Schematic showing the main inputs and outputs considered in each method.
Different approaches within each method can be considered (e.g., in IDA, having ground
reaction forces as inputs or computing them from contact models; in FDA, having joint
controllers to track experimental motion or not having them). Usually, IDA and FDA
are used to analyse or simulate motions for which experimental data have been collected,
whereas optimisation methods are used to predict new motions.

data are usually acquired kinematic data, foot-ground contact forces (or ground
reaction forces, GRF) and estimated BSPs. This approach is mainly algebraic,
because motion is known (i.e., coordinates, velocities and accelerations), so by
replacing their values for a time range in the motion equations, joint forces and
torques can be computed.

In medical applications, gait analysis is widely used. Ackermann and Schiehlen
[16] studied different mechanical disturbances in gait. Based on the kinematical
measurements, they used inverse dynamics (ID) and musculoskeletal models to
estimate the metabolical cost, with the goal of designing orthotic and prosthetic
devices. It is also interesting the work in [105], where the authors have developed a
framework for solving real-time inverse kinematics (IK) and ID using personalised
musculoskeletal models.

Muscle forces are difficult to be measured precisely and with non-invasive meth-
ods. For this reason, analysis and simulation of human motion are useful tools to
determine muscle forces. However, once forces and torques are known for each joint,
there are multiple solutions of muscle forces that yield the known joint torque. This
is because the neuromusculoskeletal model is an over-actuated system, since each
joint is actuated by several muscles. So, it can be exactly known the forces and
torques at the joint level from the biomechanical model dynamics, but there are
infinite solutions for the forces of each muscle. This is called the muscle force redun-
dancy problem (or muscle force-sharing problem). This problem is usually solved
using optimisation procedures based in physiological criteria [16, 25], where a cost
function is minimised. Static Optimisation (SO) approaches solve the muscle force
distribution problem for each time step, without considering the muscle activation
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and contraction dynamics [25]. In this approach, the goal is to find muscle forces
as optimisation variables such that an instantaneous cost function is minimised.

Usually, the biomechanical model of the human subject is actuated at each DOF,
being the base-body the pelvis, which has three translations and three rotations
with respect to the ground in space. When solving the equations of motion, the
errors that come from model development and experimental motion capture are
somehow included in the residual wrench (forces and moments acting on the pelvis
segment associated with the pelvis-ground joint coordinates). Different methods
have been used to minimise this residual wrench, most of them using some type
of optimisation. In [106, 107] the Residual Elimination Algorithm (REA) is used
to estimate dynamically consistent kinematics and kinetics for forward dynamic
simulation of gait; in [108], the residual wrench is reduced using optimisation and
ID; and in [109], using optimal control. A summary of some works in human
walking simulation, taking into account if they ensure the dynamic consistency of
the results can be found in [110].

Forward dynamic analysis (FDA)

FDA determines how a mechanical system will move when certain forces are ap-
plied. In the case of human motion, these forces might correspond to net joint
torques or individual muscle forces depending on the aim of the study. Motion
(evolution of joint coordinates) is then determined by integrating the differential
equations of motion with respect to time. Examples of torque-driven simulations
of human walking can be found in [85, 86]. FDA can be carried out with a fully
actuated model, in which all the DOFs of the model are controlled, including the
subject’s joint DOFs and the six DOFs of the base body (usually the pelvis); or with
an underactuated model, in which only the anatomical joint DOFs are controlled.
In the latter case, it is necessary to account for the ground reactions, e.g., exter-
nal reactions calculated from IDA or computed using foot-ground contact models.
In [84], better results for full actuation have been obtained, compared to under-
actuation, although the underactuated case with input of the external reactions
calculated from IDA yielded quite satisfactory results.

When descending to the muscular level, the forward dynamics (FD) based so-
lution enables muscle activation and contraction dynamics to be considered, and
so the obtained muscular responses are much more dynamically consistent than
within the inverse-dynamics scheme. Dynamic optimisation (DO) approaches solve
the muscle force distribution problem for all the simulation time range and take
muscle-tendon dynamics into account. Examples of DO to solve the muscle force
redundancy problem can be found in [111, 112]. Examples of simulation of hu-
man motion using musculoskeletal models can be found in [103], where jumping,
pedalling and walking are analysed using this method; and in [113], where the
motions of knee implants during a step-up activity are predicted from measured
patterns of muscle activity, initial joint angles and velocities, and kinematics of the
hip and ankle. The computed muscle control (CMC) is an algorithm that com-
putes a set of muscle excitations (or, more generally, actuator controls) that will
drive a dynamic musculoskeletal model to track a set of desired kinematics in the
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presence of applied external forces [114]. In [115] a hybrid neuromusculoskeletal
model that combines calibration, subject-specificity, EMG-driven and static opti-
misation methods together is presented. This might have important implications
for studying pathological movement for which EMG recordings are limited. The
same authors have presented a new approach, called neural data-driven simulation,
that uses as input data electrical neuromuscular signals [75].

An interesting aspect of FDA is that it can be considered as an intermediate step
towards motion prediction [116]. For example, muscle excitation patterns or other
parameters of a model can be altered to determine how they affect movement.
Moreover, it can also be predicted how a subject would walk when a surgical
intervention or an assistive device modify some biomechanical characteristics; for
instance, when a prosthesis is implanted or an orthosis is worn.

Optimal control (OC) prediction

The most accepted approach to predict how a human will move is to state an
optimisation problem according to what is considered to be the optimality criterion
behind such motion or task (e.g., minimising normalised torques, metabolic energy
cost, joint accelerations, or muscle activations) [16,25]. The most predicted motion
is normal gait in 2D [17–20] and in 3D [25, 26, 28, 30, 117]. Optimal control is
nowadays widely used for applications in medical and rehabilitation technology [14].
Two main groups of methods for solving optimal control problems (OCPs) are
indirect and direct methods. Indirect methods are focused on root-finding, while
direct methods first convert the continuous problem into a non-linear programming
problem and find the minimum of the objective function [118]. This process is
called transcription, and there are mainly two classes of transcription algorithms:
shooting methods and simultaneous methods [119].

Single-shooting methods work by approximating the trajectory using a single
simulation. The optimisation algorithm will try to find the initial value of the states
such that the defect constraint (the error committed) is driven to zero. The first
prediction of muscle forces for a complete symmetric gait cycle, using a 3D model
(with 23 DOF and 54 muscles), was solved using a shooting method by Anderson
and Pandy [25]. Design variables were muscle excitations and initial values for
muscle activations, and at each iteration, equations of motion were integrated using
the predicted initial values for muscle activations. Multiple shooting breaks up the
trajectory into segments and uses single shooting to solve for each segment. The
end of one segment will not necessarily match with the start of the next, so there
is a difference known as a defect, that it is added to the constraint vector. Felis
and Mombaur [32] used the multiple shooting method to predict a 3D gait cycle,
using a 31 DOF torque-driven model. State variables were joint torque controls,
angles and velocities; and step length and velocity were input data.

Simultaneous methods directly represent the state trajectory using decision
variables, and then satisfy the dynamics constraint only at special points in the
trajectory. Direct collocation avoids integration of equations of motion. It consists
on discretising the design variables (e.g., coordinates, joint torques, muscle forces)
using spline functions [17], Fourier series [18] or other parameterisation methods
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at specified knots (or time nodes), called collocation points [19, 24, 26, 30, 50, 69,
120]. One of the first studies using direct collocation to simulate human motion
is the one of Kaplan and Heegaard [121]. They solved an OCP to find the neural
excitation signals of steady-state pedalling using a 2D lower-limb musculoskeletal
model. The cost function included a term minimising differences between predicted
and experimental foot angles and a term minimising muscle excitations, which were
the controls of the problem. A review of recent predictive simulation methods for
human gait analysis can be found in [122].

2.2.2 Problem formulation for human walking prediction
In this section, we will focus on how is the optimisation problem stated (design
variables, cost function, constraints) for predicting human gait, independently from
the simulation method used.

Design variables

The methods for motion prediction are based in IDA and FDA. When the design
variables of the optimisation problem are the coordinates (motion), at each iteration
of the optimisation algorithm an inverse dynamics problem has to be solved; when
the design variables are forces (joint torques or muscle forces), motion equations
have to be integrated at each iteration; and finally, the design variables can be both
motion and forces, and different methods are presented in the literature, referred
as “predictive dynamics methods” [123] or “mixed approaches” [122].

In ID-based prediction, the motion is discretised and for each evaluation of the
cost function, an ID problem has to be solved in order to obtain the joint torques.
Bessonet et al. [17] predicted a complete gait cycle, with single and double support
phases, for different known walking speeds. They approximated the generalised co-
ordinates of motion using spline functions fitted at specified knots (or time nodes).
The design variables were joint motion at knots and joint velocities at transition
times. The dynamic model was constrained to force the motion to be cyclic and
define a feasible step. By combining this approach with a method to solve the mus-
cle force redundancy problem, muscle forces can be predicted as well. For example,
Menegaldo et al. [112] proposed an hybrid methodology called Inverse Dynamics
Optimal Control. It solved the ID of the multibody system and the force-sharing
problem was formulated as an OCP. In this case, the cost function had two terms:
a physiologically-based term for the ID-based prediction problem (e.g., minimise
muscle activation or energy expenditure) and an error function between the torques
calculated by inverse dynamics and the actual torque generated by the muscles.

In FD-based methods, the design variables can be joint torques, muscle forces,
or muscle activations or excitations, and the equations of motion are integrated
at each cost function evaluation to obtain the motion. Fluit et al. [28] described
a method called forward-inverse dynamics. Their design variables were the joint
torques, so their model was a torque-driven model. For each evaluation of the cost
function, motion was computed integrating the motion equations. Then, when the
optimal solution was found, muscle forces were computed using a musculoskeletal
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analysis tool from AnyBody. A similar approach can be found in [62], where the
muscle redundancy problem was solved forward in time parallel to a torque tracking
between the muscle-tendon net torques and those from ID.

In predictive dynamics methods both joint angles and forces (joint torques or
muscle forces) are design variables, which are discretised. Equations of motion are
converted into a set of algebraic constraint equations [21,36,37,50], and the problem
is transformed into a parameter optimisation algorithm, using direct collocation, or
another transcription method. In an OCP, the design variables are defined either
as states or controls. States are constrained to follow the differential equations
prescribed by the dynamics of the problem, whereas controls are not. Using joint
jerks as controls improves convergence, as reported in [50]. Ackermann and van
den Bogert [19] stated an OCP to predict a complete gait cycle for a 2D model
with eight muscles per leg. The design variables were generalised coordinates,
generalised velocities, muscle lengths and muscle activations, and the problem was
transformed into a parameter optimisation algorithm utilising direct collocation.

Cost function

It is believed that there is an optimal principle that guides human motion, although
it is not clearly known which is the cost function that mathematically represents
it. Some cost function terms used in human motion prediction imply minimising
weighted normalised torques [27, 32, 123], minimising metabolic energy cost [25],
minimising muscle activation [19], or minimising energy consumption [26,27]. Ack-
ermann and van den Bogert [19] investigated the effects of different performance
criteria (or cost functions) on predicted gait patterns. Cost functions were classified
into “effort-like” and “fatigue-like”, and one of the remarking conclusions was that
fatigue-like cost functions produce realistic gait, with stance phase knee flexion, as
opposed to energy-related cost functions which avoid knee flexion during the stance
phase.

Optimal control simulations have been performed with tracking terms in the
cost function [33,50], with pure prediction terms (without tracking any experimen-
tal data) [19, 20, 27, 32, 37, 117, 123], and having at the same time optimality and
tracking terms [22, 26, 28, 50]. In Table 2.5 the most relevant cost functions that
have been used for the prediction of normal gait are shown. Note that even if pre-
diction is done at muscle level, there are terms that consider joint-level kinematic
and dynamic magnitudes.

Constraints

When studying gait, usually some assumptions are made in order to simplify the
solution. Some works assume that gait is symmetric (Table 2.5) and analyse only
half of the gait cycle for both legs, or the complete cycle for only one leg. The gait
cycle basically consists of two phases: stance phase and swing phase. Input gait
descriptors (that usually are included in the problem formulation as constraints)
can be average walking velocity [18, 30], cycle period [18], double stance duration
[18], step length [30]. Giving a mean walking speed or step (or stride) length is
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something widely used when predicting novel motions, because a final condition
for the simulation is needed [18,19,26,28,32,37].

2.2.3 Application of motion prediction in sports and medicine

Prediction has many applications in sport to find the most efficient way of per-
forming a task such as running [101], rising up from squatting position [102], or
kicking [90].

In rehabilitation, motion prediction can be used for gait retraining. Studies
have predicted better walking patterns for a specific patient, as in [51] where gait
modifications for knee osteoarthritis rehabilitation were designed. In [50] walk-
ing motions at different speeds for a post-stroke individual were predicted using
a detailed subject-specific model. Moreover, in [28] a Trendelenburg gait (with
weakened hip abductors) was predicted, and the model is able to predict a small
increase in lateral trunk sway as a compensatory strategy.

Researchers have also predicted one-side gait disorders, as wearing an ankle-foot
orthosis in one leg [69]. Garćıa-Vallejo and Schiehlen [26,124] extended the param-
eter optimisation approach used by Ackermann [19,125] to three-dimensional mod-
els. The 3D non-symmetrical model provides useful information of the dynamics
of human gait with one-sided disorders. There are simulation-based design studies
for wearable robotic systems, where the subject’s assisted motion is predicted. For
example, a standing long jump of a healthy subject assisted by an active orthosis
was considered in [49], and the gait of an SCI subject assisted by an active or-
thosis in [22]. Finally, motion prediction has been used to find the optimal design
parameter values for assistive devices, as in [58] where the optimal stiffness of an
ankle-foot orthosis was identified.

In [23] walking with both passive and active unilateral transtibial prostheses was
predicted using 2D models of 25 virtual subjects. In [37], walking with a transtib-
ial passive prosthesis was predicted using a full 3D model. A review in emerging
model-based methodologies for personalised neurorehabilitation technologies, that
includes an example of designing a biomimetic variable stiffness transfemoral pros-
thesis, can be found in [75].

Studies predicting crutch walking motions have been done with simple models
and not for patient-tailored rehabilitation purposes. There are studies based on
optimal control that predict swing-through crutch walking using simple 2D mod-
els [80, 81]; or predict four point gait using 3D models [67], but modelling the
crutches in an implicit way, i.e., applying the resultant dynamic effect of arms and
crutches at the shoulders. Thus far, simulations having the 3D full body model
and explicitly modelled crutches are driven by kinematic data [83] or track known
motion data through a FD approach with torque controllers [84]. Other studies
regarding crutch-assisted motions deal with studying balance when standing with
crutches [82], or analysing the crutch impact in swing-through crutch gait using
different contact formulations [96].

Other motions related with assistive devices have been predicted, such as wheelchair
locomotion, in [126]. Motion prediction has also been used to find the optimal de-
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sign parameter values for assistive devices, as in [127] where an assistive device to
best support sit-to-stand transfer of geriatric patients was designed.

2.3 Discussion

The level of complexity of the musculoskeletal models used for prediction is very
related with the objective of the study performed. An approach that has been
widely used in the literature is to develop a subject-specific model based on a
current available model in OpenSim [15, 48–51], or in AnyBody [46, 47]. In gen-
eral, studies that predict walking motions with full-body models scale the model
to the dimensions of the subject under study, but only few references have been
found where also joint centre positions and axes have been specified for a singu-
lar subject [34, 50, 51] (Table 2.6). It has been observed that research has been
first devoted to develop methods, and more recently, it has been possible to apply
them for rehabilitation purposes, although a lot of work still needs to be done.
While including muscle actuation in the model gives more realism to the results
obtained [50], also including muscle-torque actuators in skeletal-level simulations
has provided good results [32, 58, 68]. Regarding foot-ground contact models and
their parameter values identification, in general many references conclude that fur-
ther investigation is needed [26, 28, 32, 90]. Crutches are one of the simplest and
more used assistive devices. There are some studies that analyse [76–79] or sim-
ulate [67, 80, 81, 83, 84] walking with crutches. However, none of these studies has
explored predicting 3D crutch-assisted walking motions using a full body model yet
(Table 2.2). Not many references that model explicitly the contact forces between
orthosis and subject have been found [74,84]. Most of the published studies do not
take into account the actual physical interaction between the subject’s body and
the orthoses [15,22,49,68,70,72,73].

Compared to shooting methods, direct collocation methods have the advan-
tage of avoiding explicit integration of the equations of motion, eliminating the
need to add non-physiological stabilising controllers [84] when predicting walking
motions. However, they have the challenge of being sensitive to how the OCP
is formulated [120]. For human movement prediction, direct collocation problems
have worked best when model dynamics is formulated implicitly rather than explic-
itly [21,50]. General difficulties are to find a good initial guess [120,122], and to be
sure that the problem does not converge to a local minimum [18]. Some published
studies that present prediction frameworks evaluate them simulating impaired gait
(Table 2.6), such as gait with weakened muscles [28, 37] or assisted by transtibial
prostheses [23,37], and results are reasonable. Some studies go further and validate
the prediction results by comparing them with experimental data from a specific
patient [34,50,58]. All these studies show the potential that subject-specific simu-
lations have to improve rehabilitation treatments, and assistive device development
and adaptation to specific subjects [13,14,36,37,50,52]. However, it is still needed
to fully demonstrate the effectiveness of these methods using a larger number of
patients and wider variety of treatments.

The approach that has been used in the present thesis is to develop a subject-
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specific torque-driven model based on a current available model in OpenSim, to
which orthoses and crutches are incorporated. The main reason for not incorporat-
ing muscles to the model is that it is not clear how the muscle-tendon parameter
values could be identified for a specific SCI patient. This is why muscle modelling
is left out of the scope of the present thesis. Therefore, muscle actuation is con-
sidered at torque level, and maximum joint torques are limited for the SCI patient
taking into account his impairment level. Crutches and orthoses have been at-
tached to the body segments without considering device-segment relative motion.
The foot-ground and crutch-ground interactions have been modelled as compliant
contact models, using visco-elastic force models. Orthoses-subject interaction has
not been taken into account because the current prototype works with trajectory-
tracking position control. It is assumed that the desired knee angle trajectory will
be followed by the motor, regardless of the interaction forces.

The different OCPs have been solved using a direct and simultaneous collocation
method, with the optimal control software GPOPS-II [128]. The equations of mo-
tion used for solving the ID problem in each iteration are obtained from OpenSim,
through the OpenSim application programming interface (API), that defines the
classes and functions in C++. The prediction framework has been developed first
for simpler models than those for the final application. Moreover, different types of
optimisations have been performed, first tracking optimisations to calibrate contact
models and find an initial guess for prediction, and after that, predictive optimisa-
tions following an approach based on [50]. For mobility-impaired subjects, walking
as close as possible to a normal gait pattern might be an additional criterion that
has been taken into account [22,122].
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Table 2.5: Summary of the most relevant cost functions that have been used for the
prediction of normal or healthy gait, using optimisation methods (usually optimal control,
but not in all cases). For each reference, information about the simulated type of gait and
about the used model –dimensions (Dim.), number of degrees of freedom (DOFs), number
of muscles (n musc.)– is given. Moreover, cost function terms are classified as related to
the multibody model or the muscle model.
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Chapter 3

General methods

In this chapter, the general methods that are common in Chapters 4 to 6 are in-
troduced. Additionally, each section from these chapters presents its own method-
ology according to the different studies performed. In Section 3.1, the different
torque-driven models used in this work are presented. They are adapted to the
subject regarding segments’ dimensions and inertial parameters, and maximum
joint torques. Moreover, it is explained how the assistive devices (crutches and or-
thoses), and the foot-ground and crutch-ground contacts are modelled. Then, the
experimental data collection and processing are explained in Section 3.2. Experi-
mental data have been collected for a healthy female and for a spinal cord-injured
(SCI) male subjects. Finally, the optimal control framework, as well as the different
optimal control problems that have been formulated in this work, are presented in
Section 3.3.

3.1 Human body and assistive device modelling
The approach that has been used in the present thesis is to develop a subject-
specific model based on a current available model in OpenSim, as in [15, 48–51].
The developed model includes the modelling of assistive devices, such as forearm
crutches and the orthosis designed by the group. Contact models are needed to
formulate the interaction between foot and ground, and between crutch and ground.

3.1.1 Skeletal models
The human body has been modelled as a multibody system formed by rigid bodies
linked by ideal joints and controlled by torque actuators. These actuators account
for the net effect of all muscle, contact, and ligament forces applied across the
joints. The biomechanical models in this thesis have been developed using the
simulation software OpenSim [129], which is a free software developed with the
purpose of facilitating the research in biomedical applications.

All simulations have been done starting from simpler models and adding com-
plexity step by step until reaching the model for the final application. The four

35
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developed models are three-dimensional (Figure 3.1), and have been classified as
unassisted models (3D with head-arms-trunk (HAT) segment and 3D full-body
models) and models with assistive devices (assisted by crutches and by orthoses
and crutches). In all cases, for the sake of simplicity, the head has been consid-
ered attached to the torso, the shoulder complex joint has been modelled by the
acromial joint as a spherical joint, and the hand segment includes all the fingers
attached to that segment.

Figure 3.1: Human body models with and without assistive devices that have been
adapted to a healthy subject to predict normal and assisted walking. Models are shown
from less to more complexity: 3D HAT, with head and arms attached to torso; 3D Full,
full-body model including arms; 3D Crutches, 3D full-body model with crutches; and 3D
Orthoses and cruthes, 3D full-body model with crutches and orthoses.

3D HAT model

The first unassisted model is a 3D model with arms attached to torso. It pos-
sesses 12 bodies: pelvis, torso, humerus (right and left - r,l), tibia (r,l), talus (r,l),
calcaneous (or hindfoot) (r,l), toes (or forefoot) (r,l); 12 joints: ground-pelvis, lum-
bar, hip (r,l), knee (r,l), ankle (r,l), subtalar (r,l), metatarsophalangeal (MTP)
(r,l); and 23 degrees of freedom (DOFs): pelvis tilt, pelvis list, pelvis rotation,
pelvis anterior-posterior translation, pelvis vertical translation, pelvis medio-lateral
translation, lumbar extension, lumbar bending, lumbar rotation, hip flexion (r,l),
hip adduction (r,l), hip rotation (r,l), knee flexion (r,l), ankle dorsiflexion (r,l),
ankle rotation (r,l), MTP flexion (r,l). For hip coordinates, “adduction” instead
of “abduction” is used, as the OpenSim model used to develop all the models has
defined as positive the adduction angles. Moreover, coordinates for the back joint
are named “lumbar”, as it is the name used in the OpenSim model. Note that,
for generating the 3D HAT model, first the 3D Full model has been developed
and adapted to the subject. This model has been only developed for the healthy
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subject. In the following chapters, we will refer to this model as 3D HAT model.

3D full-body model

The second unassisted model is a 3D model with arms. It possesses 20 bodies, 20
joints and 31 DOFs. With respect to the 3D HAT model, the additional bodies
are humerus (r,l), ulna (r,l), radius (r,l) and hand (r,l); the additional joints are
acromial (r,l), elbow (r,l), radioulnar (r,l) and radius-hand (r,l); and the additional
DOFs are shoulder flexion (r,l), shoulder adduction (r,l), shoulder rotation (r,l), el-
bow flexion (r,l), pronation-supination (r,l), wrist flexion (r,l) and wrist deviation
(r,l). For shoulder coordinates, “adduction” instead of “abduction” is used, as the
OpenSim model used to develop all the models has defined as positive the adduc-
tion angles. A topology view of this model is shown in Figure 3.2. This model has
been developed for the healthy subject, and in the following chapters, we will refer
to this model as 3D Full model. For the SCI subject, we have started from the
3D full-body model to scale it to the subject, but it has not been used for simula-
tions, as all simulations for the healthy subject have been done for assisted motions.

3D full-body model with crutches

The first assisted model is a 3D full-body model with crutches. Crutches have been
added as two new bodies, with their inertial properties. Two ways of modelling
the crutches have been used in this work: attached to the forearm and attached to
the hand. The first model possesses 31 DOFs (see Table 3.1), and has been used
only for tracking without contact models (Section 4.1). The latter model possesses
37 DOFs (exactly the same as the 3D Full model, as the crutches do not add any
DOF), and has been used in simulations with contact models (Sections 4.2, 4.3,
and 5.2). In the following chapters, we will refer to both variations of this model as
3D Crutches model, and in each section, it is indicated which type of model is used.

3D full-body model with orthoses and crutches

The second assisted model is a 3D full-body model with orthoses and crutches.
The crutches have been attached to the hand (as explained in the previous point).
The orthoses have been modelled as independent bodies consisting of two segments
(corresponding to thigh, and shank-foot) with dimensions and inertial properties
taken from computer aided design (CAD) models of the real prototype. Each
orthosis segment has been attached to the corresponding lower limb segment using
a weld joint (i.e., no relative motion was permitted between bodies). The ankle,
subtalar and MTP joints have been locked at 0◦, due to the presence of the orthosis
mechanical constraints. No joints have been defined between the orthosis links,
i.e., knee orthosis joint has been considered to be perfectly aligned to the subject’s
knee joint. This model has been used in Chapter 6, for healthy and SCI subjects
simulations, and we will refer to it as 3D Orthoses model.
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Figure 3.2: Bodies (inside boxes) and joints (out of the boxes) of the 3D full-body model.
Note that the ground appears as an additional body (external to the human body model),
because a joint defining the absolute movement of the base body (pelvis) needs to be added
for simulation purposes. Joint coordinates of each joint are shown in Table 3.1. The figure
has been extracted from the available Topology view in the OpenSim GUI.

Actuators

In the model, each joint coordinate is actuated by an ideal joint force or torque
actuator. The inverse dynamics (ID) output gives the six residual actuator com-
ponents (forces and moments acting on the pelvis), and each human joint torque,
which represents the resultant actuation by muscle forces and other passive joint
loads, such as friction. In all models, a three-segment foot is considered, with
3 DOFs with respect to the shank (ankle flexion/dorsiflexion, ankle rotation and
MTP flexion). The only exception is the orthosis-assisted model, where feet are
attached to each shank due to the orthosis constraint. Foot-ground contact is
modelled through a series of spring and damper units, that are located in two foot
segments (hindfoot and forefoot). The total foot-ground reactions are applied as
external forces and moments to the hindfoot segment (Figure 3.3).
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Table 3.1: Joints, coordinates and number of DOF of each model (3D HAT, 3D Full,
3D Crutches, and 3D Orthoses and crutches). Two variations inside the 3D Crutches
model have been considered: attached to the forearm (arm), and attached to the hand
(hand). With ‘x’ we indicate that the joint coordinate is included in the model, and with
‘-’ we indicate that the joint coordinate is not included in the model. “AP trans.”, “vert.
trans.” and “ML trans.” stand for anterior-posterior, vertical and mediolateral translation,
respectively.

3.1.2 Contact models

In Section 2.1.3, different approaches that have been used in the literature to model
foot-ground and crutch-ground interactions have been presented. A common ap-
proach is to use compliant contact models, that establish the physical relationship
between the developed contact forces (normal and tangential) and the relative
foot-ground displacements and velocities through a visco-elastic force model. In
this work, a set of spring and damper units have been used to model foot-ground
interactions, and one sphere-plane contact model has been used to model crutch-
ground interactions.
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Figure 3.3: Left: For each contact point, normal and tangential components of ground
reaction force are computed using a contact model. These forces are computed considering
the mobility of the ankle joint, the subtalar joint and the MTP joint. Right: The total
ground reaction force and moment are computed with respect to a point of the hindfoot
segment, and are applied as external loads acting on this body.

Foot-ground contact model

The considered 3D foot-ground contact model consists of 16 spring and damper
units, clustered in six groups per each foot (Figure 3.4). This number of springs
has been defined after performing some tests, trying to find an equilibrium between
tracking correctly experimental forces and moments, and finding a solution in a
reasonable computation time.

Figure 3.4: Lateral and upper view of hindfoot and forefoot segments, where each spring
and damper unit is represented by a red cross. A total of 16 units are distributed in 6
groups (5 on the hindfoot and 1 on the forefoot), based on the anterior-posterior location
(x). The local axes of the hindfoot are represented in black and the local axes of the
forefoot are represented in grey.

The normal force in each unit (Ni) is generated using a linear spring with
nonlinear damping, based on [64]:

Ni = Ki(δi − y0i)(1 + ciδ̇i) (3.1)

where δi is the penetration depth and δ̇i is the penetration velocity of the ith spring-
damper unit, respectively; Ki is the spring stiffness and y0i is the spring resting
length of the ith spring, respectively; and ci is the nonlinear damping coefficient of
the ith damper unit.
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The tangential force (Ti) in each element is calculated using a simple continuous
and differentiable friction model:

Ti = µi tanh vs
vl
Ni (3.2)

where µi is the coefficient of dynamic friction of the ith spring-damper unit; vs is
the sliding velocity norm; and vl is the latching velocity, used to avoid a numerical
discontinuity at the transition through zero slip velocity, which has been considered
to be 0.05 m/s, as in [19]. The tangential force direction is opposite to the sliding
velocity direction and it is decomposed in anterior-posterior (Tx,i) and medio-lateral
(Tz,i) directions.

The total force and moment are computed with respect to a certain point in
the hindfoot body reference (the origin or the midpoint). For each spring, we have
the three components of ground reaction force, Fi:

Fi =

Tx,iNi
Tz,i

 (3.3)

Then, the contribution of each spring to the total moment, Mi, is:

Mi = di × Fi (3.4)

where di is the distance vector between the point where moments are computed
and each spring-damper unit.

And the vector of ground reaction forces and moments, GRF, is computed for
the right and the left foot, respectively, as the addition of the contribution of each
individual spring:

GRF =
[∑ne

i=1 Fi∑ne
i=1 Mi

]
(3.5)

where ne is the number of spring and damper units on each foot.

Crutch-ground contact model

The crutch-ground contact model consists of a single-point contact of a sphere at
the tip of the crutch that contacts the ground plane. The normal force (Nn) is
obtained using a Hunt and Crossley model [95]:

Nn = Kn |δn|
3
2 + χ |δn|

3
2 δ̇ (3.6)

where δn is the penetration depth and δ̇ is the penetration velocity of the centre
of the sphere at the tip of the crutch, respectively; Kn is the generalised normal
stiffness; and χ is the hysteresis damping factor.

The tangential force is also calculated using a simple continuous and differen-
tiable friction model (Eq. 3.2).
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3.1.3 Subject-specific models development

All models have been created starting from a published full-body OpenSim model
[59]. The original model included 37 DOFs (6 DOF ground-to-pelvis joint, 3 DOF
hip joints, 1 DOF knee joints, 1 DOF ankle joints, 1 DOF subtalar joints, 1 DOF toe
joints, 3 DOF lumbar joint, 3 DOF shoulder joints, 1 DOF elbow joints and 2 DOF
wrist joints) and 40 Hill-type muscle-tendon actuators per leg. All coordinates that
were originally locked have been unlocked (subtalar angle, MTP angle, wrist flexion
and wrist deviation), and muscles have been removed from the model. The original
model also included a coordinate to define the patella rotation and translation, as
a function of knee flexion. The patella body, as well as this coordinate, have been
eliminated. It has not been necessary for the simulations performed in this thesis,
as its main application is to define muscle paths of knee extensors more accurately,
without modifying the full-body dynamics.

The generic models have been adapted to two differents subjects. For the
healthy subject, all four models (3D HAT, 3D Full, 3D Crutches and 3D Orthoses)
have been developed and used in simulations. For the SCI subject, the 3D Full
model has been developed as an intermediate step, to develop the 3D Orthoses
model. A summary of the steps can be found in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Summary of steps in the process of models construction, for the healthy and
the SCI subjects, starting from a generic initial model based on a published full-body
OpenSim model [59]. For the healthy subject, the four models have been shown in Figure
3.1 and described in Table 3.1. Note that for the SCI subject, first a 3D full-body model
with orthoses is developed, to perform the IK of the captures with walker (as it will
explained in Section 3.2). Then, crutches are added to develop a 3D full-body model with
orthoses and crutches. The 3D Orthoses and Crutches model has the same joints and
DOFs for both subjects.
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Model scaling

The generic model has been scaled to the healthy subject and to the SCI subject
with the OpenSim “Scale Tool” using marker data from a static trial. The marker
set included in the original model has been substituted by the marker set used in
the experimental data collection (see Section 3.2). The original model included
bony geometry and dimensions representing a 75 kg, 170 cm tall male [130, 131].
The dimensions and inertial properties of each segment in the model has been
scaled according to the subject’s mass and some scale factors. A body can be
scaled uniformly (all directions with the same scale factor) or each direction can
have its own scale factor. Moreover, scale factors can be defined manually or using
experimental values. When using experimental values, a scale factor sfi is defined
according to the following expression [129]:

sfi =
∑ki
j=1

ej
mj

ki
(3.7)

where ej and mj are the experimentally measured distance and the distance in the
model between the jth pair of markers included in the ith measurement, respec-
tively; and ki is the number of pairs of markers included in the ith measurement.

The scaling process is done at the same time as marker adjustment (which will
be explained on Section 3.2). This process has required several steps. Firstly,
we have determined manual scaling factors for pelvis and torso, as we have found
that they were not correctly scaled using different measurement sets. To find these
scaling factors, we have previewed in OpenSim at the same time the model markers
and the experimental marker positions, and we have tried different manual scales
for pelvis and torso, until distance between model and experimental markers has
been found small. Secondly, we have prepared a measurement set in the OpenSim
“Scale Tool” with only easy to locate markers (e.g., located on bony landmarks).
Scale factors have been considered symmetric, and mean values from right and
left sides have been computed. Then, using this measurement set and the scaling
factors found manually, we have scaled the model. To obtain the HAT model,
arms have been removed from the model (bodies and coordinates associated to
their motion), and torso mass and tensor of inertia have been modified in order
to include the arms mass and inertia. To obtain the assisted models, the assistive
devices have been added to the human body model as explained previously (Figure
3.5).

Joint torque limits

Joint torque values have been limited considering experimental maximum values, to
which a certain tolerance has been added (see Appendix C). In this way, realistic
joint torques can be obtained. Moreover, to take into account the SCI subject
impairment, some joint torques have been limited more restrictively according to
the functional state of the subject. Following the approach applied in [58], we have
assumed that the SCI subject used the 90% of his capacity during the experimental
capture with passive orthoses and crutches. From the experimental values obtained
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using the processed data (that will be explained in Section 3.2), the maximum
values for some joint torques have been defined (Table 3.2). These limits are defined
within the optimal control formulation, as bounds in the joint torque variables. No
additional limits have been considered for the upper limb joints, as the subject has
no impairment at that level.

Table 3.2: Joint torque limits applied to the SCI subject model with orthoses and crutches.
Minimum (Min) and maximum (Max) values are shown, for both right (R) and left (L)
legs. Hip torques have been limited assuming that the SCI subject used the 90% of his
capacity during the experimental capture with passive orthoses and crutches [58]. Knee
torque has been limited assuming that the subject has no actuation at the knee, so the
total torque is only exerted by the active orthosis, and taking into account the peak torque
that the electrical motor can provide.

Assistive devices models

Crutches and orthoses have been included in the model as rigid bodies, with no rel-
ative motion with respect to the body segments where they are attached (they do
not introduce any additional DOF). Some assumptions have been done to find their
inertial parameters, as well as to include the actuation of the orthosis in the model.

Crutches

Two pairs of forearm crutches have been used to assist the walking motion
that has been captured in the laboratory: instrumented (Figure 3.6, left) and non-
instrumented. The crutches centre of mass (COM) has been considered to be at
half of their height. The tensor of inertia has been computed considering each
crutch as a bar of negligible thickness, where mass and height have been obtained
from the crutch used in the experiments (see values on Appendix B).

The two crutches have been added to the model initially with 6 DOF relative
motion with respect to the forearm (or the hand) each one. To determine constant
values for these generalised coordinates, we have performed an Inverse Kinematics
(IK) analysis, have calculated the mean value for each translational and rotational
coordinate, and finally have added a weld joint consistent with these mean values
to replace each 6 DOF joint. This process has been done for each group of ex-
perimental captures, that is, if different trials have been performed sequentially,
crutches position and orientation have been considered equal for all trials (using
all trials for IK and calculating mean values).
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Figure 3.6: Assistive devices real prototypes and CAD models. (a) Detail from the healthy
subject wearing the instrumented crutches during an experimental motion capture. (b)
Crutch CAD model, with the local axes defined in OpenSim. (c) Detail from the SCI
subject wearing the active orthoses during an experimental capture with the walker. (d)
Active orthosis CAD model. The model consists of two segments: thigh and shank+foot.

Active orthoses

The powered knee-ankle-foot orthosis (KAFO) used in our study (Figure 3.6,
right), as explained in Chapter 1, is intended for SCI patients with some remaining
motor function at the hip, but who cannot control their knee and ankle muscles.
These patients can walk using passive orthopaedic supports (which lock knee joint
and avoid knee flexion), custom tailored to the subject, and crutches. However,
in such case their gait is unnatural and exhausting. The goal of the considered
assistive device is to add three modular components to a structure similar to these
passive supports: an actuation system at the knee to flex and extend the joint
during swing phase and lock that joint during stance phase, an inertial measurement
unit (IMU) at the shank to detect user intent to take a step, and a box at the thigh
containing the electronics and power supply. The knee controller locks the knee
during stance, and follows a predefined knee angle trajectory during swing (Eq.
3.8). The reader is referred to [7] for more detailed information about the device.

θ(t) = ka
2
[
1− cos

(2π
tc
t− kssin( π

tc
t)− kwsin(2π

tc
t)
)]
, 0 ≤ t ≤ tc (3.8)

where θ(t) is the predefined angle trajectory for each knee during swing phase, ka is
the maximum knee flexion, ks is the peak displacement parameter, kw is the peak
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width parameter, and tc is the cycle duration. Maximum and minimum values for
each parameter are shown in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7: Top: Knee flexion angle obtained using Eq. 3.8. The active orthosis locks the
knee during stance phase and follows a predefined knee angle trajectory during swing. An
IMU located at the shank detects swing-to-stance transition. Maximum knee flexion ka,
peak displacement parameter ks, peak width parameter kw, and cycle duration tc can be
modified for a better adaptation to each subject. A Figure showing the effect of modifying
ks and kw can be found in [7]. Bottom: Maximum and minimum possible values for each
parameter are shown in the table.

In order to model the assistive device performance, the following assumptions
have been done:

• The orthosis links move together with the correspondig lower limb segment,
i.e., no relative motion between them is permitted.

• The knee orthosis joint has been considered to be perfectly aligned to the
subject’s knee joint.

• The knee motor is capable of following the desired knee trajectory and the
knee flexion reaches the imposed maximum knee flexion. This is done in the
prediction problem formulation, where the knee angle trajectory is known,
and the other coordinates are predicted.

• The IMU sensors detect correctly the stance-to-swing transition event.

• For the healthy subject, the total torque acting at the knee is the sum of the
subject’s knee torque and the motor torque. No limit has been imposed.
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• For the SCI subject the total torque acting at the knee corresponds to the
motor torque, since the subject’s knee muscles are not functional. This torque
has been limited to 34 Nm, that is the peak torque that the electrical motor
can provide.

As explained previously, the orthoses have been modelled as independent bodies
consisting of two segments (corresponding to thigh, and shank-foot) with dimen-
sions and inertial properties taken from CAD models of the real prototype (see
Appendix B). Each orthosis segment has been attached to the corresponding lower
limb segment using a weld joint (i.e., no relative motion is permitted between
bodies). The ankle, subtalar and MTP joints have been locked at 0◦, due to the
presence of the orthosis mechanical constraints. No joints have been defined be-
tween the orthosis links, i.e., knee orthosis joint has been considered to be perfectly
aligned to the subject’s knee joint. This approach, although is a simplification, can
be considered realistic as the orthoses are attached tightly with Velcro straps using
a front support at the shank, a back support at the thigh, and a ratchet strap at
the front and back of the foot.

For the SCI subject, some experimental captures have been performed with
active orthoses and a walker. The walker has not been added to the model. To
perform the inverse kinematic analysis (IKA) of these trials with walker, the or-
thoses have been included in the model previously to the crutches (Figure 3.5).
Although it can be seen as not necessary, since the inertial properties of the or-
thoses do not influence on the IK solution, in that step of the process ankle, subtalar
and MTP joint DOFs are eliminated.

Calibration of contact model parameter values

The following considerations have been taken into account for the calibration of
contact model parameter values:

• The model has been considered symmetric, that is, right and left feet and
right and left crutches have the same parameter values,

• The parameter values have been calibrated for each subject and for each
capture (e.g., barefoot walking or walking with shoes),

• The calibration has been done in phases, where the previous optimal solution
has been used as the initial guess for the next optimisation (see Section 4.2.1).

With the purpose of reducing the number of parameters to calibrate, some
parameters have been considered fixed, and their values have been obtained by
a trial-and-error process (Table 3.3). Another strategy to reduce the number of
parameters to calibrate is that all the springs in the same group (see Figure 3.4)
have the same value of each parameter. For the foot-ground contact model, the
spring resting length y0 has been considered zero for all cases; spring stiffnesses
Ki, nonlinear damping coefficients ci and dynamic friction coefficients µi have been
calibrated for each group of spring-damper units. For the crutch-ground contact
model, the sphere radius Rs has been considered fixed, and its value has been
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manually tuned per each experimental capture (Table 3.3). The generalised normal
stiffness Kn has been considered a parameter of the optimisation, as well as the
hysteresis damping factor χ and the coefficient of dynamic friction µ. Initial values
for these parameters have been taken from [96]. The initial guess and bounds for
each parameter are show in Table 3.3; they have been obtained based on literature
results and from simple calculations using experimental data.

Table 3.3: Information about foot-ground and crutch-ground contact model parameters
for the healthy subject. For the fixed parameters (i.e., their value is manually tuned and
fixed during calibration), the used value for each model is given (if not specified, then for
all models the value is the same). For the calibrated parameters, maximum, minimum
and initial guess values for each parameter are given.

3.2 Experimental data collection
Experimental data have been collected from two subjects: a healthy young female,
and an SCI adult male. For each subject, different captures have been done, as it
is explained later on in this section. There are many prediction problems where a
tracking term is added in the cost function, to help the optimiser to find the optimal
solution [22,26,132]. Other authors use experimental data to specify the initial and
final states of the simulation [25], or only to validate the results [20]. In the present
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Table 3.4: Local position of the spring and damper units for the foot-ground contact model
of the healthy subject. The local axes are shown in Figure 3.4: x is the anterior-posterior
direction, y is the vertical direction, and z is the mediolateral direction.

thesis, experimental measurements have been used for several purposes: skeletal
models development, contact models calibration, dynamically consistent motion
tracking, prediction of new motions, and results evaluation.

3.2.1 Normal and crutch walking cycles
The normal walking cycle and different crutch-walking patterns are defined. The
gait patterns with orthoses and crutches are similar to the ones corresponding to
gait assisted by crutches.

Normal walking cycle

The gait cycle basically consists on two phases for each leg, swing and stance.
During swing, only one foot is in contact with the ground (known as single-support),
but during stance, there are two periods where both feet are in contact with the
ground (known as double-support phases). A walking cycle (or gait cycle) is defined
from an initial event to the next same event in the same foot, e.g., right heel strike
(RHS) to RHS, or left toe off (LTO) to LTO (Figure 3.8). Each phase (swing or
stance) is divided in other subphases. However, in this work we will focus only in
swing (no contact) and stance (contact with ground).

Some spatio-temporal parameters are used to analyse the gait cycle: cycle time,
swing/stance percentage of cycle time, step length and width, stride length, speed,
and cadence, among others. Also joint coordinate values are used to analyse the
gait cycle, specially the ones in the sagittal plane: hip flexion, knee flexion and
ankle dorsiflexion.

Crutch walking patterns

There are basically four types of cruth-walking patterns [133], with small vari-
ations within them:
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Figure 3.8: Phases of the gait cycle. During a complete gait cycle, each leg goes through
two phases: stance (in grey) and swing (in white). Twice during the gait cycle, both
feet are at the same time in contact with ground (in stance phase), and this is known as
double support (DS). “RF” and “LF” stand for right and left foot, respectively. “RHS”
and “LHS” stand for right and left heel strike, respectively; and “RTO” and “LTO” stand
for right and left toe off, respectively.

• Four-point alternating gait: The sequence of swing phases is as follows: right
crutch, left leg, left crutch, right leg.

• Three-point gait: This is used when the injured foot can bear some weight.
Both crutches advance together, then the affected foot steps up to the crutches,
and the unaffected foot steps past the crutches.

• Two-point (or reciprocal) gait: The sequence of swing phases is as follows:
right crutch and left leg, left crutch and right leg.

• Swing-through and swing-to gait: The sequence of swing phases is as follows:
both crutches, then both legs. In swing-through gait, both legs are placed
ahead of the crutches; in swing-to gait, both legs are placed at the same
position than the crutches. There is also a variation of this pattern that is
used when it is not possible to bear weight on the injured leg, and only one
foot is placed on the ground at each step.

3.2.2 Laboratory equipment
The experimental data have been collected at the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya
(UPC) Biomechanics Laboratory, placed in the Department of Mechanical Engi-
neering at the Barcelona School of Industrial Engineering (ETSEIB). Experimental
walking data have consisted of marker trajectories, foot-ground reaction forces and
moments, and in some cases, crutch-ground reaction forces (Figure 3.9).

Surface marker motion has been recorded at 100 Hz by tracking passive reflective
markers using 16 optical infrared cameras (OptiTrack V100:R2, NaturalPoint Inc.,
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Figure 3.9: Laboratory equipment: (a) reflective marker and optical camera, (b) force
plate, and (c) instrumented crutches.

Corvallis, OR, USA). Ground reaction forces and moments have been measured at
the same sampling frequency by two force plates (AccuGait, AMTI, Watertown,
MA, USA) located in the floor at the centre of the capture workspace. A pair of
crutches have been instrumented with tri-axial load cells at the tips to measure
crutch-ground contact force components at 80 Hz following the approach used
in [134]. The deformation of the crutches is detected by strain gauges forming
a Wheatstone bridge, thus making it possible to measure voltage variations and
relate those voltage differences directly to the stresses suffered by the crutches.
They have been instrumented using 12 strain gauges for each crutch, and each
Wheatstone bridge is built in full bridge configuration with four gauges per bridge.
Four gauges measure the axial force along the vertical axis of the crutch and the
other eight gauges measure the shear stresses suffered.

All captures have been approved by the Research Committee of UPC, which
handles ethical issues involved in research projects, and the subjects have given
written informed consent for experimental data collection and subsequent data use
for modelling purposes.

3.2.3 Healthy subject experimental captures
The experimental data of a healthy female subject (age 28 yrs., mass 55 kg, height
1.62 m) have been collected for dynamically consistent motion tracking and foot-
and crutch-ground contact models calibration (Chapter 4), for normal and crutch-
assisted walking prediction (Chapter 5), and for crutch-orthosis-assisted walking
prediction (Chapter 6). The motion captures have been done separately in two
different sessions. In the first one, normal walking (unassisted) and crutch-walking
cycles using forearm crutches have been performed. In the second one, crutch-
orthosis-assisted walking cycles have been performed.
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Normal and crutch-assisted walking

Two types of normal walking cycles have been captured experimentally: without
shoes and with shoes. The crutch walking pattern performed is a variation of the
first pattern described above. It is a four-point non-alternating gait, where the
sequence of swing phases is as follows: right crutch, right leg, left crutch, left leg
(Figure 3.11, left). In each case, an initial static capture has been performed to
scale the model and to adjust markers location. The marker protocol is based on
a modified Cleveland Clinic marker protocol for the torso and lower body, and a
marker protocol based on [135] for arms (Figure 3.10). There are some markers
that are placed only for the static capture (that will be used for scaling the model),
and are removed before dynamic captures (where the movements are performed)
take place.

Figure 3.10: Marker protocol used for normal and crutch-assisted walking captures with
the healthy subject. Marker protocol is the same for right and left sides, i.e., to each
marker labelled with an R (right) or L (left) corresponds another labelled with an L or R.
Static markers (those that were used only for scaling the model) are highlighted in red.
For the crutch walking captures, four additional markers were placed on each crutch (see
Figure 3.11, left).

The motion capture experimental process has been as follows:

1. Place markers (complete set, static + dynamic),

2. Static capture (on one force plate, to measure weight),

3. Remove static markers,

4. Walking cycles (barefoot),
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5. Remove markers from feet, add shoes, add feet markers again,

6. Walking cycles (shoes),

7. Add markers to crutches,

8. Capture to calibrate crutch force measurements,

9. Static capture with crutches (only markers),

10. Crutch-walking cycles.

Crutch-orthosis-assisted walking

Crutch-orthosis-assisted walking motions have been captured. Three different
maximum knee flexion angles have been imposed: 0◦, 40◦ and 60◦. The subject
walked in transverse direction with respect to the force plates, in order to be able
to step correctly with each foot inside each force plate (Figure 3.11, right). With
this disposition of movement, the subject was not able to place the crutches out
of the force plates. This fact has required an additional step in data processing,
to subtract crutch-ground reactions from force plate measurements, in order to get
foot-ground reactions. The marker protocol has been enhanced with more markers
at the arms, and less markers at shanks and feet, since the orthoses lock relative
motion between them.

Data have been collected first for a healthy subject (instead than for an SCI
subject), since data collection with a healthy subject is less complicated and com-
putational issues can be explored equally well regardless of the functional status of
the subject. Moreover, orthosis performance is the same for a healthy subject or
an SCI subject, as the knee control is predefined and the IMUs detect the stance-
to-swing event the same way in both cases.

The motion capture experimental process has been as follows:

1. Place markers on the crutches,

2. Capture to calibrate crutch force measurements,

3. Put orthoses on the subject,

4. Place markers on subject and orthoses (complete set, static + dynamic),

5. Static capture,

6. Remove static markers,

7. Assisted-walking cycles with 0◦ knee flexion,

8. Assisted-walking cycles with 40◦ maximum knee flexion,

9. Assisted-walking cycles with 60◦ maximum knee flexion.
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Figure 3.11: Experimental captures of crutch-assisted walking (left) and crutch-orthosis-
assisted walking (right) with the healthy subject. Below each picture, a diagram shows
conceptually the movement direction and how the subject placed feet and crutches with
respect to the force plates. In the case of crutch-assisted walking, the subject walked along
the laboratory longitudinal direction and placed the crutch tips outside of the force plates.
In the case of crutch-orthosis-assisted walking, the subject walked along the laboratory
transverse direction and placed the crutch tips on the force plates. This required an
additional step in data processing, to subtract crutch-ground reactions from force plate
measurements, in order to get foot-ground reactions.

3.2.4 SCI subject experimental captures
The experimental data of an SCI subject have been used for crutch-orthosis-assisted
walking prediction in Chapter 6. The patient selected for this case study is a young
adult male, 38-year-old patient that suffers paraplegia after a spinal hemangioma.
He has an incomplete transverse spinal cord syndrome below the 10th thoracic neu-
rological segment (T10), classified at level B in the ASIA Impairment Scale (AIS).
Sensory but not motor function is preserved below the level of injury, including the
sacral segments.

The patient was able to walk with passive braces that lock his knee and a
pair of forearm crutches. He could also walk assisted by the active orthoses and
a walker. Although the training process is intented to achieve the walking motion
of the patient using crutches and active orthoses, he was not able to do so at the
time of the experimental capture. For this reason, two types of captures have been
done: assisted by orthoses and walker (with locked knee and with knee flexion),
and assisted by orthoses and crutches (only with locked knee due to safety reasons).
During the experimental capture, it was difficult for the patient to walk with the
instrumented crutches (as they include wires and the electronic modules on each
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crutch), and also stepping one foot on each force plate. For these reasons, the ex-
perimental capture has been done with non-instrumented crutches, thus collecting
only marker trajectories. Moreover, an additional capture of the patient placing
one foot on each force plate has been done to calibrate the foot-ground contact
model parameters of the patient.

Figure 3.12: Experimental captures of walker-orthosis-assisted walking (left) and crutch-
orthosis-assisted walking (right) with the SCI subject. Only marker trajectories were
collected in these captures. An additional capture of the subject placing one foot on each
force plate was done to calibrate the foot-ground contact model parameters of the patient.

The motion capture experimental process has been as follows:

1. Put orthoses on the subject,

2. Place markers on subject and orthoses (complete set, static + dynamic),

3. Static capture (only markers),

4. Remove static markers,

5. Assisted-walking cycles with walker with 0◦ knee flexion,

6. Assisted-walking cycles with walker with 20◦ maximum knee flexion,

7. Assisted-walking cycles with walker with 40◦ maximum knee flexion,

8. Place markers on the crutches,

9. Static capture with crutches,
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10. Assisted-walking cycles with crutches with 0◦ knee flexion,

11. Capture to calibrate foot-ground contact model.

3.2.5 Data processing
Experimental data have to be processed from the raw measurements until the
reference motion and force data are obtained for each capture and for each model.
First of all, kinematic, force plate, and crutch load cell data have been synchronised.
Data have been exported to MATLAB, where filtering has been performed. Foot-
ground reaction force and moment components have been filtered using a 3rd-
order zero phase lag Butterworth filter with cut-off frequency of 6 Hz. Crutch-
ground reaction force components have been resampled to 100 Hz, filtered using
the same filter, and transformed to the global reference frame. If the experimental
capture includes crutch-ground reaction measurements, they have to be calibrated.
The calibration procedure has been repeated for each group of trials, and it has
been done independently per each crutch. It consists of positioning at different
points of a force plate the crutch and applying different loads, while modifying
the crutch orientation. Crutch marker trajectories, crutch-ground reactions from
force plates and from crutches measurements are collected simultaneously. Then,
an optimisation problem is solved to find the transformation matrix from crutch
measurements to crutch-ground reaction forces at the tip. For the crutch-orthosis-
assisted captures for the healthy subject, an additional step to substract the crutch
measurements from the force plate data is needed.

Marker trajectories have been prepared in a .trc file (the format required by
OpenSim). The generic full-body model has been scaled (as explained previously
in Section 3.1.3), and markers that were not included in the scaling measurement
set have been adjusted manually, after performing an IKA with the static motion
data. The process of marker positions adjustment, without scaling the model,
has been repeated for each of the different captures. For the healthy subject, for
example, the model has been scaled with the experimental data of the barefoot
motion, but feet markers have been adjusted for the shoes walking motion, and all
markers have been adjusted for the crutch-walking motion.

Once the model has been scaled, IKA has been performed in OpenSim. All
weights for tracking marker coordinates have been set to 1 for normal and crutch-
assisted motions. For crutch-orthosis-assisted motions, these weights have been
manually modified to give a higher weight to feet and crutch tip markers. The
obtained motion has been used to translate the foot-ground reactions from the
centre of the force plates to the origin (or the midpoint) of the corresponding
hindfoot segment. Then, we have performed an IDA with the OpenSim C++ API
to determine the initial residual loads (i.e., forces and moments) relative to the
pelvis origin (Figure 3.15, left). To obtain the reference motion for the 3D HAT
model, IK and ID have been done using the 3D HAT model.

Finally, walking cycles have been selected in order to use them as reference
motion data for the different optimal control problems (OCPs). The event that de-
fines the beginning of each walking cycle (normal, crutch-assisted, crutch-orthosis-
assisted) depends on how the experimental motion has been performed. The ob-
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jective is to use all the available measurements from the force plates, so each cycle
is selected as follows: for normal walking cycles, from left heel strike (LHS) to
LHS; for crutch-assisted walking, from right crutch off (RCO) to RCO; for crutch-
orthosis-assisted walking for the healthy subject, from left crutch off (LCO) to
LCO, and for the SCI subject, from LTO to LTO. Moreover, for contact model
calibration, only the part of the cycle for which all the external forces are ex-
perimentally measured is used (Figure 3.13). For all experimental captures, the
main spatiotemporal parameters, as well as maximum values for vertical ground
reactions, are shown in Table 3.5.

Figure 3.13: Example of normal ground reaction forces (Fv) for feet and crutches of a
normal (top) and a crutch-assisted (bottom) walking cycle. Experimental data for the
complete gait cycle have been used for tracking problems as reference motion and initial
guess, and data for the part highlighted in grey have been used for foot- and crutch-ground
contact model parameters calibration.

3.3 Optimal control framework
All the simulations performed in this work have been solved using direct and si-
multaneous collocation optimal control problems. Direct collocation methods guess
controls and motion, discretise dynamics equations, and iterate those guesses to
find motion and controls over all time frames simultaneously. They are direct meth-
ods because first convert the continuous problem into a non-linear programming
problem, and then find the minimum of the objective function. They are simulta-
neous because states and controls trajectories are decision variables, and are solved
over all time frames simultaneously. And they are collocation methods because the
dynamics constraints are only satisfied at special points in the trajectory, located
among different mesh intervals [119].

The main structure of the prediction algorithms is the same for the different
problems. They have been written in MATLAB, since GPOPS-II is a MATLAB-
based algorithm and the problem formulation can be implemented easily. The
biomechanical model has been developed in OpenSim, using the GUI, previous to
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the different predictions. The equations of motion used for solving the inverse dy-
namic problem in each iteration are obtained from OpenSim, through the OpenSim
API, that defines the classes and funcions in C++. To call these functions inside
MATLAB, MEX files have been used. Figure 3.14 shows a diagram representing
how the different softwares have been related among them.

Figure 3.14: Diagram showing the relationship among the different softwares that have
been used in the prediction framework. The optimal control problem is defined in GPOPS-
II, and the equations of motion as well as information used as input of the contact models
are obtained from OpenSim API.

3.3.1 Optimal control problem statement
A single-phase optimal control problem can be described in the following form [128]:
Determine the state x(t) ∈ Rnx , the control u(t) ∈ Rnu , the integrals p ∈ Rnp , the
initial time t0 and the terminal time tf on the time interval t ∈ [t0, tf ], and the
static parameters s ∈ Rns , that minimise the cost functional

J = φ(x(t0), t0,x(tf ), tf ,p, s) (3.9)

subject to the dynamic constraints

ẋ = a(x(t),u(t), t, s) (3.10)

the inequality path constraints

cmin ≤ c(x(t),u(t), t, s) ≤ cmax (3.11)

the integral constraints

pi =
∫ tf

t0

gi(x(t),u(t), t, s)dt (i = 1, ..., np) (3.12)

and the event constraints
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bmin ≤ b(x(t0), t0,x(tf ), tf ,p) ≤ bmax (3.13)

An optimal control problem can be formulated as a collection of N phases. For
many applications, the independent variable t is time, and the phases are sequential,
but neither of these assumptions is required. Many complex problem descriptions
require different dynamics and/or constraints within each phase. The cost function
may depend on quantities computed in each of the N phases. Furthermore, the cost
function includes contributions evaluated at the phase boundaries (point functions)
and over the phase (continuous functions). Similarly, some constraints must be
satisfied over the entire interval t0 ≤ t ≤ tf (continuous functions), whereas other
constraints are imposed at a specific time, such as the boundary conditions (point
functions).

3.3.2 Implementation in GPOPS-II
The transcription and solution of the optimal control problem (OCP) has been
done using GPOPS-II [128]. It uses Legendre-Gauss-Radau quadrature orthogonal
collocation. All simulations done in this work have been solved using the interior
point optimisation algorithm (IPOPT) [136] employing the linear solver ‘mumps’.
In the Radau collocation method, the state of the continuous-time optimal control
problem is approximated in each mesh interval. Bounds have to be defined for all
variables in the problem: states, controls, static parameters, initial and final time,
and integrals.

In human motion prediction, design variables of an optimal control problem can
be related to motion (e.g., generalised coordinates, velocities, accelerations), forces
(e.g., joint torques, muscle activations), or parameters of the predicted motion (e.g.,
mean speed, duration of each phase, step length) [137]. In direct collocation formu-
lations, both controls and states are parameterised as opposed to direct shooting
formulations, where only control variables are parameterised. Control variables
do not need to be physical controls and are usually time varying quantities whose
derivatives are not needed in the problem solution process (i.e., they do not appear
in any constraint or in the cost function). Note that by definition, a state variable
is a differentiated variable that appears on the left-hand side of the differential
equation (Eq. 3.10). In contrast, a control variable is an algebraic variable [118].
Therefore, in our approach there is not a clear difference between state and control
variables.

As mentioned in [21], implicit skeletal dynamics (e.g., F-m·a = 0) works better
than explicit skeletal dynamics (e.g., a = F/m) when solving direct collocation
optimal control problems involving human movement. The OCP solver used in
this work, GPOPS-II [128], does not handle implicit dynamics and requires the use
of explicit dynamics for dynamic constraints. We have addressed this limitation
by putting an implicit form of skeletal dynamics in the path constraints, making
joint acceleration or jerk additional controls, and using kinematic derivative rela-
tionships (e.g., joint jerk equals the first time derivative of joint acceleration, joint
acceleration equals the first time derivative of joint velocity, etc.) for the required
explicit dynamics. To make the controls unique, we have added a joint acceleration
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or jerk regularisation term to the cost function. Although this term is not related
to any physiological criterion, it has been employed in previous studies to improve
convergence by making the solution unique [50,123]. However, it is still unknown if
one type of control (joint acceleration or joint jerk) is advantageous over the other.
Additional control variables in all formulations are ground reactions (foot-ground
and crutch-ground reactions), as having ground reactions as controls improves the
problem converge [74].

The equations of motion are included implicitly as algebraic path constraints.
The equations of motion are obtained from OpenSim, which uses Simbody as its
multibody dynamics engine [138]. Simbody uses a generalised coordinate formula-
tion, so it represents the pose and motion of a multibody system using the fewest
possible coordinates. The equations of motion can be written in the following
matrix form:

[M(q)]q̈ + C(q, q̇) + U(q) = F∗, (3.14)

where q, q̇, q̈ ∈ Rn are the vectors of generalised coordinates, velocities, and
accelerations, respectively; [M(q)] ∈ Rn×n is the system mass matrix; C(q, q̇) ∈
Rn is the vector of inertial terms depending on position and velocity; U(q) ∈ Rn
is the vector associated with gravitational forces; finally, F∗ ∈ Rn is the vector of
generalised forces that contains the unknown joint torques and residual wrench.

This system has n unknowns that appear in the terms of generalised forces
F ∗
i , i.e., joint torques for each generalised coordinate and the residual wrench. An

inverse dynamic analysis (IDA) is performed at each iteration using the OpenSim
C++ API (version 3.3), and the system kinematic state is used to calculate the net
forces and torques applied at each DOF. The residual loads acting on the pelvis
are limited in path constraints to be within a specific tolerance, in order to get a
dynamically consistent motion.

3.3.3 Problems formulation
In this work, as it has been introduced in Chapter 1, human motion is simulated
using optimal control formulations and three different approaches. The first one
is to track experimental data (in Chapter 4) to obtain dynamically consistent mo-
tions and to calibrate foot- and crutch-ground contact models. The second one is
to predict new motions without tracking any experimental data (in Chapter 5),
for normal and crutch-assisted walking. The third one is to predict new motions
tracking some quantities in the cost function (in Chapter 6), for crutch-orthosis-
assisted walking. The main structure of all these problems is common for all of
them, and is presented in this subsection. Then, on each section of Chapters 4,
5 and 6, the used methods for each study are specified. In Table 3.6, a summary
of the problems solved, the models and experimental data used on each section is
presented.
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Figure 3.15: Scheme of the optimal control framework of a tracking problem without
contact models, where experimental markers are tracked in the cost function, while joint
accelerations are minimised. This is a particular case, but the general structure is the
same for all problems and formulations. Previous to the OCP solution, IK and ID are
performed in the OpenSim GUI. At each iteration, ID is solved and the model markers
positions are obtained using OpenSim API. The colour legend is the following: green indi-
cates variables that are measured experimentally or calculated directly from experimental
measurements, red indicates variables of the OCP, and blue indicates magnitudes that are
computed at each iteration. Variables correspond to marker coordinates (m), joint co-
ordinates (q), joint velocities (q̇), joint accelerations (q̈), ground reactions (foot-ground
forces and moments and crutch-ground forces) (GR), joint torques (τ ) and residuals
(Rpelvis). Subscript exp indicates an experimental value: experimental marker coordi-
nates and ground reactions are measured directly, while experimental joint coordinates,
torques and residuals are obtained from IK and ID performed in OpenSim, respectively.
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Variables

States

The state vector, x, can be formed by several of the following quantities:

• The vector of generalised coordinates, q ∈ Rnq

• The vector of generalised velocities, q̇ ∈ Rnq

• The vector of generalised accelerations, q̈ ∈ Rnq

• The vector of net joint torques, τ ∈ Rnq−6

where nq is the number of generalised coordinates in the model (see Section 3.1.1).
Note that the vector of net joint torques is nq − 6 dimensional. This is due to the
fact that the other six components of the generalised force vector are those of the
residual wrench applied to the pelvis (three forces and three moments).

Controls

The control vector, u, can be formed by several of the following quantities:

• The vector of generalised accelerations, q̈ ∈ Rnq

• The vector of generalised jerks,
...q ∈ Rnq

• The vector of net joint torques, τ ∈ Rnq−6

• The vector of joint torque change, τ̇ ∈ Rnq−6

• The vector of ground reaction controls, GRFu ∈ R12 for unassisted models
(6 components per each foot), and GRFu ∈ R18 for crutch-assisted models
(6 components per each foot and 3 components per each crutch)

Parameters
There are only two sections where a parameter vector, s, is included in the predic-
tion. The first one is for the calibration of contact model parameters (Section 4.2),
where this vector can be formed by several of the following quantities:

• The vector of spring stiffnesses, K ∈ Rne

• The vector of damping coefficients, c ∈ Rne

• The vector of coefficients of dynamic friction, µ ∈ Rne

• The generalised normal stiffness, Kn

• The hysteresis damping factor, χ

• The coefficient of dynamic friction, µcrutch
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where each one of the parameters is described in Section 3.1.2, and ne is the num-
ber of contact elements (spring and damper units) in the human model.

For crutch-orthosis-assisted predictions in Chapter 6, the following quantities
are included as parameters in the prediction problem:

• The cycle time duration, Tc
• The duration of multiple support phase (percentage of cycle time), pms
• The duration of foot swing phase (percentage of cycle time), pswf
• The duration of crutch swing phase (percentage of cycle time), pswc
• The stride length, Ls

Each variable in the problem (state, control and parameter) is bounded by a
minimum and a maximum value, that in the case of state and control correspond
to the minimum and maximum value of the experimental quantity, respectively, ±
a tolerance value. State and control tolerances for each problem formulation are
given in Appendix C. Bounds for parameters are given in each chapter where they
are used (Chapters 4 and 6). Moreover, variables are scaled to facilitate the prob-
lem solution. The scaling factors are applied to basic magnitudes: mass, length,
angle, time. And from them, all the other magnitudes are scaled consistently: e.g.,
linear velocity scaling factor = length scaling factor / time scaling factor (see Ap-
pendix D).

Cost function

The general cost function (Eq. 3.15) is formed by four types of terms, that
are function of the state x and the control u of the problem: (1) tracking terms,
Jtrack,i(x,u), that minimise the error between a magnitude of the simulation and
the corresponding experimental value; (2) optimality terms, Jopt,j(x,u), that min-
imise a magnitude that is considered an optimality criterion in human walking;
(3) regularisation terms, Jreg,k(x,u), that may not be related to a physiologic cri-
terion, but help the problem to converge to an optimal solution; and (4) penalty
terms, Jpen,l(x,u), that avoid undesirable features. The cost function can include
none, one or more terms of each type:

J =
∫ tf

t0

(∑
i

wiJtrack,i(x,u)+
∑
j

wjJopt,j(x,u)+
∑
k

wkJreg,k(x,u)+
∑
l

wlJpen,l(x,u)
)

dt

(3.15)
where t0 and tf are the initial and final times of the simulation; and wi, wj , wk and
wl are weights that multiply each one of the terms in the cost function (equal to one
if it is not specified any other value). Each term is scaled before being multiplied
by each weighting factor (see Appendix D).
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In pure tracking problems (Chapter 4), tracking and regularisation terms are
included; in pure prediction problems (Chapter 5), optimality and regularisation
terms are included; and in prediction with tracking (Chapter 6), all types of terms
are included.

Dynamic constraints

Since the implicit form of the dynamics is used (equations of motion are intro-
duced as path constraints), dynamic constraints are simple time derivative relations
of the optimal control problem variables:

dx
dt = ẋ (3.16)

For instance, if the state vector, x, is formed by the vector of generalised coor-
dinates, q, and the vector of generalised velocities, q̇, the dynamic constraints are
the following:

dq
dt = q̇, dq̇

dt = q̈. (3.17)

Path constraints

In order to introduce equations of motion as path constraints, an IDA is per-
formed at each iteration, and the system kinematic state is used to calculate the
net forces and torques applied to each DOF. The inputs of this IDA are the
variables of the optimal control problem (q, q̇ and q̈), and also the ground reac-
tion forces (that can be the experimentally measured ground reactions, GRFexp,
the control variables ground reactions, GRFu, or the ground reactions computed
through the contact models, GRF

CM
). The residual wrench in the pelvis Rpelvis =

[Fx Fy Fz Mx My Mz]T is constrained to be close to zero. Moreover, if
joint torques τ are variables of the optimal control problem, they are forced to
be the same as joint torques obtained from OpenSim, τ

IDA
. Finally, if ground

reactions are used as controls in the problem, GRFu, they are forced to be zero
during swing. This is done by multiplying each control variable by a vector of zeros
and ones that defines the swing (0) and stance (1) phase for each foot (and crutch).

The different path constraints considered in this work are the following:

• Residual forces and moments: To obtain a dynamically consistent motion,
the residual forces and moments acting on the pelvis, Rpelvis, are limited
within a specific tolerance.

−ε
R
≤ Rpelvis(q, q̇, q̈) ≤ ε

R
, (3.18)

being ε
R
∈ R6 the vector defining the specific tolerance.

• Joint torques: If joint torques are variables (states or controls) of the optimal
control problem, τ , they are forced to be the same as joint torques obtained
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from IDA in OpenSim, τ
IDA

.

−ετ ≤ τ − τIDA(q, q̇, q̈) ≤ ετ , (3.19)

being ετ ∈ Rnq−6 the vector defining the specific tolerance.

• Ground reaction forces: If a contact model is used, ground reactions controls,
GRFu, are forced to be the same as ground reactions calculated using the
contact models, GRF

CM
.

−ε
GRF
≤ GRFu −GRF

CM
(q, q̇) ≤ ε

GRF
, (3.20)

being ε
GRF

∈ RnGRF the vector defining the specific tolerance, where n
GRF

is the number of components of ground reactions that are included in these
path constraints. Since ground reactions controls define when each foot (or
crutch) is either in swing phase or stance phase, ground reactions calculated
using the contact model fulfil the condition of being zero during swing, so
that no contact of the foot (or crutch) with the ground is possible during
swing.

• Feet crossing: To avoid feet lateral crossing, the lateral distance between the
midpoint of each foot is bounded.

• Non-sliding: To avoid sliding during stance, the value of the velocity of the
midpoint of the foot is bounded during stance phase.

The values given to each tolerance (ε
R

, ετ and ε
GRF

) are specified in each sec-
tion. Note that these tolerances permit a difference between zero and residuals,
between joint torques controls and joint torques from IDA, and between ground
reaction controls and ground reactions computed from the contact model. In any
case, the real values of residual loads, joint torques, and ground reactions are the
ones obtained from the contact model and from the ID analysis using those ground
reactions.

Endpoint constraints

The endpoint constraints evaluate state values at the initial and final times of
the simulation. The different endpoint constraints considered in this work are the
following:

• Initial feet position: The initial and/or final feet (and crutch, if applies)
position can be imposed (within a certain tolerance), to help the problem to
converge with a natural initial pose.

• Stride length: The total traveled distance in a cycle in anterior-posterior
direction of the midpoint of each foot (and crutch, if applies) is imposed to
be equal to the stride length (within a certain tolerance). The stride length
can be a known value or a parameter of the optimisation.
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• Periodicity: Periodicity can be imposed to the coordinates and the ground
reactions computed from the model.

In each section, it is specified which constraints are used and what tolerances
are considered in each case.

Boundary conditions

Initial and terminal times, as well as states evaluated at initial and terminal
times, are bounded within a minimum and a maximum values. Therefore, boundary
conditions are:

t0,min ≤ t0 ≤ t0,max (3.21)

tf,min ≤ tf ≤ tf,max, (3.22)

xexp0 − εx ≤ x(t0) ≤ xexp0 + εx , (3.23)

xexpf − εx ≤ x(tf ) ≤ xexpf + εx , (3.24)

where xexp0 and xexpf are the initial and final values of the experimental quantities
that correspond to the states of the problem, and εx ∈ Rnx is the vector defining
the specific tolerance (see Appendix C).

For instance, if the state vector, x, is formed by the vector of generalised coor-
dinates, q, and the vector of generalised velocities, q̇:

xexp0 =
[
qexp(t0)
q̇exp(t0)

]
, xexpf =

[
qexp(tf )
q̇exp(tf )

]
(3.25)
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Chapter 4

Dynamically consistent
tracking of motion

This thesis focuses on implementing a predictive optimal control framework to
obtain dynamically consistent (DC) assisted walking motions. However, before we
are able to predict new motions, a first step is to develop a framework using a
3D full-body model with technical assistive devices that tracks experimental data
using an optimal control formulation and ensures dynamic consistency. For such
complex system, this optimal control problem (OCP) formulation is challenging
and needs to be explored before we can move forward to generating novel motion
predictions.

We understand for dynamically consistent walking motion a movement with
all residual loads acting on the pelvis being below a small tolerance [36, 37, 50].
This is important because, due to error introduced during the experimental data
collection and modelling assumptions, the total external reactions computed from
motion equations do not coincide with the experimental ground reaction forces;
and thus, the external wrench applied to the pelvis (base body) is not zero. By
tracking an experimental walking motion, and allowing small variations in motion
and forces, the residuals can be reduced to obtain a dynamically consistent motion.
Then, this movement will be used as an initial guess for the prediction problem.

In this chapter, an optimal control framework that tracks experimental data
and ensures dynamic consistency is developed and applied to three models, from
less to more complexity: two unassisted models (3D with head-arms-trunk (HAT)
segment, and 3D full-body), and a 3D full-body model assisted by crutches. In
Section 4.1, we have as a main objective to determine the best formulation that
generates dynamically consistent walking motions by solving a tracking problem,
without foot- or crutch-ground contact models. In Section 4.2, foot- and crutch-
ground contact models are calibrated tracking experimental motions. Finally, in
Section 4.3, results obtained in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 are used to generate full dynam-
ically consistent walking cycles, using previously calibrated foot- and crutch-ground
contact models.

71
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4.1 Comparison of formulations for dynamically
consistent tracking of motion

As a first step toward prediction of novel walking motions, in this section we explore
how optimal control problem formulation affects the ability to generate dynamically
consistent normal and assisted walking simulations that closely reproduce experi-
mental data. To identify the most efficient and robust optimal tracking problem
formulation for walking, we have addressed the following research questions related
to the problem formulation:

1. Is it possible to achieve tracking joint coordinates a solution with better
convergence and similar accuracy than tracking experimental marker coordi-
nates?

2. Should both motion and ground reaction forces be adjusted to obtain a dy-
namically consistent solution or only motion is enough?

3. Is it joint acceleration advantageous over joint jerk as control variable in the
problem formulation?

4.1.1 Methods
Models and data

Three different models from different complexity have been used in this section:
3D HAT model (3D HAT ), 3D full-body model (3D Full), and 3D full-body model
assisted by crutches (3D Crutches). All models have been described in Section
3.1.1. In the 3D Crutches model, crutches have been modelled attached to forearm
segment. For the unassisted models (i.e., without crutches), the shoes experimental
capture (described in Section 3.2) has been used. For the crutch-assisted model,
the non-alternating four-point capture has been used (see Section 3.2).

Optimal control problem formulation

To find the best formulation for dynamically consistent tracking of motion,
eight different optimal control problem formulations have been studied (see Ta-
ble 4.1). All problems involve combinations of tracking marker coordinates versus
tracking joint coordinates, tracking ground reactions (foot-ground reaction forces
and moments, and crutch-ground reaction forces, if applies) versus not tracking
them, and minimising joint acceleration versus joint jerk. Minimising joint accel-
eration or jerk were employed in previous works that predicted human walking
motions [27,50,123].

Variables
States and controls depend on the formulation and case used (see Table 4.1). For
instance, in formulations C1 and D1, where joint acceleration is minimised, and
ground reactions are included as controls, the state vector x ∈ R2nq is formed
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by the vector of generalised coordinates q and the vector of generalised velocities
q̇, being nq the number of joint coordinates in the model. The control vector
u ∈ Rnq+n

GRF is formed by the vector of generalised accelerations q̈ and the
vector of ground reaction forces and moments GRFu, being n

GRF
the number of

ground reactions in the model:

x =
[
q
q̇

]
(4.1)

u =
[

q̈
GRFu

]
(4.2)

Table 4.1: Description of the eight different formulations that have been compared in this
study. Variables correspond to joint coordinates (q), joint velocities (q̇), joint acceler-
ations (q̈), joint jerks (

...q ) and ground reactions (foot-ground forces and moments and
crutch-ground forces, if applies) (GRFu).

Cost function

The general cost function can be described as the addition of one or two tracking
terms and a regularisation term:

JF,c =
∫ tf

t0

(
Jtrack,F (x,u) + Jreg,c(x,u)

)
dt (4.3)

where t0 and tf are the initial and final times of the simulation; F = [A,B,C,D]
a subscript to indicate tracking terms and c = [1, 2] a subscript to indicate the
regularisation term used.

Formulations A track marker coordinates, formulations B track joint coordi-
nates, formulations C track marker coordinates and ground reactions, and formu-
lations D track joint coordinates and ground reactions. Thus, the possible tracking
terms to be considered in the cost function are:
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Jtrack,A(x,u) =
3nm∑
i=1

(mi −mexpi)2 (4.4)

Jtrack,B(x,u) =
nq∑
i=1

(qi − qexpi)2 (4.5)

Jtrack,C(x,u) =
3nm∑
i=1

(mi −mexpi)2 +
n
GRF∑
i=1

(GRFui −GRFexpi)2 (4.6)

Jtrack,D(x,u) =
nq∑
i=1

(qi − qexpi)2 +
n
GRF∑
i=1

(GRFui −GRFexpi)2 (4.7)

being nm the number of markers; mi the ith component of the vector of marker
coordinates m; qi the ith component of the vector of generalised coordinates q;
GRFui is the ith component of the vector of ground reactions GRFu. Subscript
exp indicates an experimental value: experimental marker coordinates and ground
reactions are measured directly, while experimental joint coordinates are obtained
from an IK analysis performed in OpenSim using experimental marker coordinates
as inputs of the problem.

For each of the four problem formulations (A to D), we study two cases: one
case uses joint accelerations as controls and minimise them in the cost function
(case 1), while the other case uses joint jerks as controls, minimise them in the cost
function, and adds joint accelerations as an additional state (case 2). Thus, the
possible regularisation terms to be considered in the cost function are:

Jreg,1(x,u) =
nq∑
i=1

q̈2
i (4.8)

Jreg,2(x,u) =
nq∑
i=1

...
q 2
i (4.9)

being q̈i and
...
q i the ith component of the vector of generalised accelerations q̈

and joint jerk
...q , respectively.

Dynamic constraints

Dynamic constraints are the ones described in Eq. 3.16, adapted to the states
of the problem in each case (see Table 4.1).

Path constraints

Only one type of path constraint is considered for all formulations. It is to
reduce residual forces and moments, as shows Eq. 3.18, being ε

R
∈ R6 a vector

of a specific tolerance, that has been defined as the ±5% or ±50% of the root
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mean square (RMS) of the experimental (or initial) residual loads components.
The problems where the first tolerance value is imposed are considered as “full
residual reduction” ( 95% residual reduction) and the problems where the second
tolerance value is imposed are considered as “half residual reduction” (50% residual
reduction).

An inverse dynamic analysis (IDA) is performed at each iteration, and the sys-
tem kinematic state is used to calculate the net forces and torques applied to each
degree of freedom (DOF). In formulations A and B, the experimentally measured
ground reactions are applied directly to the model. In formulations C and D, addi-
tional controls representing the ground reactions are applied to the model, and these
controls track the experimental ground reaction measurements. This approach al-
lows for slight adjustments in the ground reactions to account for measurement
errors and to facilitate obtaining a dynamically consistent walking motion.

Boundary conditions

The initial and final time of the simulation are imposed from the experimental
values:

t0 = texp0 , tf = texpf , (4.10)

Boundary conditions are the ones described in Eq. 3.23.

Considered results

To compare the different formulations, we have calculated several metrics for
each level of pelvis residual reduction. These metrics include the number of it-
erations and the computational time needed to reach each optimal solution, and
the root-mean-square error (RMSE) between predicted values (marker coordinates,
joint coordinates, and ground reaction forces and moments) and corresponding ex-
perimental values. Experimental marker coordinates and ground reactions are mea-
sured directly, while experimental joint coordinates are obtained from an inverse
kinematic analysis (IKA) performed in OpenSim using the experimental marker
coordinates. RMSE are computed resampling experimental data to the solution
time steps.

4.1.2 Results
The optimal control formulations without ground reactions adjustment (A and
B), have converged for models 3D HAT and 3D Full, but have not for model 3D
Crutches. This is why two residual reduction tolerances have been considered for
this latter model: half (ε

R
= ±50%) and full (ε

R
= ±5%) residual reduction.

Results for all formulations and residual reduction tolerances that have converged
can be found in Tables E.1 to E.4 in Appendix E. In general and for all models,
less iterations are needed when tracking joint coordinates compared with tracking
marker coordinates, when ground reactions are not adjusted compared with when
they are, and when residuals are reduced to the half of the experimental root-mean-
square (RMS) compared with when they are totally reduced (see Table 4.2). For
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the optimisations that have converged, residual forces and moments are lower for
formulations that tracked joint coordinates and minimised joint jerk (B2 and D2)
in 3D HAT and 3D Full models. However, this does not hold for the 3D Crutches
model. Apart from this, there is no remarkable difference in the reduction of resid-
uals among formulations, that is, they are reduced to the imposed tolerance levels
in all cases.

Table 4.2: Number of markers, marker coordinates (x, y, z components per each marker)
and joint coordinates of each model; and number of iterations and time in seconds for each
formulation and case to converge to an optimal solution. Results for unassisted models
are shown for the case of full residual reduction, and results for the 3D Crutches model
are shown for half and full residual reduction. Note that the 3D Full model has more
joint coordinates than the 3D Crutches model; this is because the model used in these
simulations has the crutches attached to forearm, so there is no pronation-supination,
wrist flexion and wrist deviation motion.

Tracking marker coordinates or joint coordinates

For the 3D HAT model, convergence is better for formulations B than A (18-44
iterations compared to 120-202 iterations), and it is also better for formulations
D than C (61-157 iterations compared to 452-864 iterations). This trend can be
observed also in results for models 3D Full and 3D Crutches, for the latter both in
the half and full residual reduction cases (see Table 4.2).

Mean RMSE are in general lower for those (marker or joint) coordinates that
are tracked (see Table 4.3). For 3D HAT model, mean RMSE for linear joint coor-
dinates vary from 0.49 to 0.61 cm when they are tracked (formulations B and D),
and vary from 0.68 to 1.04 cm when they are not tracked (formulations A and C).
Mean RMSE for angular joint coordinates vary from 2.61 to 3.42◦ when they are
tracked, and vary from 6.78 to 8.14◦ when they are not tracked. This trend can
be also observed in results for models 3D Full (Figure 4.2 and Table 4.3) and 3D
Crutches, both in the half and full residual reduction cases (Tables E.3 and E.4).
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For 3D Crutches model, mean RMSE for marker coordinates when they are tracked
(formulations A and C) are lower than when they are not tracked (formulations B
and D); being always these errors higher when ground reactions are not adjusted.
On the contrary, for 3D HAT and 3D Full models, mean RMSE of marker coor-
dinates is slightly higher when tracking marker coordinates compared to tracking
joint coordinates (A vs B, and C vs D) (Figure 4.1 and Table 4.3). Regarding
ground reactions, when they are adjusted (formulations C and D), errors are in
general larger when tracking marker coordinates (for 3D HAT model, 2.37-2.80 N
and 0.46-0.70 Nm) compared to tracking joint coordinates (for 3D HAT model,
0.85-2.03 N and 0.32-0.70 Nm). This trend is also observed in models 3D Full and
3D Crutches (Table 4.4).

Figure 4.1: Representative marker coordinates – anterior-posterior (x), vertical (y), and
medio-lateral (z) – for the 3D HAT model. In dashed blue, measured marker trajectories
(exp); in red, formulations that track marker coordinates (A1 and C1) and in green,
formulations that track joint coordinates (B1 and D1). In solid line, formulations without
ground reaction adjustments (A1 and B1) and in dashed line, formulations with ground
reaction adjustments (C1 and D1). Only results for case 1 (minimise joint acceleration)
are shown.

Minimising joint acceleration or joint jerk

Comparing minimising joint jerk versus minimising joint accelerations, differ-
ences in terms of number of iterations and computation time depend on whether
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Figure 4.2: Evolution of representative coordinates of the 3D Full model. In dashed blue,
measured marker trajectories (exp); in red, formulations that track marker coordinates
(A1 and A2) and in green, formulations that track joint coordinates (B1 and B2). In solid
line, formulations that minimise joint acceleration (A1 and B1) and in dashed line, formu-
lations that minimise joint jerk (A2 and B2). “Subtalar angle” refers to ankle dorsiflexion.
“Arm” flexion (flex.), adduction (add.) and rotation (rot.) are shoulder flexion, adduc-
tion, and rotation, respectively. Only results for formulations without ground reaction
adjustments are shown.

marker coordinates or joint coordinates are tracked. When tracking marker coor-
dinates, minimising joint jerk requires in general less iterations and computation
time than minimising joint accelerations. When tracking marker coordinates, min-
imising joint jerk requires more iterations and computation time (see Table 4.2).
This is true for the cases with and without ground reaction adjustment, and the
trend is more evident for unassisted models (3D HAT and 3D Full).

Adjusting ground reactions or not

For the three models, adjusting ground reactions requires more iterations and
computation time than not adjusting them (Table 4.2). For the 3D HAT model,
if formulations C are compared to formulations A (that is, formulations that track
marker coordinates), and formulations D are compared to B (that is, formulations
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Table 4.3: Mean and standard deviation of RMSE of marker and joint coordinates for each
formulation and for each unassisted model (3D HAT, 3D Full). Results are shown for full
residual reduction tolerance. Mean and standard deviation of RMSE of each magnitude
are shown in black when this magnitude is tracked in the formulation, and in grey when
it is not.

that track joint coordinates), formulations that adjust ground reactions require 3
to 4 more times of iterations (e.g., 202 iterations (A1) vs 864 iterations (C1)).
For the 3D Full model, formulations that adjust ground reactions require 2 to
4.5 more times of iterations, compared to formulations that do not adjust them
(e.g., 243 iterations (A1) vs 943 iterations (C1)). And finally, for the 3D Crutches
model, formulations C and D, compared to A and B, respectively, require 1.1 to 2.2
more times of iterations (e.g., 393 iterations (A1) vs iterations 540 (C1)). As said
previously, errors in ground reactions are in general larger when tracking marker
coordinates compared to tracking joint coordinates (see Table 4.4), being the lowest
mean RMSE for forces and moments for case D1 for all three models.

For the 3D Crutches model, ground reaction adjustments are required if a dy-
namically consistent motion with residual values close to zero has to be found. In
general, the number of iterations (and consequently computation time) is larger for
the full residual reduction when compared with half residual reduction for the same
formulation (Table 4.2). There is practically no difference in terms of mean RMSE
for marker coordinates and angular joint coordinates for half residual reduction,
compared to full residual reduction (Tables E.3 and E.4). For formulations D, the
mean RMSE of linear joint coordinates is larger in the case of full residual reduc-
tion (0.80 cm for both cases 1 and 2) compared to half residual reduction (0.57 cm
and 0.56 cm for cases 1 and 2, respectively). For the same formulations, the mean
RMSE for ground reaction forces (GRFs) and ground reaction moments (GRMs)
for half residual reduction are 1.30 N and 0.26 Nm for both cases 1 and 2. For
full residual reduction, the mean RMSE for ground reaction forces (GRFs) are 1.62
and 1.63 N larger than those obtained for half residual reduction using the same
formulation, and for GRMs, that difference is of 0.22 Nm .
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Table 4.4: Mean and standard deviation (std) of RMSE of GRFs and GRMs for each
formulation and model. Results are shown for full residual reduction tolerance.

4.1.3 Discussion

Convergence is always better when joint rather than marker coordinates are tracked.
It is not surprising that tracking markers is more difficult in terms of convergence.
For this case, at each optimiser iteration, values are given for all joint coordinates
and then model marker coordinates are computed from these values and compared
with experimental marker coordinates. Additionally, there are more marker coor-
dinates than joint coordinates in each model (see Table 4.2). While it is true that
tracking joint coordinates is easier, we also wanted to check whether accurate track-
ing of joint coordinates would result in accurate tracking of marker coordinates. If
not, then we could consider tracking marker coordinates despite its higher compu-
tational cost. For this purpose, we have computed RMSE for coordinates that are
not being tracked for each formulation (Tables Tables E.1 to E.4). Surprisingly, for
3D HAT and 3D Full models, mean RMSE both for marker and joint coordinates
are lower when joint coordinates are tracked, whereas mean RMSE both for marker
and joint coordinates are higher when marker coordinates are tracked (Table 4.3).
For 3D Crutches model, in formulations with ground reaction adjustments, mean
RMSEs for marker coordinates are slightly lower when tracking marker coordinates
compared to tracking joint coordinates (comparing for the same residual reduction
tolerance, and for the same case (1 or 2)). In contrast, mean RMSE for angu-
lar joint coordinates is almost two times larger when tracking marker coordinates
compared to tracking joint coordinates (comparing for the same residual reduction
tolerance, and for the same case (1 or 2)). These results suggest that close tracking
of joint coordinates results in close tracking of marker coordinates. Furthermore,
since tracking joint coordinates requires fewer iterations and takes less computa-
tion time, it is preferable to track joint coordinates obtained from an IK analysis
performed using experimental marker trajectories.

Our results have not produced a clear answer to whether minimising joint ac-
celeration or joint jerk is better. Based on the number of iterations, there is no
clear trend between cases 1 and 2 for each formulation. In general, for 3D HAT
and 3D Full models, and for formulations tracking marker coordinates (A and C),
fewer iterations are needed when minimising joint jerk. On the other hand, for
formulations tracking marker coordinates (B and D), fewer iterations are needed
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Figure 4.3: Ground reactions (control variables of the problem formulation) for formula-
tion D2 (track joint coordinates, minimise joint jerk and adjust ground reactions), using
the 3D Crutches model. Two levels of residual reduction are shown: half reduction (50%)
and full reduction (95%), with respect to the RMS of experimental residual components.
“R” and “L” stand for right and left side, respectively.

when minimising joint acceleration. This is not observed for 3D Crutches model,
where we could not find a specific trend. For all models, in general mean RMSE for
joint coordinates and ground reactions are lower for minimising joint accelerations,
compared to minimising joint jerk. For 3D Crutches model, these RMSE have sim-
ilar values for formulations with ground reaction adjustments, both for half and
full residual reduction tolerance. In terms of kinematics, simulated joint coordi-
nates obtained from formulations that minimise joint accelerations are smoother
than those obtained from formulations that minimise joint jerk (see Figure 4.2).
To allow as much non-smoothness as possible, since real humans do not walk with
such smooth motions, we have decided to minimise joint jerk rather than joint
acceleration.

Based on our results, we suggest that ground reactions should be added as con-
trols to the optimal control problem to maximise tracking accuracy and minimise
residuals. For the 3D Crutches model, the marker and joint coordinate tracking
are both more accurate when ground reactions are adjusted (i.e., mean RMSE is
lower in formulations C and D compared to formulations A and B), and problem
formulations requiring full residual reduction converge only when ground reactions
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are added as controls. This difference is lower for models 3D HAT and 3D Full, but
still RMSE for marker and joint coordinates are lower for all cases (with exception
of Formulation C2 for 3D Full model, where mean RMSE for angular coordinates
is slightly higher when adjusting ground reactions). Though formulations A and B
without ground reaction adjustment for the 3D Crutches model are able to converge
for full residual reduction as well; they do so only when joint coordinate bounds
are increased substantially, resulting in visibly unrealistic motions (e.g., the model
walks without the feet contacting the ground). This observation suggests that for
full residual reduction, no solution exists with joint coordinate bounds of less than
3 cm and 5◦ when using formulations A or B. In contrast, if both motion and
ground reactions are adjusted, then an optimal solution can be obtained within
realistic model coordinate error bounds.

Our computation time and RMSE for joint coordinates are consistent with
results found in the literature. Our computation time for the more complex model
(3D Crutches) varies from 1 to 33 min. In Lin et al. [33], 3 to 5 hours were
required to track experimental data for a complete gait cycle using a 3D model
with 25 DOFs and 80 muscle-tendon units (MTUs). In Meyer et al. [50], roughly
30 minutes were required for a torque-driven prediction using a 3D model with
37 DOFs. In Shourijeh et al. [139], 45 minutes were needed to obtain muscle
forces tracking experimental data using a 3D model with 16 DOFs and 46 muscles.
These published studies included muscles in their models or predicted a new motion
instead of tracking experimental data, so it is not surprising that they required more
time than in our study. Furthermore, the obtained joint coordinate tracking results
are consistent with errors reported in the previous studies. For formulation D2 with
full residual reduction, the obtained RMSE for joint coordinates are 0.5 cm and
0.8◦ for linear and angular coordinates, respectively. For same errors, Lin et al. [33]
reported 0.5 cm and 1.2◦, while Lin et al. [29] reported 0.3 cm and 2◦, which are
both the same order of magnitude as the computed errors in the formulations that
have converged with more accurate results.

Overall, the formulation that has produced better results for all three models in
terms of convergence and errors with respect to the experimental values is formu-
lation D2, that tracks joint coordinates, minimises joint jerk and adjusts ground
reactions (Table 4.5). It will be used as the starting point for Sections 4.2 and
4.3. This formulation could be improved adding tracking of representative markers
(e.g., pelvis and feet markers), and adding path constraints that permit a maximum
error per each coordinate and ground reaction component.
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Table 4.5: Results obtained using the three models and the formulation that has produced
better results, D2 (track joint coordinates, minimise joint jerk and adjust ground reac-
tions), for full residual reduction. Results shown are number of iterations, computation
time, mean of RMS of residual forces and moments (values obtained with the experimen-
tal data, values obtained from the solution and percentage of reduction), mean of RMSE
of marker and joint coordinates (linear and angular), GRFs (foot- and crutch-ground, if
applies) and GRMs (foot-ground).
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4.2 Foot-ground and crutch-ground contact model
calibration

In human motion prediction, as new motions for which no experimental data is
available are found, it is necessary to model the contact interaction between the foot
and the ground in order to predict foot-ground contact forces. Usually, the foot-
ground contact model establishes the physical relationship between the developed
contact forces (normal and tangential) and the relative foot-ground displacements
and velocities through a visco-elastic force model [93, 94]. Different approaches
that have been used in the literature can be found in Section 2.1.3. Finding a
suitable foot-ground contact model for human motion simulation is currently an
open research topic [91,92].

In this section, the foot-ground and crutch-ground contact models presented in
Section 3.1.2 are calibrated using optimal control problems that track experimental
data. The research questions associated with the contact models calibration are:

1. Is it possible to calibrate all parameters at the same time, or they should be
optimised one by one?

2. Is it necessary to calibrate spring-damper positions or they can be previoulsy
fixed?

3. Are the values of parameters capture-dependent and/or model-dependent?
That is:

a For the same subject and model, is it possible to calibrate parameter
values for one experimental capture and use them for tracking another
experimental capture?

b For the same subject, is it possible to calibrate parameter values for
a simpler model (i.e., the 3D HAT model) and use them for a more
complex model (i.e., the 3D Full and 3D Crutches models)?

4.2.1 Methods
Models and data

Three different models have been used in this section: 3D HAT, 3D Full, and 3D
Crutches, all them described in Section 3.1.1. In the 3D Crutches model, crutches
have been modelled attached to hands, as it has been observed that having the wrist
degrees of freedom facilitates to track better the crutch motion, and to calibrate the
corresponding crutch-ground contact model reproducing closely the experimental
crutch-ground reactions.

Both the barefoot and the shoes experimental data (described in Section 3.2)
have been tracked to calibrate the foot-ground contact parameters of the unassisted
models. For the crutch-assisted model, the non-alternating four-point capture has
been used (described in Section 3.2).
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The foot-ground and crutch-ground contact models used are the ones described
in Section 3.1.2. In Table 3.3, information about contact model parameters is
summarised: for fixed parameters, the used value is given; for parameters that
are optimised through a calibration process, minimum, maximum and initial guess
values are also given.

Optimal control problem formulation

The foot-ground and crutch-ground contact model parameters are calibrated
using an optimal control problem that tracks experimental data. The problem for-
mulation is based on Formulation D2 presented in Section 4.1. The foot-ground
and crutch-ground contact model parameters are variables of the problem, and
new constraints ensuring that ground reaction controls equal ground reactions cal-
culated using the corresponding contact model are added.

Variables

The state vector x ∈ R3nq is formed by the vector of generalised coordinates of
the model q, the vector of generalised velocities q̇, and the vector of generalised
accelerations q̈. The control vector u ∈ Rnq+n

GRF is formed by the vector of gen-
eralised jerk

...q and the vector of ground reaction forces and moments GRFu, that
includes foot-ground reactions (and crutch-ground reactions for the 3D Crutches
model):

x =

q
q̇
q̈

 (4.11)

u =
[ ...q
GRFu

]
(4.12)

The contact model parameter values have been calibrated in a process step by
step (described in Table 4.6), starting from a problem where only one parameter is
calibrated (for each of the spring and damper units). Then, using as initial guess
that solution, a second parameter is added to the optimisation, and the process is
repeated until all the contact model parameters are included in the problem. The
complete parameter vector is:

s =


K
c
µ
Kn

χ
µcrutch

 (4.13)

being each parameter described in Table 3.3. The spring stiffnesses vector K, the
generalised stiffness Kn and the hysteresis damping factor χ have a scaling factor
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of 10−4.

Cost function

The general cost function is based on Formulation D2 in Section 4.1:

J =
∫ tf

t0

( nq∑
i=1

(qi − qexpi)2 +
n
GRF∑
i=1

(GRFui −GRFexpi)2 +
nq∑
i=1

...
q 2
i

)
dt (4.14)

being t0 and tf the initial and terminal times of the optimal control problem; nq the
number of joint coordinates and n

GRF
the number of tracked ground reactions (that

may not be all the ground reactions in the model); qi and
...
q i the ith component of

the vector of generalised coordinates q and joint jerk
...q , respectively; GRFui the

ith component of the vector of ground reactions GRFu. Subscript exp indicates
an experimental value: experimental marker coordinates and ground reactions are
measured directly, while experimental joint coordinates are obtained from an IK
analysis performed in OpenSim using the experimental marker coordinates.

For 3D HAT and 3D Full models, only forces are tracked in the cost function
(normal or all forces), depending on the parameters that are optimised (see Table
4.6). For the 3D Crutches model, all components (foot-ground forces and moments,
and crutch-ground forces) are tracked in the cost function. Moreover, when using
this latter model, it is necessary to force feet and crutches to be in contact with the
ground when they are in the experimental motion. This is done adding a penalty
term in the cost function (Eq. 4.14) to avoid values of vertical position of foot
midpoints and crutch tips larger than 5 cm during stance phase for each foot and
crutch. This term has a weighting factor of 0.01 in the cost function.

Dynamic constraints

Dynamic constraints are the ones in Eq. 3.16, adapted to the states of the
problem in this case. That is:

dq
dt = q̇, dq̇

dt = q̈, dq̈
dt =

...q . (4.15)

Path constraints

Two types of path constraints are considered in this problem:

• Residual forces and moments: Residual forces and moments are imposed to
be below a specific tolerance, as shows equation 3.18. In this problem, resid-
ual tolerances are ±RMS from each component of the experimental residual
values. It is important to remark that the main objective is not to produce
a dynamically consistent motion, but to track as closely as possible motion
and forces.
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• Ground reaction forces: Ground reactions controls equal ground reactions
calculated using the contact model, as shows equation 3.20. For 3D HAT
and 3D Full models, only forces are tracked in the path constraints (normal
or all forces), depending on the parameters that are optimised (see Table 4.6).
For the 3D Crutches model, all forces (foot-ground forces and crutch-ground
forces) are tracked in the path constraints, and a more adjusted tolerance is
given to some of them, depending on the parameters that are optimised.
For 3D HAT and 3D Full models, the initial values for path constraint tol-
erances are 30 N for all components; and these values are used for steps 1
to 3 (Table 4.6). The last calibration step has been repeated adjusting these
tolerances (from 30 N to 20 N, and then to 10 N, etc) until the last value for
which the problem has converged. The optimal solution (states, control and
parameters) of one step is used as the initial guess for the following step.
For 3D Crutches model, the general values for path constraint tolerances are
200 N for feet normal forces, 100 N for crutches normal forces, and 50 N for
tangential forces. In steps 1 and 2, the tolerance values for crutches normal
forces are divided by 2. In step 3, also the tolerance values for crutches
tangential forces are divided by 2. Finally, in step 4, all path constraint
tolerances values are divided by 2. The initial guess for foot-ground contact
model parameters in step 4 are the optimal values obtained for 3D HAT model
and shoes experimental data. The last calibration step has been repeated
adjusting at the same time all tolerances (multiplying by 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, etc)
until the last value for which the problem has converged.

Table 4.6: Calibration steps for each one of the skeletal models. For each model and
step, it is indicated the contact model parameters that are calibrated in the optimisation,
the ground reaction components that are tracked in the cost function, and the ground
reaction components that are included in path constraints (Path constr.). N and Nc

stand for normal forces for feet and crutches, respectively; T and Tc stand for tangential
forces for feet and crutches, respectively; and M stands for foot-ground moments. For 3D
Crutches model, all forces are included in path constraints, and tolerances are adjusted
(adj. tol.) for the indicated components. The solution obtained at each step is used as
the initial guess of the following step. For the 3D Crutches model, the initial guess for
foot-ground contact model parameters in step 4 are the optimal values obtained for 3D
HAT model and shoes experimental data.
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Endpoint constraints

No endpoint constraints are considered in this problem.

Boundary conditions

Boundary conditions are the ones described in Section 4.1.

Additional tests and results

Once the contact models parameters have been calibrated per each model and
data set, two additional tests have been done:

1. To check if it is necessary to calibrate spring-damper positions or they can be
previoulsy fixed, two additional calibration steps have been done using the
3D HAT model and barefoot experimental data. Using the results obtained
for step 3 (see Table 4.6), anterior-posterior position (posx) per each group
of springs has been calibrated tracking all forces and moments. Then, using
these results, medio-lateral position (posz) per each spring-damper unit has
been calibrated, tracking again all forces and moments.

2. To check if the values of parameters are capture-dependent and/or model-
dependent, the barefoot experimental data has been tracked using the 3D
Full model and four different sets of calibrated parameters for foot-ground
contact model: (1) 3D Full model and barefoot motion, (2) 3D Full model
and shoes motion, (3) 3D HAT model and barefoot motion, and (4) 3D HAT
model and shoes motion.

The considered results in this section to compare solutions and to evaluate the
calibration methods have been convergence of the solution (number of iterations
and computation time), mean RMS of residual loads, mean RMSE of model co-
ordinates (linear and angular), and mean RMSE of ground reactions (forces and
moments). RMSE have been computed resampling experimental data to the solu-
tion time values.

4.2.2 Results
Optimal contact model parameter values for each group of spring-damper units (1
to 6), for each model (3D HAT, 3D Full and 3D Crutches) and for each set of ex-
perimental data (barefoot and shoes for unassisted models, non-alternate four-point
for 3D Crutches model) are shown in Figure 4.4, and their exact values are reported
in Appendix F. Optimal parameter values for crutch-ground contact model can be
found in the same Appendix.
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Foot-ground contact model parameters

Information about convergence, residual wrench components and errors with
respect to experimental data can be found in Table 4.7. Total iterations (without
changing spring positions) are in general lower for 3D HAT model, compared with
3D Full model. RMS of residual force and moments are similar for each capture
(barefoot and shoes), since they are not reduced, but only maintained (i.e., it is
not allowed to find a solution with residual forces and moments with higher RMS
than the experimental values). Regarding mean RMSE of computed linear and
angular joint coordinates with respect to their experimental counterparts, values
for barefoot capture are in general lower than those for shoes capture for the same
model. There is not much difference in RMSE for ground reaction forces, which
vary from 11.10 to 16.84 N; and for ground reaction moments, which vary from
6.59 to 9.88 Nm.

Table 4.7: Convergence and accuracy of solutions for calibrating foot-ground contact
model using both unassisted models. Results are shown for the third calibration step (see
Table 4.6).

Parameter values can be very different from one group to another, changing one
or two orders of magnitude (e.g., stiffness value for 3D HAT model and barefoot
data is 5.24×104N/m for group 1, 0.37×104N/m for group 2, and 0.01×104N/m
for group 3). For all three models, parameters for groups 4 to 6 remained almost
equal to their initial guess value (see Figure 4.4).

Crutch-ground contact model

Foot-ground and crutch-ground contact model parameters for the 3D Crutches
model have been more difficult to calibrate than foot-ground contact model pa-
rameters for the models without crutches. As explained previously, an additional
term in the cost function has been added to penalise if feet or crutches were not
in contact with the ground when needed. Also, all forces and moments have been
tracked in the cost function and all forces in the path constraints (as described
in Table 4.6). The exact values for each crutch-ground contact model parameter
can be found in Table F.2 in Appendix F. Convergence, residual RMS, and joint
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Figure 4.4: Optimal values for springs stiffness K, damping coefficient c and friction
coefficient µ of each each group of springs (1 to 6), for each model (3D HAT, 3D Full, 3D
Crutches) and for each set of experimental data (barefoot and shoes for unassisted models,
non-alternate four-point for 3D Crutches model). Results are shown after the last step of
the calibration process, without varying spring and damper initial positions.

coordinates and ground reactions RMSE with respect to experimental data can
be found in Table 4.11 (second column). In Figure 4.5, foot- and crutch-ground
reaction forces once the contact models have been calibrated are shown.

Spring positions

A first additional test has been performed to check if it is necessary to cali-
brate spring positions or they can be previoulsy fixed. It has been compared the
solution calibrating spring positions and without calibrating them, using the 3D
HAT model and barefoot experimental data (Figure 4.6). Exact values of anterior-
posterior local position (posx) and medio-lateral local position (posz) can be found
in Table F.3 in Appendix F.

Calibrated parameters for different models and/or captures

Finally, it has been tested if the parameters calibrated for a specific model
and set of experimental data can be used for another model (of the same subject)
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Figure 4.5: Foot- and crutch-ground reaction forces for the 3D Crutches model once the
contact models have been calibrated (after all the optimisation steps). In dashed blue,
experimental data, in dashed green, control variables, in red, solution from contact model.
“R” and “L” stand for right and left side, respectively.

and/or another set of experimental data. In Table 4.8 and Figure 4.7, results for
dynamically consistent tracking of barefoot data using the 3D Full model and four
different sets of foot-ground contact model parameters are shown. The different
values for foot-ground contact model parameters correspond to: (1) 3D Full model
and barefoot motion, (2) 3D Full model and shoes motion, (3) 3D HAT model and
barefoot motion, and (4) 3D HAT model and shoes motion.

4.2.3 Discussion
Foot-ground and crutch-ground contact model parameters have been calibrated for
three different models (3D HAT, 3D Full and 3D Crutches), and three different
experimental data sets (barefoot and shoes for models without crutches, and four-
point gait for model with crutches), resulting in a total of five calibrated contact
models. Results in terms of joint coordinates and ground reactions RMSE are
consistent with results obtained in other studies that calibrate foot-ground contact
models using viscoelastic elements. For example, RMSE of ground reaction forces
vary from 4.55 to 10.40 N in [64], which are slightly lower than ours (11.10 to 16.84
N for unassisted models); and RMSE of normal forces are 28.8 N in [89] and 36.59
N in [63], which are higher than ours.

The proposed foot-ground contact model consists of 16 springs distributed in 6
groups. Different numbers of springs can be found in the literature (see Table 2.3).
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Figure 4.6: Ground reactions obtained after calibration of K, c, µ (red) compared to
results after calibration of posx and posz (green) and with respect to experimental values
(dashed blue). Results for 3D HAT model and barefoot experimental data.

The assumption of symmetry between values of both feet is done in many other
works that use contact models [50,63,64]. Having the springs distributed in groups,
with the same parameter values per each group, is a way of allowing differences
in parameter values, but reducing the number of variables. This has been done
using different approaches in other studies. In [64] (38 spring and damper units),
difference between individual spring stiffness and mean stiffness for all springs is
minimised, and the same for damping coefficient values. In [50] (47 spring and
damper units), the stiffness distribution across the entire shoe sole is approxi-
mated by a three-dimensional parabolic surface, which possesses only six unknown
coefficients, and the damping coefficient is considered equal for all dampers. In our
work, friction coefficient is different per each group of springs, as in [63], where it is
calibrated for each of the 4 spheres. This is not done in other studies in literature,
that calibrate friction coefficient equal for all springs [64], or set a fixed value for
all springs, without optimising it [19].

In [66], contact model parameter values were calibrated using experimental data
from five subjects (performing 15 trials at different walking speeds each), and it
was found that the vertical and anterior-posterior position of the visco-elastic units
is specific for each subject. However, in our simulations results have not change
considerably when springs positions were optimised versus not (see Figure 4.6).
Absolute RMSE in ground reaction moments, even when they are not tracked, are
lower than errors in forces (Table 4.7). For this reason, the calibration of springs
positions will not be considered in Chapters 5 and 6 for the foot-ground contact
model of the human models.
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Figure 4.7: Ground reactions resulting from dynamically consistent tracking of barefoot
motion. The 3D Full skeletal model has been used with each one of the calibrated contact
models for the 3D HAT and 3D Full models. In dashed blue, ground reactions from
experimental barefoot motion. In green and red, results for 3D Full skeletal model tracking
the barefoot motion and using different values for foot-ground contact model parameters,
corresponding to: (1) 3D Full model and barefoot motion (solid green line), (2) 3D Full
model and shoes motion (solid red line), (3) 3D HAT model and barefoot motion (dashed
green line), and (4) 3D HAT model and shoes motion (dashed red line). “R” and “L”
stand for right and left side, respectively.

An analysis using different calibrated contact models with the same model and
experimental motion data has been done to check if the result when tracking ex-
perimental motion and reducing residual wrench is sensitive to the contact model
parameters. The objective is to see if, for the same model, it is possible to calibrate
parameters for one experimental capture and then use them for tracking other ex-
perimental capture. Moreover, it also allows to check if it is possible to calibrate
parameter values for a simpler model (3D HAT ) and then use them for a more
complex model (3D Full and 3D Crutches). As results show, for 3D Full model
(see Figure 4.7 and Table 4.8), there is not much difference in terms of joint coordi-
nates mean RMSE (0.56 to 0.67 cm, and 1.10 to 1.27◦), or in ground reactions (3.34
to 6.38 N, and 0.80 to 1.30 Nm), when using contact model parameters calibrated
using the 3D Full model or the 3D HAT model. These results may indicate that
it is possible to calibrate parameter values for a simpler model and use them for a
more complex model, for the same subject.

The crutch-ground contact model has been more challenging to calibrate. Hav-
ing only a 6 DOF crutch model and tracking experimental global position and
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Table 4.8: Residuals mean RMS and coordinates and ground reactions mean RMSE,
resulting from dynamically consistent tracking of the barefoot experimental motion using
the 3D Full skeletal model with each one of the four different sets of calibrated foot-
ground contact model parameters: (1) 3D Full model and barefoot motion (highlighted
in grey), (2) 3D Full model and shoes motion, (3) 3D HAT model and barefoot motion,
and (4) 3D HAT model and shoes motion.

orientation of the crutch, crutch-ground contact model parameters are tracked eas-
ily with good match in both motion and forces. Having a full-body model with
crutches (3D Crutches), the number of elements (feet or crutches) in contact with
the ground increases during all the cycle. There are not single support and dou-
ble support phases, as in normal walking, but all the phases are multiple support
phases, as three of four elements are always in contact with the ground. This is why
the penalty term that ensures contact when it is supposed to be is needed. Oth-
erwise, it is possible to find a solution that is dynamically consistent, but without
contact of crutch or foot when it is supposed to be, or with more weight supported
by one foot or one crutch than the contralateral foot or crutch. In [84], a similar
crutch-ground contact model was calibrated and used for forward dynamic simu-
lation; however, results of calibrated parameters and errors between experimental
and simulated crutch-ground reaction forces were not reported.
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4.3 Dynamically consistent full cycle generation
Once contact models are calibrated, the next step is to generate a dynamically
consistent full gait cycle, that will be used as an initial guess for the prediction
problems. This is done tracking experimental data (both joint coordinates and
ground reactions), and having contact models to produce foot- and crutch-ground
reactions. Since only two force plates are available in the motion analysis lab, we
do not have foot-ground reactions (forces and moments) for a complete gait cycle.
Ground reaction components for one foot during the first double support have to
be predicted, as no ground reaction force data are available. In this sense, this
problem can be seen as a first prediction.

The objectives of this section are the following:

1. To develop an optimal control formulation for dynamically consistent tracking
of experimental motion, using calibrated contact models.

2. To generate a full dynamically consistent cycle for each model, in order to
use them as initial guesses for the prediction problems.

3. To compare convergence, residual reduction, and accuracy with respect to
experimental motion and forces when tracking with versus without contact
models.

4. To compare convergence, residual reduction, and accuracy with respect to
experimental motion and forces when tracking joint coordinates and ground
reactions versus tracking only joint coordinates or only ground reactions.

4.3.1 Methods
Models and data

A full dynamically consistent gait cycle has been obtained for 3D HAT and 3D
Full models for the barefoot experimental motion, and for 3D Crutches model for
the non-alternate four-point experimental motion. Models are described in Section
3.1.1, and experimental data are described in Section 3.2. The foot- and crutch-
ground contact model parameters have been previously calibrated in Section 4.2.

Optimal control problem formulation

The OCP is formulated as a tracking problem, where foot- and crutch-ground
reactions are obtained using the previously calibrated contact models. The formu-
lation is based on Formulation D2 from Section 4.1.

Variables

The state vector x ∈ R3nq is formed by the vector of generalised coordinates of
the model q, the vector of generalised velocities q̇, and the vector of generalised
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accelerations q̈ . The control vector u ∈ Rnq+12 (or ∈ Rnq+18, for the 3D Crutches
model) is formed by the vector of generalised jerk

...q and the vector of ground
reaction forces and moments GRFu, that includes foot-ground and crutch-ground
reactions (for the 3D Crutches model):

x =

q
q̇
q̈

 (4.16)

u =
[ ...q
GRFu

]
(4.17)

Cost function

The general cost function is based on Formulation D2 from Section 4.1:

J=

∫ tf

t0

(
wq

nq∑
i=1

(qi−qexpi)2+wGRF
n
GRF∑
i=1

(GRFui−GRexpi)2+wj
nq∑
i=1

...
q 2
i

)
dt (4.18)

being nq the number of joint coordinates and n
GRF

the number of ground reactions
in the model; wq, wGRF and wj the weights for joint coordinate errors, ground
reaction errors and joint jerk, respectively; qi and

...
q i the ith components of the

vector of generalised coordinates q and joint jerk
...q , respectively; GRFui the ith

component of the vector of ground reactions GRFu; and finally, t0 and tf the initial
and terminal times of the optimal control simulation. Subscript exp indicates an
experimental value: experimental marker coordinates and ground reactions are
measured directly, while experimental joint coordinates are obtained from an IK
analysis performed in OpenSim using the experimental marker coordinates.

Weights for each term in the cost function have been modified manually in each
problem variation to help convergence and improve the solution (see Table 4.9).
When a full cycle is tracked, the error between ground reaction controls and ex-
perimental values is minimised only for the part of the cycle where experimental
ground reactions are available.

Dynamic constraints

Dynamic constraints are the ones described in Section 4.2.

Path constraints

Two types of path constraints are considered in this problem:

• Residual forces and moments: Residual forces and moments are bounded
below a small tolerance, as shows Eq. 3.18. Residual reduction tolerances
are shown in Table 4.10.
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Table 4.9: Weights for each term in the cost function for each problem and model. The cost
function (Eq. 4.18) is formed by three terms: coordinate error (q error), ground reactions
error (GRF error) and jerk. Note that when only coordinates (or only ground reactions)
are tracked, there is no weight, as no error term for ground reactions (or coordinates) is
considered.

• Ground reaction forces: Ground reaction controls equal ground reactions
calculated using the contact model, as shows Eq. 3.20, being ε

GRF
∈ RnGRF

a vector of a specific tolerance (see Table 4.10).

Endpoint constraints

For 3D HAT and 3D Full models, no endpoint constraints are considered. For
the 3D Cructhes model, periodicity has been imposed in ground reactions: initial
and final ground reaction forces have been imposed to be equal (with a tolerance
of ±50 N).

Several steps are followed for generating a DC full cycle for each one of the
models (see Table 4.10), and the optimal solution from one step is used as the
initial guess of the following step. For 3D HAT and 3D Full models, two steps
have been considered, adjusting the path tolerances for residual reduction. For the
3D Cructhes model, more steps are needed. Different tolerance values for resid-
ual reduction path constraints, for path constraints that minimise errors between
ground reaction controls and ground reactions computed from contact models, and
for endpoint constraints forcing periodicity of ground reactions have been consid-
ered.

Boundary conditions

Boundary conditions are the ones described in Section 4.1.

Additional tests and results

Once a full DC cycle has been obtained per each model and data set, two
additional tests have been performed:
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Table 4.10: Tolerances in path and endpoint constraints for each model and step. Residual
reduction (Res. red.) tolerance is computed as the indicated percentage of reduction of the
RMS of each component of the experimental residual wrench. Ground reaction tolerances
(GRF Tol.) are equal in value for forces and moments. For endpoint constraints, the
component where periodicty is imposed is indicated (GRF comp.), and also the tolerance
value (Tol.).

1. Track only joint coordinates and predict ground reactions.

2. Track only ground reactions and predict joint coordinates.

These problems can be seen as initial predictions, because they track part of
the experimental data and predict part of them. Only the part for which all
experimental ground reactions were available (aproximately 80% of the cycle) has
been simulated, in order to get comparable solutions.

The considered results in this section have been convergence of the solution
(number of iterations and computation time), mean RMS of residual loads, mean
RMSE of coordinates (linear and angular), mean RMSE of ground reactions (forces
and moments). RMSE have been computed resampling experimental data to the
solution time steps. Moreover, convergence and results (residual reduction, RMSEs
with respect to experimental motion and forces) when tracking with and without
contact models have been compared.

4.3.2 Results
A dynamically consistent cycle for each model (3D HAT, 3D Full and 3D Crutches)
and cycle section (80% and 100%) has been generated. The cycle for barefoot
capture starts at left heel strike (LHS), and for the four-point crutch gait starts at
right crutch strike (RCS) (see Section 3.2).

For 3D HAT and 3D Full models, the optimal solution reducing 70% residual
forces and moments has been used as an initial guess for reducing 95% residuals.
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In Figure 4.8, the solutions for 3D HAT model for the first step (reducing 70%
residuals) and final results (reducing 95% residuals) are shown. Ground reactions
for the right foot during first double support are fully predicted, as they are not
available from experimental data. For 3D Full model, results in terms of conver-
gence, residual reduction and errors in joint coordinates and ground reactions are
shown in Table 4.12 (first column, for 80% of cycle).

For 3D Crutches model, more optimisation steps are needed (as described in
Table 4.10). Foot-ground and crutch-ground reactions for a complete cycle (exper-
imental, controls and values from contact model) are shown in Figure 4.9.

Compare tracking with and without contact models

For the 3D Crutches model, that is the more complex model used in this sec-
tion, results have been compared in terms of convergence, residual reduction, and
errors in joint coordinates and ground reactions among the main different problems
presented in this chapter (Table 4.11): (1) Tracking without contact models (so-
lution of Formulation D2, Section 4.1), (2) Calibration of contact models (Section
4.2) , (3) Tracking with contact models (80% of cycle), and (4) Tracking with con-
tact models (100% of cycle). The optimal solution obtained from the first problem
(tracking without contact models) has been used as an initial guess for the three
next problems (in each case, having the 80% or full cycle time). In terms of con-
vergence, problems with contact models (calibration and tracking) require much
more steps (7 to 10) than problems without contact models, and tracking with
contact models require 1 or 2 mesh iterations. Comparing tracking with contact
models for part of the cyle (80%) and for the full cycle, a similar number of steps
is required, but much more iterations are needed in the case of full cycle tracking.
Regarding residual reduction, the minimum values for residual forces and moments
are obtained in the tracking problem without contact models. For tracking with
contact models, these values are higher (up to 8.62 N and 11.10 Nm) than for
tracking without contact models. For the contact model calibration, these values
are the highest, as the tolerance is the RMS of experimental values for each residual
wrench component.

Track only joint coordinates or only ground reactions

Finally, it has been compared tracking joint coordinates and ground reactions,
tracking only joint coordinates, and tracking only ground reactions (for the case
of 80% cycle, as not all ground reactions are available for all the cycle). In Figure
4.10, ground reaction forces are shown for these three tracking problems for the
3D Full model. The number of iterations is similar when tracking both joint
coordinates and ground reactions, or only joint coordinates (128-129 iterations),
but it is higher when tracking only ground reactions (302 iterations) (Table 4.12).
Residuals are reduced to lower values for the case of tracking only ground reactions,
but mean RMSE for joint coordinates (linear and angular) increases with respect
to the other cases. Mean RMSE for ground reactions (forces and moments) are
similar for tracking joint coordinates and ground reactions and tracking only ground
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Table 4.11: Convergence, residual RMS and joint coordinates and ground reactions RMSE
with respect to experimental data for different problems using 3D Crutches model. The
problems are: (1) Tracking without contact models (solution of Formulation D2, Section
4.1), (2) Calibration of contact models (Section 4.2), (3) Tracking with contact models
(80% of cycle), (4) Tracking with contact models (100% of cycle). Total simulations are the
number of steps performed, using as initial guess for each problem the optimal solution
from the previous one. Total mesh iterations refer to the number of mesh iterations
performed in the last step, where mesh iterations are allowed in order to reach the desired
interior point optimisation algorithm (IPOPT) and mesh tolerance.

reactions, and are higher when tracking only joint coordinates.

4.3.3 Discussion
Obtaining a full cycle, where part of the ground reactions are predicted, has re-
quired in general more iterations for each model, than obtaining a dynamically
consistent walking motion for 80% of the cycle. This is expected, because there
is an interval of the gait cycle for which experimental data are not available and,
therefore, the corresponding motion has to be fully predicted. This dynamically
consistent full gait cycle can be used as an initial guess of a prediction problem,
that will be a starting feasible solution and may help the problem to converge.

From the comparison of results for the 3D Crutches model, tracking data with
and without contact models, it is observed that the most difficult problems in
terms of number of steps and total iterations are contact model calibration and full
cycle tracking with contact models. In the contact model calibration problem, it
is necessary to add a penalty term in the cost function that ensures that crutches
and feet are in contact with the ground when needed according to the experimental
motion. For the tracking problem with previously calibrated contact models, on
the contrary, this is not necessary. The fact that residuals are more difficult to
be reduced in the tracking problems with contact models, may indicate that it is
complicate to reach a solution by modifying motion and forces. In these cases,
other approaches might be considered, such as changing mass or centre of mass
position of some bodies in the model. Nevertheless, the obtained results are good
enough to consider that the solution found is dynamically consistent [140].

An optimal solution has been obtained for tracking only joint coordinates or
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Table 4.12: Comparison of convergence, residual RMS, and joint coordinates and ground
reactions RMSE with respect to experimental data for the 3D Full model and 80% of
barefoot experimental capture. Three different tracking problems have been solved: (1)
Track joint coordinates and ground reactions, (2) Track only joint coordinates, and (3)
Track only ground reactions.

only ground reactions, for the 3D Full model. As it is expected, mean RMSE are
larger for the magnitudes that are not tracked, and residuals are lower for the case
of tracking ground reactions (where more freedom is given to the coordinates to
change in order to reduce residuals). These last formulations can be viewed as
initial prediction problems, where there is a tracking term, but some magnitudes
are predicted. In the next chapter, fully predictive predictions without any tracking
term will be introduced.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.8: Experimental residuals (a), joint coordinates (b) and ground reactions (c) (in
dashed blue) for the 3D HAT model, compared to results obtained when reducing 70%
(in red) and 95% (in green). The area in grey corresponds to the first double support were
no force plate data are available. Residual forces “pelvis tx”, “ty” and “tz” correspond to
“pelvis anterior-posterior”, “vertical” and “medio-lateral translation”, respectively.
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Figure 4.9: Foot-ground and crutch-ground reaction forces for a complete cycle: experi-
mental values in dashed blue, controls in dashed green and values from contact model in
red. “R” and “L” stand for right and left side, respectively. The first multiple support is
predicted for right foot, and part of the last multiple support is predicted for left foot.
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Figure 4.10: Ground reaction forces for the 3D Full model and 80% of barefoot experimen-
tal capture, comparing three different tracking problems: (1) Track joint coordinates and
ground reactions, (2) Track only joint coordinates, and (3) Track only ground reactions.
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4.4 Conclusions
Dynamically consistent tracking of motion without contact models

• The presented problem formulations have converged with similar performance
for different models and different experimental captures. This shows the
robustness of the proposed optimal control problem formulations.

• Tracking marker coordinates consumes more iterations and time. Conversely,
tracking joint coordinates requires less iterations and time, but the errors
obtained with respect to experimental data (i.e., experimental marker trajec-
tories) are similar to errors found when tracking markers.

• Adding crutches to the models makes it more difficult to fully reduce residuals
mantaining a good tracking of experimental motion. Tracking ground reac-
tions permits them to vary with respect to the experimental measurements,
thus allowing to reduce residuals more efficiently. This can be done with
ground reactions computed from contact models, or with ground reactions
added as control variables to the problem.

Foot-ground and crutch-ground contact model calibration

• The calibrated parameters for foot-ground contact models have been used for
different models and different data sets, showing similar results in terms of
error with respect to the experimental data (both coordinates and ground
reactions). Although more research needs to be done in terms of the cali-
bration process and other issues regarding foot-ground contact modelling, we
consider that the obtained results are good enough to fullfil the objectives of
the present thesis.

• From the obtained results, it can be concluded that calibrating the param-
eters using the HAT model is easier in terms of convergence, and produces
similar results in terms of accuracy (error with respect to the experimen-
tal coordinates and ground reactions) than calibrating the same parameters
using a full-body model.

Dynamically consistent tracking of motion with contact models

• Having contact models (compared to having only ground reactions as controls
of the problem) makes it more difficult to find the solution. For models with-
out crutches, sometimes a two-step optimisation is needed, that is, finding
first a solution for a higher residual tolerance (e.g., reducing residuals 70%),
and then using this optimal solution as the initial guess for the full resid-
ual reduction simulation (e.g., reducing residuals 95%). For the model with
crutches, even more steps are needed to reach the desired residual tolerance,
starting from a solution with high tolerance values.
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• Having a good initial guess seems to be very important to improve the prob-
lem convergence. It is not easy to distinguish when the problem is not con-
verging because it does not have a solution, or because a suitable initial guess
has not been found yet. Generating initial guesses for the same problem with
high tolerances for path constraints seems to be a good approach.
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Chapter 5

Prediction of normal and
crutch-assisted walking

Prediction of novel motions has the potential to support personalised medicine, e.g.,
for developing personalised rehabilitation therapies [51], or designing personalised
exoskeletons [15,68,99,100]. However, it has associated large computational costs,
so computationally efficient frameworks to predict human motion are needed [37],
if they are to be used in real applications. It is accepted that there is a sort of
optimisation criterion that the human neuromusculoskeletal system follows in order
to perform motion, and it is believed that this may be related to minimising energy
consumption or effort [27]. However, these criteria may change when dealing with
impaired subjects’ motion, or motion assisted by crutches or exoskeletons [22,122].

This chapter investigates how to predict new motions without tracking exper-
imental data. In Section 5.1, an optimal control problem is formulated for the
prediction of normal walking, starting from a 3D model with arms attached to
torso, followed by a 3D model that includes arm motion. In Section 5.2, crutch-
assisted walking is considered, using a 3D model with arms and crutches. Different
crutch-walking patterns are predicted with the aim of developing a methodology
that can be applied for different scenarios of impairment and rehabilitation therapy.

Having an algorithm that allows to predict different crutch walking patterns is
a first stepping stone toward developing a predictive tool to assist physiotherapists
to choose the best crutch assisted walking pattern for a specific subject to optimise
gait training. Moreover, this approach could be very useful for other researchers
to study different biomechanical aspects of crutch walking, as it could overcome
some limitations that existing studies of crutch walking in gait analysis laboratories
declare, such as difficulty in recruiting subjects or limitation in the number of tests
that can be performed [141–144].

109
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5.1 Prediction of 3D normal walking
As it has been introduced in Chapter 2, the physiological criteria used for hu-
mans to walk may be to minimise metabolic energy (e.g., the consumed energy
per unit walking distance) [25, 37] or may be related with fatigue-like cost func-
tions [19]. From the different cost functions used in the literature (see Table 2.5),
some optimality criteria related to kinematics, dynamics at torque level and energy
have been considered in this study: minimise mechanical power, that is related to
energy consumption when using torque-driven models [18, 123], minimise angular
momentum, which has been found to be small for human walking [32, 145], min-
imise kinetic energy [27], minimise squared joint torques [17, 27, 32], and minimise
joint acceleration, joint jerk [27,123] or joint torque change [27,28,123].

When studying gait, usually some assumptions are made in order to simplify
the solution. For example, some works assume that gait is symmetric and analyse
only half of the gait cycle for both legs [25, 146], or impose constraints ensuring
symmetry [18, 28, 32]. Conversely, other works do not impose symmetry [26, 123].
In both cases, whether symmetry is imposed or not, periodicity can be consid-
ered [28, 32]. In this work, symmetry is not imposed between left and right sides
of the body, but periodicity in joint angles and ground reactions is considered.

The objectives of this section are the following:

1. To predict a complete gait cycle, using a 3D model with arms attached to
torso (3D HAT ) and a 3D model with arms (3D Full), without imposing
symmetry, and without tracking any experimental data.

2. To study different cost functions that have been used in the literature to
predict normal walking and compare results against experimental data.

3. To define a new cost function combining different terms in order to improve
the predicted walking motion, in terms of convergence and similarity with
normal walking.

4. To predict gait cycles at different speeds.

5.1.1 Methods
Models and data

To predict normal walking, two different models have been used: a 3D model
with head-arms-trunk (HAT) segment (3D HAT ) and a 3D model that includes
arm motion (3D Full). Both models have been described in Section 3.1.1. The
foot-ground contact model used for each model and the parameters for each spring
and damper units are shown in Figure 5.1, and correspond to those obtained in
Section 4.2. The barefoot experimental data (described in Section 3.2) have been
tracked to obtain a dynamically consistent cycle that has been used as the initial
guess of the predicted motion for each model (Section 4.3).
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Figure 5.1: Top figure and top table: Local position of each of the 16 spring-damper units,
that are distributed in six groups (spring-damper units of groups 1 to 5 are located on the
hindfoot, and spring-damper units of group 6 are located on the forefoot). Bottom table:
values of spring stiffness K, damping coefficient c and coefficient of dynamic friction µ
obtained from the calibration for each one of the 6 groups of spring-damper units.

Optimal control problem formulation

Walking cycles have been predicted using an optimal control problem. The
main structure of the problem has been presented in Section 3.3. The main differ-
ence with the simulations in Chapter 4 is that no experimental data are tracked in
the cost function. For this reason, new terms are considered in the cost function,
and additional constraints are needed.

Variables

The variables in the problem are similar to the variables used for tracking
(presented in Section 4.1), and they vary depending on the regularisation term used
(see Table 5.1). As an example, for the case where joint acceleration is minimised,
the state vector x ∈ R2nq is formed by the vector of generalised coordinates of the
model, q ∈ Rnq , and the vector of generalised velocities, q̇ ∈ Rnq . The control
vector u ∈ Rnq+n

GRF is formed by the vector of generalised accelerations, q̈ ∈ Rnq
and the vector of ground reaction forces and moments GRFu ∈ RnGRF :

x =
[
q
q̇

]
(5.1)

u =
[

q̈
GRFu

]
(5.2)
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Remember that the ground reaction controls, GRFu, are used to define a walk-
ing cycle. They define when each foot is either in swing phase or stance phase, that
is, all reaction components are forced to be zero during swing. This is done by mul-
tiplying each control variable by a vector of zeros and ones that defines the swing
(0) and stance (1) phase for each foot.

Table 5.1: States and controls of the optimal control problem are different depending on
the regularisation terms used. Five possible options are considered in this work: minimise
joint acceleration, minimise joint jerk, minimise joint torque change, and minimise at the
same time joint torque change with joint acceleration or joint jerk.

Variable bounds (minimum and maximum values for each state and control)
have been described in Section 3.3.3. Since experimental data are not tracked in
the predictions, the solution found can be optimal regarding the minimisation of
the cost function terms, but the resulting motion might be unnatural. To avoid
this issue, different bounds have been used for each joint coordinate, taking into
account the experimental motion values (see more details on Appendix C).

Cost function

Different cost function terms that have been used in the literature for predicting
normal gait have been used in this work. They are classified in two different
groups: optimality terms, if they are minimised based on an optimality criterion,
and regularisation terms, if they are minimised to help the solution converge (see
Table 5.2). Simple cost functions combining one of each type of terms have been
considered, and also multi-term cost functions combining three or more terms. No
tracking terms have been used in the different walking predictions.

The general cost function can be described as:

J =
∫ tf

t0

(∑
i

Jopt,i(x,u) +
∑
j

Jreg,j(x,u)
)

dt (5.3)

where t0 and tf are the initial and final simulation times. The different optimality
terms used, Jopt,i(x,u), to be considered in the cost function are: (1) the sum of
squared joint torques,

∑nq−6
i=1 τ2

i , being nq the number of generalised coordinates
and τi the ith component of the vector of joint torques, τ ; (2) the squared norm of
the global angular momentum, ‖L‖2, being L the global angular momentum of the
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model computed in the global centre of mass; (3) the sum of the squared norms
of the local angular momenta,

∑nb
i=1 ‖Li‖

2, being nb the number of bodies in the
model and Li the local angular momentum at the centre of mass of the ith body of
the model; (4) the sum of squared mechanical power, computed for each relative
coordinate (i.e., not for the absolute pelvis translation and rotation coordinates),∑nq
i=7(q̇iτi−6)2, being q̇i the ith component of the vector of generalised velocities,

q̇; and (5) the squared value of the model kinetic energy, T 2. The different regular-
isation terms, Jreg,j(x,u) are: (1) the sum of squared joint accelerations,

∑nq
i=1 q̈

2
i ,

being q̈i the ith component of the vector of generalised accelerations, q̈; (2) the
sum of squared joint jerks,

∑nq
i=1

...
q 2
i , being

...
q i the ith component of the vector of

generalised jerk,
...q ; (3) the sum of squared joint torque changes,

∑nq−6
i=1 τ̇2

i , being
τ̇i the ith component of the vector joint change, τ̇ .

Table 5.2: Different cost function terms that have been used in the literature and in
this work for prediction of normal walking. They are classified in two different groups:
optimality terms, if they are minimised based on an optimality criteria, and regularisation
terms, if they are minimised to help the solution converge. In this section, cost functions
are defined initially combining one optimality term with one regularisation term, and after
that, multi-term cost functions combining three or more terms are considered also.

Dynamic constraints

Dynamic constraints are the ones in Eq. 3.16, adapted to the states of the
problem in each case (see Table 5.1).

Path constraints

The following path constraints are considered in this formulation:

• Residual forces and moments: Residual forces and moments are bounded
below a small tolerance, as shows equation 3.18, being 0.1 N (or Nm) the
tolerance for residual wrench components.

• Joint torques: Joint torques from the optimal control problem are forced to
be the same as joint torques obtained from OpenSim, as shows equation 3.19,
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being 30 Nm the tolerance for differences between joint torques controls and
those obtained from inverse dynamics (ID).

• Ground reaction forces: Ground reaction controls equal ground reactions
calculated using the contact model, as shows equation 3.20, being 50 N (or
Nm) the tolerances for differences between ground reaction forces controls
and those computed from the contact model.

• Feet crossing: To avoid feet lateral crossing, the lateral distance between the
midpoint of each foot is bounded. This distance has been bounded between
0.1 m and 1 m.

• Non-sliding: To avoid sliding during stance, the value of the velocity of the
midpoint of the foot is bounded during stance phase.

Endpoint constraints

• Initial feet position: Initial position for right and left foot with respect to
the centre of the pelvis has been imposed (with a tolerance of ±1 cm). Since
the predicted gait cycle starts with left heel strike, the left foot midpoint is
located half of the stride length forward (with respect to the pelvis centre)
and the right foot midpoint is located half of the stride length backward.

• Stride length: Stride length has been imposed. For that, the total travelled
distance in a cycle in anterior-posterior direction of the midpoint of each foot
has been imposed to be equal to the stride length (with a tolerance of ±5
cm).

• Periodicity: The predicted gait cycle has been considered cyclic. Periodicity
has been imposed in three different ways. Initial position of the midpoint
of each foot with respect to the center of the pelvis has been imposed to
be equal to the final position (with a tolerance of ±5 cm), initial and final
angular joint coordinates have been imposed to be equal (with a tolerance of
±10◦), and finally initial and final normal ground reaction forces have been
imposed to be equal (with a tolerance of ±50 N).

Boundary conditions

Boundary conditions are the ones described in Section 4.1, being bounds for
joint coordinates described on Appendix C.

Studies performed and evaluation of results

With the aim of predicting full walking cycles at different speeds, different
studies are performed, from a first exploration using two-term cost functions com-
bining each optimality criterion and regularisation term, to predictions using more
detailed multi-term cost functions that combine different terms.
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1. First exploration.
The goal of this first study is to compare many combinations of optimality
and regularisation terms, with the aim of choosing those that will be inves-
tigated more carefully. Simulations have been performed using only the 3D
HAT model, and limiting the maximum number of interior point optimisa-
tion algorithm (IPOPT) iterations to 1000. Each optimality term has been
combined with one or two regularisation terms (see Table 5.1), resulting in
twenty-five cost functions compared.
To evaluate results, the number of iterations needed to converge to an opti-
mal solution has been taken into account. Moreover, a similarity index has
been qualitatively computed, comparing each resulting motion with the ex-
perimental one. Similarity index per each cost function, Scf , is computed
according to:

Scf =
nq∑
i=1

(Sshape,i + SROM,i) (5.4)

where cf is the evaluated cost function; Sshape,i is 1 if the shape of the
simulated coordinate is close to the experimental value, and 0 if not; SROM,i

is 1 if the range of motion (ROM) of the simulated coordinate is close to the
experimental value, and 0 if not; and nq is the number of coordinates in the
model.
From this initial study, a regularisation term has been chosen to compare all
optimality criteria, using both models (3D HAT and 3D Full).

2. Comparison of optimality criteria.
Once a regularisation term has been chosen, the different optimality criteria
have been studied with more detail, using both models (3D HAT and 3D
Full). In this case, periodicity is imposed to the predicted gait cycle.
For the evaluation of results it has to be taken into account that a solution
can be optimal mathematically (it can minimise the different terms in the cost
function, and fulfil all constraints), but at the same time the resulting mo-
tion be unnatural. For this reason, convergence (time to converge and number
of iterations) has been considered, but more importance has been given to
the quality of the resulting motion. For that, different parameters that de-
scribe features and quality of gait have been chosen from the literature [147],
and have been divided into qualitative and quantitative features (see Table
5.3). Qualitative features (correct torso motion, knee flexion and arms swing)
have been observed directly from the visualisation of the motion in OpenSim.
Quantitative features have been computed from the coordinates trajectories
and compared against experimental results in the literature: maximum knee
flexion [148, 149] and maximum hip abduction [150], lateral pelvis displace-
ment ROM [147, 151, 152], lumbar extension and bending ROM [153, 154],
and shoulder flexion ROM [155, 156]. Moreover, the trajectory of the global
centre of mass has been obtained from OpenSim.
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Table 5.3: Different parameters that describe features and quality of gait are chosen from
the literature. For the qualitative results, a description for normal gait is given. For the
quantitative results, a range of reference values is obtained from experimental results in
the literature. When more than one study is considered, the maximum and minimum
values of all studies are used to define the minimum and maximum values of the range,
and the mean value of the range is computed from them.

3. Multi-term cost function.
With the aim of obtaining a better walking cycle, a cost function combining
different terms has been developed for each one of the skeletal models (3D
HAT and 3D Full models). For that, results from the previous comparison
study that minimised errors with respect to experimental motion have been
taken into account. To validate the resulting motion, the same gait features
from the previous study have been computed (see Table 5.3).

4. Prediction at different speeds.
Using the 3D Full model, gait cycles at different speeds (±20%) have been
predicted. Each speed (low and high) has been achieved by modifying stride
length or cycle time. In Table 5.4, the stride length and cycle time (or du-
ration) imposed in each prediction are shown. The duration of each phase
(swing and stance for each leg) is adapted from the experimental data, main-
taining the percentages of each phase with respect to the total cycle time.
The cost function used is minimising global angular momentum and joint
torque change, that is the two-terms cost function for which arms swing has
been correctly predicted.
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Table 5.4: Using the 3D Full model, gait cycles at different speeds (±20%) are predicted.
Each speed (low and high) can be achieved by modifying stride length or cycle time. In
the first column, the initial values correspond to the ones obtained from the experimental
data. Stride length and cycle time are imposed values in the problem formulation, and
speed is computed from them. The duration of each phase (swing and stance for each leg)
is adapted from the experimental data, maintaining the percentages of each phase with
respect to the total cycle time.

5.1.2 Results

First exploration

Twenty-five cost functions combining each optimality term and one or two reg-
ularisation terms in Table 5.2 have been compared using the 3D HAT model.
Information about convergence (number of iterations) and similarity with respect
to the experimental data is shown in Table 5.5. Minimising joint torque and joint
torque change converges with the lowest number of iterations (28) and the high-
est similarity value (35). Minimising mechanical power and torque change also
converges with a low value of iterations (106), and minimising global angular mo-
mentum (AM) has a high similarity value (23) compared with the rest of solutions.
Overall, better results in terms of convergence and similarity to experimental data
are obtained when minimising joint torque change: similarity values are higher for
all optimality terms, and number of iterations are lower in general for all optimality
terms. Therefore, from this initial exploration, joint torque change is found to be
the regularisation term that provides the best performance.

Comparison of cost functions

Using the regularisation term of minimising joint torque change, five different
optimality criteria have been compared for 3D HAT and 3D Full models: minimise
mechanical power, angular momentum per each body, global angular momentum,
kinetic energy and joint torque. All cost functions have converged for both models
with comparable number of iterations (84 to 250) and computation time (1 to 10
min approximately) in most of the cases, being the highest number of iterations
and computation time for the case of minimising kinetic energy (1506 iterations
and almost an hour for the 3D Full model, as can be seen in Table 5.6).

Roughly, it can be said that minimising the same criteria using the model
with and without arms, results in a similar motion for both models. Moreover,
minimising joint torque and mechanical power produces similar results for almost
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Table 5.5: Results obtained for the initial exploration using the 3D HAT model. A total
of 25 different cost functions have been tested, and number of iterations to converge (n
iter.) and similarity value (Simil.) are given per each cost function. Similarity value,
as explained in the methods section, is computed looking at the coordinates plots and
comparing shape and ROM of each coordinate with the corresponding experimental val-
ues. Notice that for some cost functions the problem has not converged for less than
1000 IPOPT iterations, which does not mean that the problem is not able to converge
with more iterations. However, as it has been said, a limit of 1000 iterations has been
considered. In those cases, the similarity value is not given.

all coordinates (Figure 5.2). Regarding lower body motion in the sagittal plane,
predicted hip, knee and ankle flexion angles are close to experimental values for
all cost functions, being the most different results the ones obtained for kinetic
energy minimisation. Regarding upper body motion, results differ for each cost
function. Arm motion is only predicted correctly when minimising global angular
momentum, being again minimising kinetic energy the cost function that produces
less accurate results compared with experimental data. Torso motion is well pre-
dicted in sagittal and frontal planes when minimising mechanical power and joint
torque, but it sways more than in the experimental motion. Regarding global cen-
tre of mass (COM) trajectory, minimising kinetic energy produces a smooth COM
trajectory, while minimising local angular momentum produces some peaks at the
beginning of the cycle in the sagittal plane (x-y) for the 3D Full model (Figure 5.3).

Multi-term cost function

Once a predicted full cycle has been obtained with each optimality criteria, the
possibility of combining more than one criteria to obtain a more realistic prediction
has been investigated. For the 3D HAT model, the lowest mean root-mean-square
errors (RMSEs) for all angular coordinates are 5.07◦, for minimising mechanical
power and joint torque change, and 5.63◦, for minimising global angular momen-
tum and joint torque change. In terms of convergence, minimising mechanical
power requires 84 iterations (the same as minimising joint torque), while minimis-
ing global angular momentum requires 213 iterations (4.22 min) (see Table 5.6). In
the predicted motion when minimising mechanical power, torso motion is correct,
and ROM of lumbar extension and bending are consistent with experimental data.
In the predicted motion when minimising global angular momentum, maximum
knee flexion and hip abduction are also consistent with experimental data. For
this model, the considered multi-term cost function includes minimising mechan-
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Figure 5.2: Results for the comparison of cost functions for the 3D Full model, compared
to the experimental values (exp). Values for the experimental motion are taken from
the barefoot gait data using the 3D Full model. A total of five cost functions have
been compared, all of them minimising joint torque change (tch) and each one of the
optimality criteria: mechanical power (MP), local angular momentum (AML), global
angular momentum (AMG), kinetic energy (KE) and squared joint torque (Torq). Some
of the main joint coordinates for lower and upper body are plotted: hip flexion, knee
flexion, ankle flexion, shoulder flexion and adduction, and elbow flexion. Joint coordinates
are shown for both right and left sides and for a complete gait cycle, from left heel strike
to left heel strike.

ical power, global angular momentum, and joint torque change. Using this cost
function, the solution has converged with 927 iterations and 21.79 min. Results
have improved in general, compared to each cost function results, but lumbar ex-
tension ROM has increased to 7.5◦, resulting in an abrupt torso motion, as it has
been also observed when minimising global angular momentum.

For the 3D Full model, the lowest mean RMSEs for all angular coordinates
are 4.90◦, for minimising global angular momentum and joint torque change, and
6.28◦, for minimising joint torque and joint torque change. However, looking at
mean RMSE for pelvis and torso coordinates, those values are lower for minimising
mechanical power than for minimising joint torque. For this reason, minimising
global angular momentum, joint torque and mechanical power have been consid-
ered for the multi-term cost function. Two combinations have been tested: (1) min-
imising joint torque, global angular momentum, and joint torque change; and (2)
minimising mechanical power, global angular momentum, and joint torque change.
The first combination presents abrupt changes in different coordinates, while the
second not; and for this reason the second combination is the one with better
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Figure 5.3: Global center of mass (COM) trajectory for the sagittal plane (x-y) and for
the horizontal plane (x-z) for each model (3D HAT and 3D Full), for each cost function
and for the experimental motion (exp). Values for the experimental motion are taken
from the barefoot gait data using the 3D Full model. A total of five cost functions
have been compared, all of them minimising joint torque change and each one of the
optimality criteria: mechanical power (MP), local angular momentum (AML), global
angular momentum (AMG), kinetic energy (KE) and squared joint torque (Torq).

performance. However, it does not predict well arm motion. This is why two addi-
tional changes have been done to improve the solution: minimise mechanical power
for all the joints but arms joints, and add an additional term in the cost function
that minimises difference between right and left shoulder flexion angular velocities.
The latter term comes from what can be observed from the experimental values in
Figure 5.2, that when right shoulder flexion increases its value, left shoulder flexion
decreases it, and viceversa. Using this cost function, a walking cycle is predicted
in 770 iterations and 35.82 minutes. Results are improved in general, but the arms
swing is lower, i.e., shoulder flexion ROM is decreased compared to the solution
that only minimises global angular momentum, and the torso motion is still abrupt.

Main coordinates and ground reactions forces for multi-term cost functions for
the 3D HAT and 3D Full models are shown in Figures 5.4 and 5.5, respectively. In
general, lower limbs motion is better predicted than torso and arms motion. ROM
for lumbar extension is close to the experimental ROM, but it is lower for lumbar
bending and rotation. The largest difference in ROM can be found in elbow flex-
ion, where the predicted ROM is much lower than the experimental ROM. Ground
reaction forces are well predicted in terms of shape compared to the experimen-
tal values, but can reach maximum values (in absolute values) 50 N higher (for
tangential components of force) and 100 N higher (for the normal force) than the
experimental ones. It can also be observed that the obtained values of the ground
reactions include some peaks, and thus, they are not as smooth as the experimen-
tal curves are. The global COM trajectory for these solutions reproduces better
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than the previous predictions the experimental trajectory of the global COM in the
sagittal plane (x-y), but it does not follow correctly the experimental trajectory of
the global COM in the horizontal plane (x-z), as it is shown in Figure 5.3. Frontal
and lateral views of the experimental motion and the predicted motions using the
multi-term cost functions for 3D HAT and 3D Full models are shown in Figures
5.6 and 5.7, respectively.

Figure 5.4: Results for the multi-term cost functions for both models (3D HAT and 3D
Full), compared to the experimental values (exp). Values for the experimental motion
are taken from the barefoot gait data using the 3D Full model. Some of the main joint
coordinates for lower and upper body are plotted: hip, knee and ankle flexion; lumbar
extension, bending and rotation; shoulder flexion and adduction, and elbow flexion (arms
joint coordinates only for 3D Full model). Joint coordinates are shown for both right
and left sides and for a complete gait cycle, from left heel strike to left heel strike. The
multi-term cost functions are: for 3D HAT model, minimising mechanical power, global
angular momentum and joint torque change; for 3D Full model, minimising lower body
and torso mechanical power, global angular momentum, joint torque change, and the
difference between right and left shoulder flexion velocities.

Speed variations

Walking cycles at different speeds have been predicted. In this case, the cost
function used is minimising global angular momentum and joint torque change us-
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Figure 5.5: Results for the multi-term cost functions for both models (3D HAT and 3D
Full), compared to the experimental values (exp). Values for the experimental motion
are taken from the barefoot gait data using the 3D Full model. Note that there are
not available ground reactions for the right foot first support. Ground reaction forces are
shown for both right and left sides and for a complete gait cycle, from left heel strike to left
heel strike. The multi-term cost functions are: for 3D HAT model, minimising mechanical
power, global angular momentum and joint torque change; for 3D Full model, minimising
lower body and torso mechanical power, global angular momentum, joint torque change,
and the difference between right and left shoulder flexion velocities.

ing only the 3D Full model. Four different simulations have been performed at
two different speeds, according to Table 5.4, by varying stride length or cycle du-
ration, respectively. Simulations at low speed have converged with similar number
of iterations (299 and 289). Conversely, for simulations of walking at high speed,
the case of low cycle duration has converged with fewer iterations (261), while a
higher number of iterations is required for the case with high stride length (391).
Computation time varies from 9 to 15.5 min.

Figure 5.8 shows the most relevant coordinates for each combination of cycle
duration and stride length. Comparing solutions with variation of stride length, for
the case of high stride length (1.2 m), ranges of motion for hip flexion, ankle flexion,
lumbar joint coordinates (extension, bending and rotation), shoulder flexion and
elbow flexion are the highest of all solutions. For the case of low stride length (0.8
m), ranges of motion for hip, knee, shoulder and elbow flexion are the lowest of
all solutions. Comparing solutions with variation of cycle duration, for the case of
high cycle duration, knee flexion ROM is the highest one, whereas lumbar bending
and rotation ROM are the lowest ones. For the case of low cycle duration, lumbar
extension has the lowest ROM.

5.1.3 Discussion

In this section, normal walking cycles using a model with arms attached to torso
(3D HAT ) and a full-body model with arms (3D Full) have been predicted without
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adding any tracking term in the cost function. Different optimality criteria and
regularisation terms have been compared (Table 5.2) in order to determine a cost
function combining different terms, that reproduces closely experimental normal
walking. This cost function has been formed basically by minimising mechanical
power, global angular momentum and joint torque change, for both models 3D
HAT and 3D Full. Computation time has varied from less than two minutes to
almost an hour for cost functions with two terms, and between 20 and 35 minutes
for the multi-term cost functions. Arm motion is well predicted for these cost
functions, but torso motion is abrupt and it sways more than what is observed
in experimental data. Finally, gait cycles performed at different speeds have been
predicted, by modifying stride length or cycle duration.

The predicted motions minimising joint torque change combined with different
optimality criteria generally predict a correct motion of the lower limbs. Moreover,
the solutions obtained by minimising mechanical power and by minimising joint
torque are similar, and are also similar the solutions minimising global and local
angular momentum (see Figure 5.2). Arm motion is only well predicted in the
case of minimising global angular momentum, which seems reasonable, as it has
been found that whole-body angular momentum is small, and that arm motion
contributes to reduce it [145]. Torso motion presents two opposite results that are
similar for both analysed models: it is stiff or rigid when minimising local angu-
lar momentum and kinetic energy, and it has abrupt changes (it sways with larger
ROM and higher velocity compared with torso orientation in normal walking) when
minimising global angular momentum. This last aspect appears also in the multi-
term cost functions (as it can be observed in Figures 5.6 and 5.7). Surprisingly,
minimising kinetic energy results in the most different motion, which is not consis-
tent with results reported in [27], where motion was predicted minimising specific
kinetic energy. In the latter work, a 3D HAT model was used, and symmetry was
imposed between right and left sides of the body. Maybe the fact of not imposing
symmetry or having arms in our model may have led to different results compared
to the literature. Cost functions where a global term has been minimised (global
angular momentum or kinetic energy) have required more iterations compared to
the cost functions where terms computed for each body (local angular momentum)
or joint (mechanical power, joint torque) have been minimised (Table 5.6). Ki-
netic energy is similar in all solutions (and minimum for the case of minimising
kinetic energy), local angular momentum is similar when minimising local angular
momentum and when minimising kinetic energy, and surprisingly minimising joint
torque produces lower mechanical power values than minimising mechanical power.
Nevertheless, each term (mechanical power, joint torque, local or global angular
momentum and kinetic energy) has in general the lowest values when that term
is minimised in the cost function, compared with the results from the other cost
functions, which seems reasonable.

Predicted ground reaction forces are close to the experimental ones, but they
present some peaks (Figure 5.5). The relative error is higher in the case of medio-
lateral contact forces (Fz). This could be related to a problem that has been
observed regarding the constraint that imposes low velocity values of the foot mid-
dle point during stance. Since the middle point in the foot has very low value of
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velocity during stance (sometimes close to zero), the foot tends to rotate around
that point; and this could be the reason of having large values for medio-lateral
foot-ground contact force. It seems that this condition (or a similar one) is neces-
sary, because when not imposed, the feet slide when are in contact with ground.
Three other options have been investigated to solve this issue in a different way:
imposing low velocity in different points of the foot, using different bounds for ve-
locity in anterior-posterior direction or for all velocity components; or minimising
this velocity in the cost function. However, all strategies have resulted in worse
results. More investigation is needed to improve this aspect. Regarding the peaks
presented in the predicted ground reactions, they have also been observed in other
works where motion is predicted without having any tracking term in the cost
function [29,157].

The multi-term cost functions require more computation time to converge than
the addition of the computation times required for minimising each term in the
cost function separately. However, the predictive simulations using these multi-
term cost functions are not the ones that require more computation time. Results
obtained using the multi-term cost functions for the 3D HAT and 3D Full have
improved in general the features that define a correct gait pattern. However, there
are some aspects that could be improved, since arm motion is not so realistic as
when minimising only global angular momentum, and torso motion is a little bit
abrupt compared to the experimental motion. Maybe adding some penalty terms
in the cost function (e.g., penalising lateral movement or arms crossing) could
produce a more realistic pattern. Regarding the global COM trajectory, it is closer
to the experimental motion for the x-y plane (sagittal), than for the x-z plane
(horizontal) (Figure 5.3). The values for each magnitude that has been minimised
have been compared between experimental and predicted motions (Figure 5.9). It
has been noticed that predicted motions have much lower values for each one of
these terms, e.g., the solution minimising global angular momentum has global
angular momentum that is much lower than that same magnitude computed using
the experimental motion. This suggests that although angular momentum has
found to be small for human walking [145], it may not be the only criterion for
predicting walking. In the multi-term cost function, although mechanical power is
minimised as well, the global angular momentum continues being much lower in
the predicted motion than in the experimental motion.

Walking cycles at different velocities have been predicted and have converged
with natural motion patterns. For the high stride length (1.2 m), range of motion
for hip flexion is the highest of all solutions, whereas for the case of low stride
length (0.8 m), it is the lowest of all solutions. These results are consistent with
those reported in [158], where a longer step length is related with more hip flexion.
Although imposing at the same time cycle duration and stride length could be
seen as a limitation, note that stride length is not exactly imposed, as a tolerance
is permitted in this magnitude (±5 cm in all simulations, but could be increased if
desired). Giving a mean walking speed or step (or stride) length is something widely
used when predicting novel motions, because a final condition for the simulation
is needed [18, 19, 26, 28, 32, 37]. Some of these works also consider cycle duration
as a known parameter. Nevertheless, more research is needed in order to give
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more freedom to walking speed and/or step (or stride) length in the predictive
simulations.

Having ground reactions as controls in the optimal control formulation has
worked well in Chapter 4, as it helped the problem to converge, because path
constraint tolerances were tightened step by step. The main difference with those
simulations is that experimental ground reactions were tracked, whereas in this
chapter, they are fully predicted. It has been tested if the problem can be solved
having ground reactions as controls and without having them. In the case of
having them as controls, it has been compared having all components or only some
of them: all components (three forces and three moments for each foot, twelve
control variables), only forces (three forces for each foot, six control variables),
or only normal forces (two control variables). For the 3D HAT model and cost
function minimising global angular momentum and joint torque change, having
only normal forces as controls requires 724 iterations (16.75 min), compared with
213 iterations (4.22 min) that requires having all components as controls. In both
cases, the predicted motion is very similar. When ground reactions controls are
not included in the simulation, the path constraints ensuring that ground reactions
controls and from contact models are equal, have to be replaced by other constraints
that ensure that ground reactions are zero during swing phase. All tests done in
this case (having all components in path constraints or only normal forces) have
led to unfeasible solutions or have only converged for large tolerance values (500 N
or Nm). This does not necessarily mean that it is not possible to predict walking
cycles without having ground reactions as controls, but in that case, new constraints
should be considered in order to define a walking cycle (remember that the ground
reaction controls define the walking cycle by being zero or different from zero).
Since the optimal control formulation with all ground reactions as controls is the
one that has shown better performance in our simulations, this approach will be
the one considered for the following sections of this work.

Although in this work the computation efficiency is not proposed as an objective,
results are in concordance with the ones reported in the literature (and even better
in some cases). In our work, for a 3D full-body torque-driven model, predictions
have required from 4 min to 1 h. In [50], roughly 30 min have been required
for a torque-driven prediction using a 3D full-body model, and 1 h for a muscle
activation-driven prediction. In [37], an average 36 min is required for a direct
collocation predictive simulation using a 3D full-body and muscle-driven model.
This result is better than ours, since the considered model included muscles. Other
simulations (both tracking and predictive simulations) using 2D and 3D models
including muscles, varied their computation time from 30 min to 1 h [19,139], from
1 to 5 h [29, 48], or from 10 to 65 h [20, 26, 157]. Although these models include
muscle-tendon groups, some of them are planar models or 3D models without arms,
so computation times would be comparable with ours.

There are some aspects in this study that need further investigation, some of
which have already been mentioned previously. Regarding the constraint of having
low values for velocity in the midfoot during stance, it would be interesting to
study how to avoid the problem of rotating around this point of near-zero velocity,
while preventing foot from sliding at the same time. Moreover, the cost functions
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developed by selecting different terms could be improved, adding more terms and
weighting differently each term. Another fact that is critical and needs more study
is that for different variable bounds and constraint tolerances (path and endpoint),
different results have been obtained, thus changing the results in terms of RMSEs
and ROMs compared with the experimental motion, and resulting in a different
best multi-term cost function. Another limitation of the reported simulations is
that finding solutions with more tightened tolerances than the ones presented in
Section 5.1.1 (50 N (or Nm) for ground reaction forces, 30 Nm for joint torques,
50 N for normal forces periodicity, and 10◦ for angular coordinates periodicity)
has been difficult. In order to find motions with more tightened tolerances, maybe
tolerance values should be different for normal and tangential forces, for example,
or for each angular coordinate (depending on their particular ROM).
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Figure 5.6: Lateral views from the experimental motion and the predicted motions using
the multi-term cost function for each model. The experimental motion corresponds to
the barefoot gait data using the 3D Full model. Screenshots from the experimental and
predicted motions are shown at the main events in the gait cycle: left heel strike (LHS),
right toe off (RTO), right heel strike (RHS), left toe off (LTO), and LHS again. The
multi-term cost functions are: for 3D HAT model, minimising mechanical power, global
angular momentum and joint torque change; for 3D Full model, minimising lower body
and torso mechanical power, global angular momentum, joint torque change, and the
difference between right and left shoulder flexion velocities.
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Figure 5.7: Frontal views from the experimental motion and the predicted motions using
the multi-term cost function for each model. The experimental motion corresponds to
the barefoot gait data using the 3D Full model. Screenshots from the experimental and
predicted motions are shown at the main events in the gait cycle: left heel strike (LHS),
right toe off (RTO), right heel strike (RHS), left toe off (LTO), and LHS again. The
multiterm cost functions are: for 3D HAT model, minimising mechanical power, global
angular momentum and joint torque change; for 3D Full model, minimising lower body
and torso mechanical power, global angular momentum, joint torque change, and the
difference between right and left shoulder flexion velocities.
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Figure 5.8: Most relevant joint coordinates for predictive simulations of walking at differ-
ent speeds, using the 3D Full model, compared to the experimental motion. The values
for each stride length (LStride) and cyle duration (TCycle) are shown in Table 5.4. Re-
sults are shown for the right side of the body. Since there are different durations of gait
cycle, results are shown in % of gait cycle.
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Figure 5.9: Values for the 3D Full model of each of the terms considered in the different
cost functions that have been compared in this work: mechanical power, local angular
momentum (AM), global angular momentum, kinetic energy, joint torque and joint torque
change. In blue, values computed from the experimental barefoot gait data (exp). In green,
values computed from the predicted motion when each one of those terms is minimised
together with joint torque change (min). In red, values computed from the predicted
motion when the multi-term cost function is used (minimising lower body and torso
mechanical power, global angular momentum, joint torque change, and the difference
between right and left shoulder flexion velocities) (comb). For those values that are
computed for each joint or body, the mean and standard deviation is plotted. Note
that these values are scaled in the cost function, so they are comparable when they are
minimised.
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5.2 Prediction of 3D crutch-assisted walking
In this section, we seek to develop an optimal control problem formulation capable
of predicting different patterns of crutch-assisted walking. Walking with crutches
could induce undesirable outcomes if the achieved walking pattern has unwanted
features, such as high loads on the shoulders [77–79] or high pressures in the fore-
arm due to skin-crutch contact [76]. To avoid such issues, patients must learn how
to walk with an adequate pattern using crutches, guided by the assessment of a
physiotherapist. Optimal control prediction of crutch-assisted walking could be an
objective method to help physiotherapists to determine the most suitable crutch-
walking pattern for each patient.

The objectives of this section are the following:

1. To predict a complete gait cycle, using a 3D human body model with crutches
(3D Crutches), without imposing symmetry and without tracking experimen-
tal data.

2. To study the convenience of predicting crutch-assisted walking with different
cost functions that have been used in the literature to predict normal walking.

3. To predict crutch-assisted walking cycles following different patterns.

4. To predict crutch-assisted walking cycles at different speeds.

5.2.1 Methods
Models and data

To predict crutch-assisted walking, crutches have been added to the 3D Full
model, obtaining the 3D Crutches model (described in Section 3.1.1). A non-
alternate four-point crutch walking pattern has been captured experimentally, as
described in Section 3.2. This atypical crutch-walking pattern has been chosen
since it is different from the alternating four-point-crutch walking pattern chosen
most frequently by patients, thereby providing a qualitative test case for optimal
control walking predictions.

The foot-ground and crutch-ground contact models used in this section differ
in some aspects from the contact models presented in Section 4.2. The foot-ground
contact model consists of 10 spring and damper units, distributed in four groups
on each foot (Figure 5.10). The local position of each spring and damper unit, x,
z, and the spring resting length of each group, y0, have been calibrated. For the
crutch-contact model, the radius of the sphere has been calibrated, but not the
coefficient of dynamic friction, that has been considered to be 1. Parameters have
been calibrated following an approach similar to the one presented in Section 4.2,
and results for each contact model parameter are shown in Table 5.7. Mean RMSE
for ground reactions obtained from contact models compared to experimental mea-
surements are 5.53 N for forces and 6.27 Nm for moments.
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Figure 5.10: Local position of each of the 10 spring-damper units, that are distributed
in four groups. Spring-damper units of groups 1 to 3 are located on the hindfoot, and
spring-damper units of group 4 are located on the forefoot.

Table 5.7: Calibrated parameters for foot-ground [64] and crutch-ground [96] contact
models. Symmetry is imposed between right and left feet, and right and left crutches.
Each group of springs for the foot-ground contact model is shown in Figure 5.10.

Once the foot-ground and crutch-ground contact model parameters have been
calibrated, a dynamically consistent full-cycle that closely reproduces the experi-
mentally measured motion and ground reactions has been generated following the
approach presented in Section 4.3. This resulting crutch-walking motion has been
used as reference data for optimal control crutch-walking predictions.

Optimal control problem formulation

Three different crutch-walking patterns have been predicted using an optimal
control problem. The main structure of the problem is similar to the problem used
for normal walking prediction, that has been presented in Section 5.1. Only differ-
ences with respect to that problem formulation are included here.

Variables

States and controls are the ones described in Section 5.1, and the vector of
ground reaction controls, GRFu, includes also the crutch-ground reaction forces.
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Cost function

From the different cost function terms presented in Table 5.2, six combinations
have been chosen: minimising mechanical power, local angular momentum or ki-
netic energy, together with minimising squared joint jerk or torque change. To give
more importance to the optimality criteria, a weight of 0.01 is placed on the term
that minimises joint jerk or torque change.

The general cost function can be described as:

Jij =
∫ tf

t0

(
Jopt,i(x,u) + 0.01Jreg,j(x,u)

)
dt (5.5)

where t0 and tf are the initial and final simulation times. The different optimality
terms used, Jopt,i(x,u), to be considered in the cost function are: (1) the sum of
the squared norms of the local angular momenta,

∑nb
i=1 ‖Li‖

2, being nb the number
of bodies in the model and Li the local angular momentum at the centre of mass of
the ith body of the model; (2) the sum of squared mechanical power, computed for
each relative coordinate (i.e., not for the absolute pelvis translation and rotation
coordinates),

∑nq
i=7(q̇iτi−6)2, being q̇i the ith component of the vector of gener-

alised velocities, q̇; and (3) the squared value of the model kinetic energy, T 2. The
different regularisation terms, Jreg,j(x,u) are: (1) the sum of squared joint jerks,∑nq
i=1

...
q 2
i , being

...
q i the ith component of the vector of generalised jerk,

...q ; and (2)
the sum of squared joint torque changes,

∑nq−6
i=1 τ̇2

i , being τ̇i the ith component of
the vector joint change, τ̇ .

Dynamic constraints

Dynamic constraints are the ones described in Section 5.1.

Path constraints

Path constraints are the ones described in Section 5.1, adding the corresponding
path constraints ensuring that crutch-ground forces are equal to the forces obtained
with the contact model. Moreover, lateral distance between each crutch and foot
from the same side is bounded in a path constraint, and stride length and nons-
liding condition (near zero velocity of the contact point during stance phase) are
imposed also to the crutch tips.

Endpoint constraints

Endpoint constraints are the ones described in Section 5.1, where the feet and
crutches initial position depends on the predicted crutch-walking pattern (Figure
5.11, left). Swing duration and stride length have been taken from the measured
motion (0.96 s and 0.84 m, respectively), and adapted to each crutch-walking pat-
tern.
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Boundary conditions

Boundary conditions are the ones described in Section 4.1.

Studies performed and evaluation of results

With the aim of predicting crutch walking cycles following different patterns and
at different speeds, different studies have been performed. First, the same crutch-
walking pattern than the experimental data is followed, and then, the approach is
extended to other crutch-walking patterns.

1. Cost functions comparison.
Using the reference gait cycle as an initial guess and the different cost func-
tion formulations, new crutch-walking motions that follow the same four-
point non-alternating gait pattern have been predicted without tracking any
experimental data. Stride length and phase durations have been imposed
from the experimental data to obtain predicted crutch-assisted walking mo-
tions comparable to the reference motion. For crutch-walking patterns, there
are not so clear gait determinants as in normal walking. For this reason, to
assess the results and choose the best cost function for crutch walking pre-
diction, RMSE between predicted and reference joint coordinates and ground
reactions, and differences in joint ROM have been computed.

2. Multi-term cost function.
With the aim of obtaining a better walking cycle, and according to the pre-
vious results, a multi-term cost function has been considered, taking for each
part of the body the optimisation criterion for which best results in terms
of error have been achieved. To check that the resulting motion reproduces
better the experimental motion, RMSE between predicted and reference joint
coordinates and ground reactions, and differences in joint ROM have been
computed.

3. Crutch walking patterns prediction.
To develop a method that can predict any crutch-assisted walking pattern, we
have made several modifications to the previous problem formulation. The
walking cycle has been parameterised based on swing phase duration and
stride length. We have assumed that swing duration is the same for feet
and crutches for both the right and left sides. Duration of multiple support
phases between consecutive swing phases have also been considered to be
the same. Three new walking patterns have been predicted: (1) four-point
alternating gait, (2) two-point (or reciprocal) gait, and (3) swing-through
gait. For each walking pattern, the sequence of swing phases is as follows:
(1) four-point alternating gait: right crutch, left leg, left crutch, right leg; (2)
two-point gait: right crutch and left leg, left crutch and right leg; and (3)
swing-through gait: both crutches, both legs ahead of the crutches [133] (Fig-
ure 5.11, right). The initial position, which has been added as an endpoint
constraint, is also pattern-dependent (Figure 5.11, left). Swing duration and
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stride length have been imposed, taken from the measured motion (0.96 s
and 0.84 m, respectively). To assess simulation results, joint coordinates,
joint torques, and ground reactions have been compared against results from
literature, and ground reactions have been compared among crutch-gait pat-
terns.

Figure 5.11: Description of each crutch-walking pattern using stride length (Lstride) and
swing duration (Tswing). Initial position has been the same for four-point and two-point
walking patterns. Multiple support had a duration of a quarter of swing phase duration
for four-point gait pattern and of half of the swing phase duration for two-point and
swing-through gait patterns. It has been split between the beginning and end of the
cycle for two-point and swing-through patterns to facilitate convergence and periodicity
of ground reactions. The duration of a complete gait cycle has been five times swing
duration for the four-point gait pattern, and three times swing duration for the two-point
and swing-through gait patterns.

4. Prediction at different speeds.
Variations from the first new walking pattern (four-point alternating gait)
have been predicted for faster and slower speeds by modifying cycle time or
stride length (Table 5.8). Both quantities, cycle time and stride length, are
imposed in the problem formulation: swing phases for each foot and crutch
are determined from the cycle time, and this information is used to define
when ground reactions are zero; and stride length has been imposed in the
endpoint constraints, as explained previously. To assess the results from
speed variations within the same gait pattern, joint coordinates have been
compared against those obtained for the prediction with initial values of cycle
time and stride length.
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Table 5.8: Values of stride length and cycle time (or duration) considered in each variation
of speed for the four-point alternating gait pattern. Stride length and cycle time are
imposed values in the problem formulation, and speed is computed from them.

5.2.2 Results

Cost functions comparison

All six cost functions have converged for the four-point non-alternating gait,
with stride length and swing durations imposed from experimental data. Con-
vergence is better (less number of iterations and less computation time) for the
case of minimising mechanical power and joint jerk, closely followed by the case
of minimising angular momentum and torque change (Table 5.9). Convergence is
worse (up to 10 times more iterations and computation time) when minimising
kinetic energy and joint jerk. Overall, minimising angular momentum shows less
error with respect to the reference motion than minimising mechanical power or
kinetic energy. Mean RMSE for all angular coordinates is lower when minimis-
ing angular momentum and joint jerk (6.30◦), while mean difference of ROM for
all angular coordinates is lower when minimising angular momentum and torque
change (7.26◦). With jerk minimisation, differences in joint coordinates ROM with
respect to reference values are larger (7◦ to 18◦) than with torque change min-
imisation (5◦ to 15◦). In all cases, ROMs are lower for the solution than for the
reference motion, so the larger the difference in ROM, the smaller the ROM is for
that group of coordinates in the solution. In the case of torso coordinates (i.e.,
lumbar joint), RMSE is lower for minimisation of mechanical power and joint jerk
(5.96◦), and ROM difference is lower for minimisation of kinetic energy and torque
change (7.30◦). Regarding ground reactions, minimising mechanical power and
joint jerk is the cost function with lowest mean RMSE for normal forces (40.2 N),
while minimising angular momentum and torque change is the cost function with
lowest mean RMSE for tangential forces (12.67 N). Qualitatively, minimising joint
jerk leads to smoother coordinates than minimising torque change, while minimis-
ing torque change leads to smoother ground reactions than minimising joint jerk.

Multi-term cost function

According to these results, a multi-term cost function has been considered, tak-
ing for each part of the body the optimisation criterion for which best results in
terms of error have been achieved. The proposed cost function is minimising angu-
lar momentum of upper and lower limb segments, mechanical power of lumbar and
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Table 5.9: Number of iterations, computation time, and mean RMSE of coordinates, mean
difference in ROM, and mean RMSE of ground reactions with respect to the dynamically
consistent reference data. Coordinates are grouped for torso (lumbar joint), upper limbs
(shoulder, elbow and wrist), and lower limbs (hip, knee, ankle, subtalar and metatarsal).
The best result of the six initial cost functions for each magnitude is highlighted in bold
text. In the last columns, results for the multi-term cost function are shown. This cost
function involves minimisation of lumbar and lower body mechanical power, upper and
lower limbs angular momentum, joint jerk (0.01 weight) and torque change (0.01 weight).
In bold and underlined, results that are better than all the six initial cost functions are
highlighted; in bold and italics, results that are better than the mean of all the six initial
cost functions are highlighted.

lower limb joints, and both joint jerk and torque change. In this case, states are
joint coordinates, joint velocities, joint accelerations and joint torques; and con-
trols are joint jerk and joint torque change (Table 5.1). Using the multi-term cost
function, the computation time and number of iterations increase when compared
to the previous formulations, but the results in terms of RMSE and differences
in ROM with respect to the reference motion are the best overall (Table 5.9, last
column). Pelvis tilt, pelvis rotation, lumbar extension and hip flexion are well pre-
dicted, both in shape and in ROM, and RMSEs for these coordinates are between
3.3◦ and 6.4◦ (Figure 5.12). On the other hand, hip rotation, lumbar bending, arm
flexion and wrist flexion follow the tendency of experimental data, but ROMs have
reduced (e.g., 30◦ less ROM for arm flexion). Regarding ground reactions, normal
forces follow the tendency of reference data, but the computed forces are smoother
than the experimental ones, especially foot-ground reactions (Figure 5.13).

Crutch walking patterns prediction

Having the walking cycle parameterised based on the swing phase duration and
stride length, three new walking patterns (for which no experimental data are avail-
able) have been predicted: four-point alternating, two-point and swing-through
crutch gait patterns. Four-point alternating pattern has converged when using
the multi-term cost function, but two-point and swing-through patterns have not.
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Figure 5.12: Joint coordinates for the multi-term cost function (minimisation of lumbar
and lower body mechanical power, upper and lower limbs angular momentum, joint jerk,
and torque change). Predicted curves (pred.) are shown in solid red lines, and reference
curves (exp.) are shown in dashed blue lines. Note that scales of vertical axes are different
for each coordinate. Only the right side of the body is shown. Tracking errors are
comparable on the left side.

For that reason, the cost functions for which convergence was better –minimising
mechanical power and joint jerk, and minimising angular momentum and torque
change (Table 5.9)– have been used to predict these new patterns. It has been
found that the three new patterns converge when minimising angular momentum
and torque change. The results obtained using the latter cost function have been
used to compare the three new crutch-assisted walking patterns. Maximum val-
ues for vertical foot-ground reactions are around 50-60% body weight (BW) for
four-point gait, almost 80% BW for two-point gait, and around 50% BW for swing-
through gait (Figure 5.14). In the case of crutches, the maximum values for vertical
reactions are 35% BW for four-point gait, 30% BW for two-point gait, and 50%
BW for swing-through gait (Figure 5.14). Shoulder angles are similar for four-point
gait and two-point gait patterns, in terms of ROM and maximum and minimum
values (Figure 5.15, top). Regarding swing-through gait pattern, shoulder flexion-
extension presents higher symmetry than the other shoulder coordinates. Shoulder
flexion and adduction torques are higher for the swing-through gait pattern. For
example, maximum value for shoulder flexion torque is 5.4 %BW*H (i.e., percent-
age of body weight times height), compared to 1.38 %BW*H for two-point gait
and 2.9 %BW*H for four-point gait (Figure 5.15, bottom).

Prediction at different speeds

The presented formulation allows to predict crutch walking cycles at different
speeds. For the four-point alternating crutch gait pattern, predictions at higher
and lower speeds have been obtained by modifying initial stride length or cycle
duration values (Table 5.8). The cost function used in these predictions has been
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Figure 5.13: Foot- and crutch-ground reactions for the multi-term cost function (min-
imisation of lumbar and lower body mechanical power, upper and lower limbs angular
momentum, joint jerk and torque change). Moments are computed at the origin of the
calcaneous body. Predicted force or moment components (pred.) are shown in red, and
their reference values (exp.) are shown in dashed blue. Note that scales of vertical axes
are different for each force or moment. Only the right reactions (foot and crutch) are
shown.

the multi-term cost function. Convergence is better when only cycle duration is
modified, without varying stride length (36-39 iterations); while varying stride
length, without varying cycle duration, requires much more iterations (298-363).
Considering differences for all angular coordinates with respect to the movement
at initial speed, the closest solution is the one with low cycle time and initial
stride length (mean RMSE is 2.4◦), while the solution with larger differences is
the one with high stride length and initial cycle time (mean RMSE of 5.9◦). For
constant cycle time, differences in some coordinates are observed when stride length
is modified (Figure 5.16). For the case of low speed (that is, low stride length),
the larger difference is found in lumbar joint (mean RMSE of 5.71◦). In this case,
the torso is less inclined (i.e., sum of pelvis tilt and lumbar extension is lower in
absolute value) and hip flexion is lower during all cycle compared to the movement
at initial speed. For the case of high speed (that is, high stride length), the larger
difference is obtained for lower limb joints (mean RMSE of 6.6◦). In this case, hip
flexion is lower during swing phase for right leg and higher during swing phase
for left leg compared to the movement at initial speed. Moreover, elbow flexion is
higher during almost all cycle time.

5.2.3 Discussion
The aim of this section is to generate a method to predict three-dimensional crutch-
assisted walking motions following different patterns without tracking any experi-
mental data. For that, different cost functions have been tested, comparing the ob-
tained predictive simulations with experimental data (joint coordinates and ground
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Figure 5.14: Sagittal views and normal ground reactions for the three different walking
patterns. The cost function used for the prediction is minimising angular momentum and
torque change. Normal reactions are shown in %BW (i.e., percentage of body weight).

reactions) from a healthy subject following a four-point non-alternating crutch gait
pattern. To reduce errors with respect to reference data, a cost function combin-
ing minimisation terms of angular momentum, mechanical power, joint jerk and
torque change has been chosen. This cost function has been used to predict four-
point alternating crutch gait at the same speed as the experimental conditions
and at a higher and lower speeds. However, this cost function has not converged
for two-point and swing-through crutch gait patterns, which have been predicted
minimising angular momentum and torque change. The fact that not all patterns
have converged for the cost function that has given better results for four-point non-
alternating gait may indicate that the optimality criteria are pattern-dependent. A
key aspect of the presented algorithm is that having ground reactions as additional
controls allows to define phases inside the cycle without the need of formulating
a multiple phase problem, and facilitating the definition of different crutch walk-
ing patterns. Small variations of the problem to predict more weight bearing on
one side than the other or having only one crutch are easy to implement, giving
a wide margin of applications to this formulation. To our knowledge, no stud-
ies have yet predicted three-dimensional full-cycle crutch walking patterns using
a full-body model. Moreover, there are few studies where novel gait motions are
predicted without tracking any experimental data [122]. The developed predic-
tive approach could be applied to study different biomechanical aspects of crutch
walking in virtual subjects, to assist physiotherapists to choose the optimal crutch
walking pattern for a specific subject, and to help in the design and control of
exoskeletons, when crutches are needed for balancing.

The combination of terms chosen for the cost function (minimising angular
momentum of upper and lower limbs, mechanical power of lumbar and lower limbs
joints, and both joint jerk and torque change) presents overall better results in
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Figure 5.15: Shoulder coordinates in degrees and torques in %BW*H (i.e., percentage of
body weight times height) for each walking pattern. In blue, results for right side and
in red, results for left side. In black dashed lines, maximum and minimum values from
experimental studies have been taken for comparison. Values for four-point gait pattern
have been taken from [76] (only angles), and values for two-point and swing-through gait
patterns have been taken from [77] (angles and torques). Values for shoulder angles are
positive for flexion and adduction.

error terms when compared to the six initial cost functions for the four-point non-
alternating crutch gait pattern (Table 5.9). However, there are not large differences
in errors among cost functions and some solutions are very similar. For instance,
regarding ground reaction normal forces, the difference between the lowest and the
largest RMSE is 18 N, that is, only a 3% of the maximum value for experimental
normal forces. As different optimality criteria lead to similar solutions, it seems
that the solution depends more on how the problem is formulated (in terms of
constraints and initial guess, for example) than on the particular criterion used
in each case. It is not clear how these criteria are related among them or with
the task of crutch walking [137, 157]. The fact that the proposed formulation
has predicted correctly four-point gait (alternating and non-alternating) does not
imply that it corresponds to the physiological criteria that humans follow when
walking with crutches. More research is needed to find these criteria. In our
predictive simulations, we have found that qualitatively joint jerk minimisation
produces smoother joint coordinates, while torque change minimisation produces
smoother ground reactions. The minimisation of both variables at a time produces
coordinates and ground reactions that are not as smooth as when they have been
minimised separately, and they look qualitatively more realistic. We have not found
studies that minimise at the same time joint jerk and torque change, as they are
considered to be comparable criteria [123, 159], although they produce different
motions for gait [27] or arm reaching tasks [160–162].

Results for the three new crutch walking patterns (four-point alternating, two-
point, swing-through) are consistent with experimental results from previous stud-
ies on crutch locomotion. Regarding ground reactions, in swing-through gait pat-
tern the weight is distributed in a similar way between feet and crutches, while in
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Figure 5.16: Some joint coordinates for predictions at different speeds for four-point
alternating pattern. All simulations have been done with the same cycle time (4.80 s).
In blue, right coordinates, in red, left coordinates. Torso tilt is the torso inclination (sum
of pelvis tilt and lumbar extension), positive backwards. “sh. flex.” stands for shoulder
flexion, and “elb. flex” stads for elbow flexion.

four-point and two-point gait patterns, more weight is supported by the feet [133].
Two-point and four-point patterns have similar values for normal forces, being the
ones in two-point gait a little bit higher. This result is in agreement with [163],
where plantar pressures in normal walking, four-point crutch walking and two-
point crutch walking were measured and compared. Regarding shoulder coordi-
nates, shoulder flexion-extension curves for all patterns are inside the maximum
and minimum values extracted from [76,77], and follow a similar tendency for four-
point and two-point gaits. In the case of swing-through gait, the results are almost
symmetric, although symmetry has not been imposed, which indicates that the
movement of the legs is parallel [164, 165]. Conversely, the ROM and mean value
for shoulder abduction-adduction, though similar for all three walking patterns,
are not inside the maximum and minimum values extracted from [76, 77]. These
differences may be due to the large variability presented in crutch walking among
subjects [76]. Regarding shoulder torques, swing-through gait presents higher val-
ues for shoulder flexion and abduction moments, which is consistent with the fact
that this pattern requires considerable upper body strength to support the entire
body weight [133,164]. However, the values obtained in our simulations are higher
than those reported in [77].

Results for the different variations of four-point alternating gait are reasonable.
The initial guess used has been the solution with initial stride length (0.84 m) and
initial cycle time (4.80 s). It was expected that much less iterations are needed
for the simulations with the initial stride length, that only vary the cycle duration,
compared with the simulations with modified stride length, because coordinates
need to change in order to adapt to the new stride length. For the initial cycle
duration and lower stride length, the strategy followed by the solution to reduce
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stride length is to incline less the torso and to reduce shoulder flexion and elbow
flexion. Conversely, for the initial cycle duration and higher stride length, the
strategy followed by the solution to increase step length is to increase hip flexion.
Although this is not done symmetrically, as hip flexion increases for the left leg
but decreases for the right leg, the variations of both at the same time produce a
higher stride length. A longer step length is related with more hip flexion [158]
and, in crutch walking, step length is also related with shoulder and elbow flexion.
This is in agreement with our predictive crutch walking simulations, where reducing
shoulder and elbow flexion produces gaits with reduced stride length, and increasing
hip flexion produces gaits with increased stride length.

This study possesses some limitations regarding the experimental data used, the
initial guess generation for each pattern, and the global optimality of the solutions.
Only a single walking cycle for one subject and one type of walking pattern has
been collected, and we have used manual tuning of each term in the cost function
[32,157], instead of solving an inverse optimal control problem to find the weights
for each term [166, 167]. Moreover, we have investigated only terms that are used
for normal walking prediction, that may not be exactly the ones representing the
physiological criteria for crutch locomotion prediction. Therefore, more research
is needed regarding the cost function formulation for crutch-assisted locomotion.
Another limitation is that the process of generating a first initial guess for each
crutch walking pattern has been manual. For the different walking patterns, the
same formulation (cost function and constraints) has converged or not depending on
the initial guess. Since this is a common limitation in direct collocation methods, as
the convergence relies on having good initial guesses [122], more research is needed
on how to objectively define this initial guess. Finally, the obtained solutions could
be local minima, because for different combinations of IPOPT and mesh tolerances
that we have tested (for the four-point non-alternating gait pattern), each cost
function has converged to different solutions.
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5.3 Conclusions
Prediction of 3D normal walking

• Minimising mechanical power, global angular momentum and joint torque
change are the cost function terms that have provided better results for both
models (with and without arm motion).

• Results obtained using the multi-term cost functions for the 3D HAT and
3D Full models have improved in general the features that define a correct
gait cycle. However, there are some aspects that could be improved (e.g.,
arm swing, torso sway). A more detailed study regarding the different cost
function terms is needed to find a multi-term cost function that predicts
better normal walking.

• Having ground reactions as controls (three forces and three moments for each
foot, twelve control variables) helps the problem to converge, and this is the
option for which we have obtained most accurate results.

• Having a final condition for the simulation (e.g., imposing stride length or
periodicity) helps the problem to converge.

• Limiting the value of velocity for contact points avoids sliding, but it has
some problems associated, like the foot trying to rotate around that point.
More research is needed to find other ways to avoid sliding during stance
phase for each foot.

• Walking cycles at different velocities have been predicted and have converged
with natural motion patterns. Nevertheless, more research is needed in order
to give more freedom to walking speed and/or step (or stride) length in the
predictive simulations.

Prediction of 3D crutch-assisted walking

• Having ground reactions as additional controls allows to define phases inside
the cycle without the need of formulating a multiple phase problem, thus
facilitating the definition of different crutch walking patterns in the same
problem formulation.

• The combination of terms chosen for the cost function (minimising angular
momentum of upper and lower limbs, mechanical power of lumbar and lower
limbs joints, and both joint jerk and torque change) presents overall better
results in error terms when compared to the six simple cost functions for the
initial four-point non-alternating crutch gait pattern.

• The fact that not all patterns have converged for the cost function that has
given better results for four-point non-alternating gait may indicate that the
optimality criteria are pattern-dependent.
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• We have investigated only terms that are used for normal walking prediction,
which may not be exactly the ones representing the physiological criteria for
crutch locomotion prediction. Therefore, more research is needed regarding
the cost function formulation for crutch-assisted locomotion.

• A critical aspect of this study is that the convergence of the simulations can
depend on the chosen initial guess, and it is not clear how to objectively
define the initial guess for each crutch walking pattern.
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Chapter 6

Application to
crutch-orthosis-assisted
walking

The main objective of this thesis is to contribute to the development of methods to
predict assisted walking and provide support to the design and control of assistive
devices, such as exoskeletons and orthoses. As a future goal, we want to use the
developed methods in this thesis to computationally predict the optimal crutch-
orthosis- assisted walking pattern for spinal cord-injured (SCI) patients, with the
aim of personalising an active knee-ankle-foot orthosis (KAFO) controller to the
unique needs of individual SCI subjects [7]. In this chapter, the crutch-orthosis-
assisted walking pattern is predicted for a healthy young female and a young male
with spinal cord injury. For that, the methods developed in Chapters 4 and 5
are used as the starting point. The selected cost function includes tracking terms
[22, 50], and gait cycle duration and stride length are added as free parameters of
the optimal control problem formulation.

6.1 Objectives
To achieve the goal of this chapter, some specific objectives are stated:

1. Collect experimental walking motions at different values of active orthosis
maximum knee flexion for a healthy subject (using crutches) and an SCI
subject (using a walker or crutches, depending on the case).

2. Analyse and compare experimental data:

a For the healthy subject, extended knee motion versus active motion (at
different maximum knee flexion values).

b For the SCI subject, extended knee motion versus active motion, with
walker.

149
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c For the SCI subject, walking with walker versus walking with crutches,
for the extended knee motion.

d Healthy subject change in spatiotemporal parameters versus SCI subject
change in spatiotemporal parameters, comparing assisted motion with
locked knee and assisted motion with knee flexion-extension.

3. Use the collected data to develop a subject-specific model of both subjects,
with calibrated foot-ground and crutch-ground contact models.

4. Use the collected extended knee motion with crutches to obtain a dynamically
consistent (DC) assisted walking cycle for both subjects.

5. Having the DC extended knee motion as an initial guess, predict how both
subjects will walk with active orthoses and crutches, first with locked knee,
and for two different maximum knee flexion values.

6. Evaluate the obtained results comparing them with the experimental data of
both subjects:

a For the healthy subject, compare predicted motions with experimen-
tal motions with crutches. Compare joint coordinates, ground reaction
forces, and change in spatiotemporal parameters between motions with
extended knee and with knee flexion.

b For the SCI subject, compare change in spatiotemporal parameters be-
tween motions with extended knee and with knee flexion, comparing the
change in experimental motions with walker with the change in predicted
motions with crutches.

6.2 Methods
The methods studied in Chapters 4 and 5 have been used to develop a subject-
specific model of a healthy and an SCI subject, to find a dynamically consistent
motion for a complete crutch-walking cycle, and to predict different motions as-
sisted by active KAFOs. Since methods have been presented previously, in this
section they will be introduced briefly, remarking the difference (if necessary) with
the methods used in the previous chapters.

6.2.1 Data collection and models development
As it has been explained in Section 3.2, several assisted walking cycles have been
collected for a healthy young female and an SCI young male. The functioning
of the active orthoses, as well as the assumptions done in the model, have been
explained in Section 3.1.3. In Table 6.1, the knee angle trajectory parameter values
for the 7 different type of trials are given. The crutch gait pattern followed by both
subjects has been an alternating four-point pattern. For the SCI subject, it has been
challenging to walk using the active orthoses and crutches, and he has needed to
perform two additional crutches steps, in order to maintain balance. The captures
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will be named in this chapter as PASS, for the motions with locked knee (as this
pattern is comparable to the gait pattern using passive orthoses), and ACTXX, for
the motions with assisted knee flexion, where “XX” is the maximum knee flexion
(20◦, 40◦ or 60◦).

Table 6.1: Experimental values for each parameter that define the assisted knee flexion,
following Eq. 3.8. The healthy subject performed three trials assisted by the active
orthoses and crutches, the SCI subject performed three trials assisted by active orthoses
and a walker (W), and one trial assisted by active orthoses and crutches (C). Values for
peak displacement parameter ks, peak width parameter kw, and cycle duration tc where
set equal for both subjects and all captures. Maximum knee flexion ka was the only
parameter that was modified from one capture to another.

The healthy subject model is the one used in Chapters 4 and 5, with two small
variations: (1) the crutches have been again attached to hands using all experimen-
tal captures (with locked knee and with knee flexion), having more relative weight
for the tip crutches in the inverse kinematic analysis (IKA) in OpenSim; and (2)
the foot- and crutch-ground contact models have been calibrated again using the
locked knee motion capture. The optimal control problem (OCP) for contact mod-
els calibration is based on the one presented in Section 4.2, using as parameters
initial guess the values obtained for the 3D Crutches model in that section. An
additional term in the cost function minimises the error between experimental and
simulated positions for heels, metatarsal joint centres, and crutch tips (differently
than the penalty term used in Section 4.2).

The SCI subject model has been developed as explained in Section 3.1.3. Joint
torques acting at hip have been limited assuming that the patient used the 90%
of his capacity during the experimental capture with locked knee and crutches
[58]. The foot-ground contact model parameters have been calibrated using an
additional capture of the patient placing one foot on each force plate (explained
with more detail in Section 3.2). The crutch-ground contact model parameters
have been taken from the healthy subject results, since the instrumented and non-
instrumented crutches are the same type of crutches.

6.2.2 Data analysis
The main objective of the experimental data analysis is twofold: to find evidences to
develop the cost function and constraints in the prediction problem, and to evaluate
results from prediction. For each subject and capture, the more representative
walking cycles have been used to compute different spatio-temporal parameters.
For the healthy subject, one cycle has been used, corresponding to the cycle for
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which more force plates data were available. For the SCI subject with walker, three
cycles have been used, and for the SCI subject with crutches, one cycle has been
used.

For crutch walking motion, spatiotemporal parameters and other magnitudes
used to study kinematics and dynamics are not so commonly defined as in normal
walking [168,169]. For instance, from 31 different variables (kinematics, forces and
energy consumption) analysed in 18 references [168], the most commonly used vari-
ables were speed (12 references), step or stride length (7 references), swing/stance
phase ratio (6 references) and ground reaction forces (6 references). Other variables
were used only in less than or equal to 4 references, and 10 variables were used
only in one reference.

Spatiotemporal measures have been calculated using kinematic gait events, from
the IKA motions obtained using OpenSim GUI. Spatial measurements include:
stride length, step length, crutch step length, foot-crutch anterior-posterior (AP)
distance, step width, crutch width, foot-crutch medio-lateral (ML) distance. Tem-
poral measurements include: cycle duration, foot swing phase and crutch swing
phase. Other magnitudes that have been computed are speed and global centre of
mass (COM) displacement. From all variables that could be computed for right and
left sides, the mean value and the symmetry index (following the expression used
in [7]) have been computed. Joint coordinates, joint torques and ground reaction
forces have also been computed (when possible). Ranges of motion (ROMs) for hip
flexion-extension, hip abduction-adduction and pelvis tilt have been computed as
well [7,170]. Hip hiking has been evaluated calculating the vertical displacement of
the anterior superior iliac spines (ASIS) marker [171, 172], and circumduction has
been evaluated computing the thigh absolute angle in frontal plane [171].

6.2.3 Prediction of crutch-orthosis-assisted gait
The first step before predicting new motions is the initial guess generation. This
has been done obtaining a dynamically consistent full cycle (Full DC cycle) tracking
the experimental data with locked knee and with crutches, for each subject. The
used cycles start at left crutch off (LCO) for the healthy subject, and at left toe
off (LTO) for the SCI subject. The cost function included terms that tracked
experimental coordinates and experimental ground reaction forces and moments
(GRFs) (only available for the healthy subject), and minimised joint jerk.

The prediction problems have been developed using what has been observed in
experimental data analysis and findings from Chapters 4 and 5. Moreover, some
improvements have been applied to overcome some of the limitations found and dis-
cussed in Chapter 5. With these inputs, an initial formulation has been developed,
and a walking cycle with locked knee (PASS) has been predicted for the healthy
subject. Results have been compared against experimental data, and different it-
erations have been performed, until a final formulation has been reached. This
formulation has been used to predict PASS and ACT motions for both subjects,
and it is the one that is presented below.

As a remind, some assumptions that have been presented in Chapter 3 are that
the inertial measurement units (IMUs) sensors detect correctly the stance-to-swing
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transition event, that the knee motor is capable of following the desired knee tra-
jectory, and that the knee flexion reaches the imposed maximum knee flexion value.
In the problem formulation, the latter is done differently for PASS and ACT predic-
tions: in the first case, knee angle is bounded within 0◦ and 2◦; in the second case,
knee angle is imposed from the expression of the predefined knee flexion-extension
trajectory (Eq. 3.8 in Section 3.1.3), and the rest of coordinates are predicted.

Variables

The state vector x ∈ R4nq−6 is formed by the vector of generalised coordinates
of the model, q ∈ Rnq , the vector of generalised velocities, q̇ ∈ Rnq , the vector of
generalised accelerations, q̈ ∈ Rnq , and the vector of net joint torques, τ ∈ Rnq−6.
Remember that nq is the number of generalised coordinates in the model (see
Section 3.1.1), and that the vector of net joint torques is nq − 6 dimensional, as
the 6 first generalised forces and moments are those associated with the residual
wrench applied to the pelvis.

x =


q
q̇
q̈
τ

 (6.1)

Some joint torques have been limited for the SCI subject with more restrictive
bounds, as explained in Section 3.1.3, and knee torque has been limited to be within
±34 Nm, that is the motor peak torque value. Knee torque has not been limited
so restrictively for the healthy subject, as she has full actuation at knee joint, so in
this case the general joint torque limits explained in Appendix C have been used.

The control vector u ∈ R2nq−6+n
GRF is formed by the vector of generalised jerks,...q ∈ Rnq , the vector of joint torque change, τ̇ ∈ Rnq−6, and the vector of foot-

ground reaction forces and moments and crutch-ground reaction forces GRFu ∈
RnGRF :

u =

 ...q
τ̇

GRFu

 (6.2)

Remember that the ground reaction controls, GRFu, are used to define a walk-
ing cycle. They define when each foot and crutch is either in swing phase or stance
phase, that is, all reaction components are forced to be zero during swing. This is
done by multiplying each control variable by a vector of zeros and ones that defines
the swing (0) and stance (1) phases for each foot and crutch.

In this formulation, cycle duration and stride length are free variables. The
parameter vector, s, is formed by the cycle time duration (Tc), the duration of
multiple support phase (pms), of foot swing phase (pswf ), and of crutch swing
phase (pswc) in percentage of cycle time, and the stride length (Ls):
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s =


Tc
pms
pswf
pswc
Ls

 (6.3)

The initial guess, and minimum and maximum values per each parameter have
been obtained from the experimental data, and minimum and maximum values
have been computed according to those values (Table 6.2). A scale factor of 0.01
has been used for the percentages of cycle duration: duration of multiple support
phase (pms), of foot swing phase (pswf ), and of crutch swing phase (pswc).

Table 6.2: Minimum and maximum bounds, and initial guess for each predicted parameter
and for each subject. Initial guess has been obtained from the experimental data, and
minimum and maximum values have been computed according to those values.

Cost function

The cost function includes tracking terms, optimisation terms, regularisation
terms and penalty terms (each one with a different relative weight, which have not
been included in the following expression to make it simpler):

J =
∫ tf

t0

(∑
i

Jtrack,i(x,u)+
∑
j

Jopt,j(x,u)+
∑
k

Jreg,k(x,u)+
∑
l

Jpen,l(x,u)
)

dt+0.01
Ls

(6.4)
Tracking terms Jtrack,i have been included in the cost function following the

approach in [50]. Tracking terms include:

• Arm coordinates tracking,

• Hip and lumbar joint torques tracking.

It has been checked in the experimental data that arm coordinates are similar
in all different captures for the same subject. Moreover, it has been found that hip
and lumbar joint torques are the joint torques that look more similar in all differ-
ent captures for the same subject. As the main goal of these terms is to help the
problem to converge, but not to track exactly those joint coordinates and torques,
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both tracking terms have a relative weight of 0.1.

Optimality terms Jopt,j are based on the ones obtained in Section 5.2, and
include:

• Local angular momentum for lower limbs and upper limbs, for both subjects,

• Mechanical power for lumbar joints and lower limb joints, for the healthy
subject,

• Mechanical power for lumbar and shoulder joints, for the SCI subject.

Minimising mechanical power for lumbar and lower limb joints has been found
in Section 5.2 to work correctly for crutch-assisted walking. In the case of an SCI
subject who has no actuation at lower limbs, it makes no sense to minimise lower
limbs mechanical power. For this reason, it has been changed this term by min-
imising shoulder joints mechanical power, that seems more reasonable for an SCI
subject, that bears more weight on crutches than a healthy subject does.

Regularisation terms Jreg,k are the ones obtained in Section 5.2, and include:

• Joint jerk, with a relative weight of 0.01,

• Joint torque change, with a relative weight of 0.01.

Penalty terms Jpen,l have been added to improve motion and avoid undesirable
effects, and include:

• The inverse value of crutch tips mediolateral distance, with a relative weight
of 0.001. This helps to increase the crutches base of support,

• The difference between crutch tip and foot mediolateral distance in right and
left sides, with a relative weight of 0.01 for the SCI subject (1 for the healthy
subject). This helps to improve symmetry between right and left sides,

• The torso COM velocity in ML direction, with a relative weight of 0.1, for
the SCI subject (only ACT motions). This helps to minimise torso lateral
motion and improves balance.

Each term is squared in the cost function. Note that in this case the cost func-
tion includes stride length maximisation, which is done minimising the inverse of
stride length, with a relative weight of 0.01. This is only included for the ACT
motions predictions.

Dynamic constraints

Dynamic constraints are:
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dq
dt = q̇, dq̇

dt = q̈, dq̈
dt =

...q , dτ
dt = τ̇ . (6.5)

Path constraints

Path constraints are based on the ones described in Section 5.1, and new path
constraints are added:

• Residual forces and moments are reduced, being 1 N (or Nm) the tolerance
for residual wrench components,

• Joint torques from the optimal control problem are forced to be the same as
joint torques obtained from OpenSim, being 5 Nm the tolerance for differences
between joint torque controls and those obtained from inverse dynamics (ID),

• Ground reaction control forces equal ground reaction forces calculated using
the contact model, being 50 N the tolerance for normal forces and 25 N the
tolerance for tangential forces,

• The lateral distance between the midpoint of each foot and between the
crutch tips is bounded. Maximum and minimum values have been obtained
from experimental data,

• To avoid sliding during stance, the value of the velocity of the midpoint of
the foot and of each crutch tip are bounded during stance phase,

• Align crutches with forearm. This is done bounding the distance between the
crutch cuff and one point at the forearm at the corresponding height,

• Impose crutch in contact with ground during stance. This is done bounding
the vertical position of the crutch tip during stance.

Endpoint constraints

Endpoint constraints are the following:

• Residuals at the end of simulation are bounded as they are during all simu-
lation,

• The final simulation time equals the cycle duration parameter,

• Initial feet and crutch tips position is imposed within a tolerance. This po-
sition is adapted for each subject and motion, and it is obtained from the
experimental data,

• Stride length for each foot and crutch tip equals the stride length parameter,

• Periodicity is imposed to joint coordinates with a tolerance of ±20% ROM
(different value for each coordinate),
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• Periodicity is imposed to normal ground reaction forces with a tolerance of
±100 N,

• Mean speed is imposed to be the same as in the experimental motions, only
for the healthy subject.

6.2.4 Evaluation of prediction results
To evaluate predicted results, parameters and magnitudes described in Section 6.2.2
have been computed for each solution and compared to experimental motions.

Healthy subject

For the healthy subject, joint coordinates, joint torques and ground reaction
forces have been compared between the experimental data and the predicted re-
sults. Changes in spatiotemporal parameters and symmetry indices (following the
expression used in [7]) have been computed and also compared. Moreover, two
different studies have been performed: to check how having different initial guesses
affects the results, and also to compare different cycle duration, stride length and
speed conditions.

SCI subject

For the SCI subject, joint coordinates, joint torques and ground reaction forces
have been compared between experimental data when using crutches and pre-
dicted results. Changes in spatiotemporal parameters have been computed and
compared between experimental data when using the walker and predicted results
using crutches.

6.3 Results

6.3.1 Data analysis and comparison
Spatiotemporal parameters, joint angles and ROMs, forces and other magnitudes
have been analysed for each subject and each level of assistance. In general, more
variation has been detected among the different captures for the healthy subject
with active orthoses and crutches than for the different captures for the SCI subject
with active orthoses and walker, as can bee observed in Figure 6.1. The walking
motion of the SCI subject with active orthoses and crutches (only PASS motion) is
more unstable, which can be observed also in Figure 6.1 (bottom plot), as he does
not walk following a straight line. Moreover, there are two crutch steps added to
the typical four-point alternating pattern.

Joint coordinates, joint torques and ground reaction forces (feet and crutches) of
the three motions for the healthy subject (PASS, ACT40, ACT60) can be found in
Appendix G. Regarding joint coordinates (Figure G.1), a similar tendency is found
for all coordinates in PASS, ACT40 and ACT60 motions, with increased ROMs in
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Figure 6.1: Feet and crutches (or walker) positions in the transverse plane for each subject
and each assistance condition. A line from heel to toe tip is plotted to show the foot
position during stance (in the case of SCI subject with crutches, foot position is plotted
at heel strike and toe off, as feet moved with respect to the ground during stance). A
point is plotted to show crutch tip position during stance. A line from right wrist centre
to left wrist centre is plotted to show the position of the walker during phases where it
was static with respect to the ground.

general in ACT motions compared to PASS. Some of the largest differences are
13◦ for lumbar bending (in both ACT motions, compared to PASS), and 12-11 cm
for pelvis lateral displacement (in ACT40 and ACT60 motions, respectively, com-
pared to PASS). Arm coodinates present in general larger ROMs in ACT motions
compared to PASS (e.g., for shoulder flexion up to 33◦ for ACT60 left arm and
elbow flexion up to 32◦ for ACT40 right side), although they follow also a similar
tendency. This is why a relative weight of 0.1 has been given to the term in the
cost function that tracks arm coordinates from PASS experimental motion. Re-
garding joint torques (Figure G.2), the most significant changes are observed in hip
adduction and hip rotation torques (right and left sides). Similar to what has been
said for the arm coordinates, as the tendency in the lumbar and hip joint torque
curves was similar for the three motions, a relative weight of 0.1 has been given to
the corresponding cost function tracking term. Regarding ground reaction forces
(Figure G.3), normal feet contact forces have increased in ACT motions compared
with PASS motion, while normal crutch contact forces have decreased. This has
increased the symmetry between right and left values for feet and crutches normal
forces.

Regarding spatiotemporal parameters for the healthy subject, stride length in-
creases from PASS (0.45 m) to ACT40 (0.54 m) and ACT60 (0.55 m), while cycle
duration decreases sligthly, so walking speed increases as well (Table 6.3). The
relative swing phase duration for feet increases from PASS (almost 20%) to ACT
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motion (28% and 25% for ACT40 and ACT60, respectively), while the swing phase
duration for crutches stays almost the same; and the duration of all the multipple
supports (where both feet and both crutches are in contact with ground) decreases
form PASS to ACT (Figure 6.2, left). Step width decreases from PASS to ACT,
and crutch width increases; but at the same time the global COM displacement in
vertical and mediolateral (ML) directions increases (up to 172% in ML direction
for ACT40), and hip flexion, hip adduction and pelvis tilt ROMs increase as well
(Table 6.3).

Table 6.3: Most relevant spatiotemporal and kinematic parameters for each experimental
trial of the healthy subject (PASS, ACT40 and ACT60), and variation for each active
motion (ACT40 and ACT60) with respect to the case with locked knee (PASS). “COM”
refers to the model global centre of mass

Joint coordinates of the three motions for the SCI subject with active orthoses
and walker (PASS, ACT20, ACT40) can be found in Appendix H, Figure H.1. In
this case, arm motion is similar for the three motions, but some differences can
be found in hip and lumbar joints coordinates (e.g., around 10◦ more of ROM for
hip adduction in ACT motions compared to PASS motion). Regarding spatiotem-
poral parameters, almost no difference can be found in percentage of swing and
support phases (Figure 6.2, right), stride length decreases from PASS (0.70 m) to
ACT20 (0.63 m) and ACT40 (0.61 m), and cycle duration decreases also sligthly, so
speed decreases as well (Table 6.4). Step width and global COM ML displacement
increase, whil global COM vertical displacement decreases. There is not a clear
tendency for hip flexion and pelvis tilt ROM, and hip adduction ROM increases
(as said previously).

Joint coordinates from the experimental motion of the SCI subject with active
orthoses and crutches can be found in Appendix H, Figure H.2. Joint torques and
ground reaction forces obtained after ensuring dynamic consistency through the
optimal control tracking algorithm can be found in Figures H.3 and H.4, respec-
tively. These joint torques are in general higher (in %BW*H) than for the healthy
subject experimental joint torques (Figure G.2), and are the ones that have been
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Figure 6.2: Percentage of cycle duration for each phase and experimental capture, for
both healthy subject and SCI subject. In the case of the SCI subject, W stands for walker
and C stands for crutches. The swing time is computed as the total time spent in swing
phase for both feet or both crutches. The multiple support time is computed as the total
time where both feet and crutches are in contact with ground (or both feet are in contact
with the ground and the walker is at rest with respect to the ground).

used to limit the maximum values for hip and lumbar joint torques for the SCI
patient predictions. Weight distribution is similar for feet and crutches (Figure
H.4), which has not been observed for the healthy subject, for which more weight
was supported by feet than by crutches (Figure G.3). Regarding spatiotemporal
parameters, the stride length is 0.41 m, cycle duration is 3.99 s, and speed is 0.10
m/s, significantly lower than PASS motion for healthy subject and SCI subject with
walker. Almost half of the cycle time is spent with both feet and both crutches
in contact with the ground, and swing durations for feet and crutches are reduced
considerably, especially for feet (Figure 6.2, right). Moreover, crutch width, 1.11
m, is larger than for the healthy subject captures (see Figure 6.1).

Comparing ACT motions with respect to PASS motion for the healthy and the
SCI subject with walker, some parameters behave in the same way: global COM
ML displacement and hip adduction ROM increase for both subjects, and cycle
duration decreases for both subjects (Tables 6.3 and 6.4). At the same time, other
parameters behave in the opposite way: stride length, walking speed and global
COM vertical displacement increase for the healthy subject and decrease for the
SCI subject; and step width decreases for the healthy subject and increases for
the SCI subject. Hip hiking can be observed for both subjects (Figure 6.3, top
row), but circumduction is greater for the SCI subject, for the two types of assisted
motion: walker-orthosis- and crutch-orthosis-assisted motion (Figure 6.3, bottom
row).

6.3.2 Healthy subject crutch-orthosis-assisted predictions
Previously to the prediction problems, the foot-ground and crutch-ground contact
models have been calibrated using the PASS experimental data. Once the contact
models have been calibrated, a full DC cycle has been generated, to be used as
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Table 6.4: Most relevant spatiotemporal and kinematic parameters for each experimental
trial with walker of the SCI subject (PASS, ACT20 and ACT40), and variation for each
active motion (ACT20 and ACT40) with respect to the case with locked knee (PASS).
“COM” refers to the model global centre of mass

an initial guess for the predictions. For this tracking problem, in addition to the
residuals computed using GRFs controls, residuals using the values from contact
models have also been limited in path constraints, to help the problem to converge.

Three assisted motions (PASS, ACT40 and ACT60) have been predicted having
as initial guess the Full DC cycle obtained from tracking PASS experimental data.
Predicted joint coordinates, joint torques and ground reaction forces can be found
in Appendix G. Simulations have required from 514 iterations (PASS) to 1133
iterations (ACT60), and from 32 min (PASS) to 1h 34 min (ACT60). For all three
cases, the predicted cycle duration has been 2.95 s, and the predicted stride length
has been 0.39 m, 0.50 m and 0.53 m, for PASS, ACT40 and ACT60, respectively
(Table 6.5).

Table 6.5: Number of iterations (n iter), computation time (time), and main spatiotem-
poral parameters obtained in crutch-orthosis-assisted predictions of the healthy subject.
Cycle duration (Tcycle) and stride length (Lstride) were optimised parameters in the
simulations, and mean speed has been computed from them.

Stride length and step width have increased for predicted ACT motions com-
pared to predicted PASS motion (Table 6.6). Crutch width has remained almost
the same (Figure 6.4). The global COM medio-lateral displacement has also in-
creased, and hip flexion ROM has almost duplicated the value for PASS prediction.
Opposite to this, hip adduction and pelvis tilt ROMs have decreased in predicted
ACT motions compared to predicted PASS. In experimental motions, symmetry
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Figure 6.3: ASIS vertical displacement, which can be considered a measure of hip hiking
[172], and thigh angle in frontal plane, which can be considered a measure of circumduction
[171], for each subject and assistance condition, for both right (solid lines) and left (dashed
lines) sides. “ACT A” refers to the lower value of maximum knee flexion (40◦ for the
healthy subject and 20◦ for the SCI subject), and “ACT B” refers to the higher value of
maximum knee flexion (60◦ for the healthy subject and 40◦ for the SCI subject)

improves in crutches swing duration, in foot step length and in foot-crutch ML dis-
tance (for ACT motions with respect to PASS), and these improvements are also
observed in the predicted motions (Figure 6.5). For the other parameters, there is
not a clear tendency of improvement, but, in general, predicted symmetry indices
regarding AP and ML distances have improved with respect to their experimental
values.

Regarding joint coordinates, hip angles are better predicted (that is, predicted
angle trajectories are closer to the experimental ones) in sagittal and transverse
plane, while lumbar angles are better predicted in frontal plane (Figure 6.6). Arm
motion is practically the same for the three predicted motions (Figure G.4). ASIS
vertical displacement and thigh absolute angle in frontal plane have been computed
as measures of hip hiking and circumduction. Differences in maximum values with
respect to PASS motion maximum values during swing for each of these magnitudes
have been computed (Table 6.7). Hip hiking decreases in predicted motions with
knee flexion assistance, but thigh angle increases in frontal plane for both right and
left sides.

Predicted normal forces for crutches are higher than in experimental motion,
and they reach maximum values of around 50% BW, compared to 20-30% BW
for experimental motion (Figure 6.7). Regarding joint torques, they are in general
much higher for the upper body, reaching values more than 2 times higher (e.g., 2.35
times for lumbar bending and 2.66 times for arm flexion) compared to experimental
joint torques.

Two additional studies have been done. Firstly, it has been compared how im-
posing speed, not imposing it, and maximising stride length or not affects predicted
parameters (especially cycle duration and stride length). In all cases, the predicted
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Table 6.6: Most relevant spatiotemporal and kinematic parameters for each prediction
results of the healthy subject (PASS, ACT40 and ACT60), and variation for each active
motion (ACT40 and ACT60) with respect to the case with locked knee (PASS). “COM”
refers to the model global centre of mass

Table 6.7: Differences in ASIS maximum vertical position and thigh maximum angle
(measures of hip hiking and circumduction, respectively [171,172]) of the ACT predicted
motions with respect to PASS predicted motion for the healthy subject. The maximum
values have been computed during the swing phase for each case, and for right (R) and
left (L) sides.

cycle duration is the same, 2.95 s, that corresponds to the lower bound selected for
this parameter (Table 6.8). Stride length varies from 0.387 m for the case where
no constraints are imposed to this parameter, to 0.591 m for the case where stride
length is maximised. The percentage of duration of each phase does not vary, as it
has been observed in all the different predictions. Finally, more iterations (1668)
are required when mean speed is imposed, while less iterations (975) are required
when no conditions are imposed to stride length and cycle duration. Secondly, two
additional initial guesses have been tested, and results have been compared against
the predicted motion using Full DC as the initial guess. Experimental data for
PASS and ACT40 have been used as the initial guess (and also as reference values
for the tracking terms in the cost function) for predicting ACT40 motion. Less it-
erations are needed when using experimental data, and also the objective value and
the maximum mesh relative error are lower (Table 6.9). Moreover, mean RMSE
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Figure 6.4: Feet and crutches positions in the transverse plane for the healthy subject
experimental motion (top) and predicted motion (bottom). A line from heel to toe tip
is plotted to show the foot position during stance. A point is plotted to show crutch tip
position during stance.

have been computed for each solution compared to the initial solution (using as
initial guess the Full DC motion), and larger errors are found for the case of using
ACT40 as the initial guess (2.04 cm and 7.39◦, compared to 0.53 cm and 1.63◦).

Table 6.8: Results obtained for imposing mean speed, maximising stride length (Lstride),
and leaving stride length as a free parameter without any constraint, for the healthy
subject. Number of iterations (n iter) are given first. Then, the optimised parameters are
shown: cycle duration (Tcycle); percentages of each phase: multipple support (ms), foot
swing (swF) and crutch swing (swC); and stride length. Mean speed has been computed
from optimised cycle duration and stride length. In all cases, the maximum knee flexion
has been set at 40◦ (ACT40).

6.3.3 SCI subject crutch-orthosis-assisted predictions
Foot-ground contact model has been calibrated for the SCI subject, following the
methods previously explained. Then, using the calibrated foot-ground contact
model and the crutch-ground contact model previously calibrated with the healthy
subject data, a full DC cycle has been obtained for the PASS motion with crutches.
In the tracking problem, no GRFs have been tracked in the cost function, as no
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Figure 6.5: Symmetry indices (in absolute values) for different spatiotemporal parame-
ters for the healthy subject experimental motion (Exp.) and predicted motion (Pred.).
Temporal parameters are the relative duration of feet and crutch swing phases. Spatial
parameters include distances between feet and crutches in anterior-posterior direction
(“step”), and in mediolateral direction (“width”), and AP an ML distances between foot
and crutch from the same side (“Foot-crutch AP/ML dist.”). Note that the scale is dif-
ferent per each SI, to show more clearly all bars.

experimental measures were available.
Three assisted motions (PASS, ACT20 and ACT40) have been predicted having

as initial guess the Full DC motion obtained from PASS experimental data. Pre-
dicted joint coordinates, joint torques and ground reaction forces can be found in
Appendix H. As in the tracking problem for the healthy subject, in the predictions
it has been needed to include as path constraints the residuals computed using
the values from contact models, to help the problem to converge. Moreover, force
components corresponding to the left crutch have been excluded from the path
constraints that impose equality between GRFs controls and GRFs computed from
contact models. Simulations have required more iterations and time than for the
healthy subject: from 2010 iterations (ACT20) to 2585 iterations (ACT40), and
from almost 3h (PASS and ACT20) to almost 4h (ACT40) (Table 6.10).

Regarding spatiotemporal parameters, stride length increases from PASS (0.49
m) to ACT motions (0.63 m for ACT20 and 0.62 m for ACT40), while cycle duration
remains practically constant, so speed increases as well (Table 6.10). There is not
much difference in the relative duration of swing phase for each foot (16-17%)
and for each crutch (9-10%). Stride length, speed and step width increase for
ACT motions with respect to PASS (Table 6.11). Moreover, global COM ML
displacement, hip flexion ROM and pelvis tilt ROM increase for ACT motions
with respect to PASS. On the contrary, hip adduction ROM decreases. In all three
cases, each foot rotates around its midpoint during stance. Although this is also
observed for the healthy subject predictions, this tendency is more relevant for the
SCI subject.
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Figure 6.6: Hip flexion, adduction and rotation, and lumbar extension, bending and
rotation, for each prediction (PASS, ACT40 and ACT60, in solid line) compared to the
experimental values (in dashed line). Results are shown for the right hip.

Table 6.9: Results obtained after using three different initial guesses: the full cycle ob-
tained from tracking the experimental motion with locked knee (PASS Full DC), the
experimental motion with locked knee (PASS exp.), and the experimental motion with
40◦ of maximum knee flexion (ACT40 exp.), for the healthy subject. Results related to
convergence are shown: number of iterations (n iter), cost function value (Objective),
maximum relative error on mesh (Mesh error). Moreover, mean RMSEs have been com-
puted for linear and angular coordinates with respect to the first solution (PASS Full DC
initial guess). In all cases, the maximum knee flexion has been set at 40◦ (ACT40).

Regarding coordinates, arm coordinates are almost the same for all three pre-
dicted motions, as it has been also observed for the healthy subject (Figure H.5).
Predicted joint torques are similar for PASS and ACT motions, being the higher val-
ues for lumbar bending (6.02% BW*H), hip adduction (7.62% BW*H) and shoulder
adduction (8.35% BW*H) (Figure H.6). Normal ground reaction forces are slightly
lower for feet in ACT motions compared PASS motion, while they are slightly
higher for crutches in ACT motions compared PASS motion. This tendency is
more marked for the left side (Figure H.7).

6.4 Discussion

In this chapter, the assisted motions of a healthy and an SCI subject have been
collected with no knee flexion (PASS) and with active knee flexion for different
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Figure 6.7: Normal forces in %BW of experimental motion (Exp. data, left) compared to
predicted motions (right) for the healthy subject, and for each foot and crutch (R: right,
L: left)

Table 6.10: Number of iterations (n iter), computation time (time), and main spatiotem-
poral parameters obtained in crutch-orthosis-assisted predictions of the SCI subject. Cycle
duration (Tcycle) and stride length (Lstride) were parameters optimised in the simula-
tions, and mean speed has been computed from them.

angle amplitudes (ACTXX). Since the SCI subject was not able to walk with the
active orthoses imposing knee flexion and with crutches, only PASS motion has been
collected with crutches; and ACT motion with different knee angle amplitudes have
been collected with the walker. The main goal of collecting these experimental data
was to provide information to develop the OCP formulation and also to evaluate
the prediction results. The observed change in spatiotemporal parameters differs
in the healthy subject compared with the SCI subject (Table 6.12). For example,
for the healthy subject, stride length increases in motions with knee assistance,
while it decreases for the SCI subject. In the case of the healthy subject, the
stride length was conditioned because she had to step correctly on the force plates,
while the SCI subject did not have this constraint. Moreover, in the case of the
healthy subject, it has to be taken into account that it was the first time that the
subject walked with the active orthoses, both in PASS and ACT motions. This is
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Table 6.11: Most relevant spatiotemporal and kinematic parameters for each prediction
results (with active orthoses and crutches) of the SCI subject (PASS, ACT20 and ACT40),
and variation for each active motion (ACT20 and ACT40) with respect to the case with
locked knee (PASS). “COM” refers to the model global centre of mass

maybe the reason for lateral motion being more remarkable for the healthy subject,
especially in ACT motions (increase of global COM ML displacement, increase of
hip adduction ROM). The change in cycle duration is small for both subjects.
Step width decreases for the healthy subject in ACT motions compared to PASS
motions, but it increases for the SCI subject. Moreover, it is not clear in the
captured motions that compensatory movements as hip hiking and circumduction
are reduced, as it is observed in other references [7, 172,173].

For the healthy subject, joint coordinates are more similar between predicted
motions, than comparing each prediction with the corresponding experimental
data. This could be because the only difference in all problem formulations is
the imposed knee flexion, being the cost function, constraints, and the initial guess
equal for all cases. In the experimental data, this difference in knee flexion pro-
duces more changes in the rest of coordinates than in the predicted motions. In
general, the improvements in symmetry indices observed in the experimental cap-
tures are also observed in the predicted motions. Regarding arm motion tracking,
it seems that although a low relative weight (0.1) has been considered, it is not a
good option to track those coordinates, as predicted arm coordinates do not vary
from one solution to another, while they do in experimental motions.

The number of iterations and computation time for healthy subject crutch-
orthosis-assisted predictions are larger than for crutch-assisted walking predictions
(Section 5.2), but it seems reasonable, as the cost function is much more complex
in this chapter and also more constraints (path and endpoint) are imposed. One
improvement with respect to the predictions in Chapter 5 is that stride length and
cycle duration are free parameters of the optimisation. They have been bounded
using the information of the experimental motion, and in general, cycle duration
has been close to the minimum, while stride length has been close to the maximum.
Moreover, the initial position of crutch tips and feet midpoints is imposed, with a
certain tolerance. The percentages of each phase have converged to the same values
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Table 6.12: Summary of variations of relevant spatiotemporal and kinematic parameters
for each active motion with respect to the case with locked knee, for both subjects and
for experimental and predicted motions. “COM” refers to the global centre of mass.
When the variation is well predicted, results are highlighted in green. When the tendency
(increasing or decreasing) is well predicted, but values are considerably different, results
are highighted in yellow.

for all solutions. For foot and crutch swing, the optimal value is the provided initial
guess; for multiple support duration, the optimal value is higher than the provided
initial guess (Table 6.2). It has been also observed that stride length value depends
more on how the problem is formulated (e.g., if mean speed is imposed or not, if
stride length or speed are maximised, etc.) than on the maximum knee flexion
angle provided by the orthosis. Regarding the initial guess comparison, it can be
concluded that it is not strictly necessary to have as an initial guess a dynamically
consistent motion, as the algorithm also converges to an optimal solution when the
initial guess is not dynamically consistent (e.g., the experimental data without any
modification). In future work, if the optimal assisted walking of a patient wants to
be predicted, the initial guess will be the experimental motion with locked knee, as
experimental data of at least this motion will be needed to develop and calibrate
the model. But if we want to avoid local minima solutions, then different initial
guesses could be used, e.g., these experimental data and random variations of these
data.

Results for the SCI subject are preliminary, as many aspects need to be im-
proved, and the experimental validation has not been performed totally (as no
data were available for the SCI patient walking with crutches and knee assistance).
In this case, all predictions have required more iterations and time than for the
healthy subject. The maximum values for joint torques have been obtained as-
suming that the patient was walking using the 90% of his capacity, following the
approach in [58]. To obtain these torque constraints, we have used the best available
information, that is, joint torques obtained for the dynamically consistent tracking
of PASS motion with crutches, which has been done using a contact model cali-
brated without having experimental GRFs data. In the future, it would be better
to perform a clinical exploration of the patient, and measure or quantify those val-
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ues experimentally (with a Biodex device or similar). For the SCI subject, a cycle
starting with LTO has been predicted, while for the healthy subject the cycle has
been predicted starting with LCO. This has been necessary due to the available
experimental data; the best crutch walking cycle (in the case of the SCI subject),
or the cycle for which more information was available (for the healthy subject) have
been chosen. The problem formulation has been adapted to predict walking cycles
starting from these two different gait events, and it could predict cycles starting
from any instant of the walking cycle.

Different problems and issues have been found during simulations performed
in this chapter. Obtaining the Full DC motion for the healthy subject has been
difficult, and it has been necessary to add residuals computed using the GRFs from
the contact models. This could be due to the fact that experimentally measured
crutch-ground reaction forces might contain some errors (from the measurement
and/or the data processing), and this could have made it difficult to closely track
those values. Other possible reasons could be that crutches simulated motion
was limited because of the crutch-hand weld joint (which is better than having
them attached to the forearm, as in Section 4.1, but does not exactly represent the
reality); and that the shoulder joint modelling did not capture the complexity of the
real anatomical joint. Regarding the SCI subject, as the Full DC motion has been
obtained without tracking experimental GRFs, these issues have not been observed.
For the predictive simulations of the SCI subject, left crutch-ground contact forces
have been removed from path constraints, in order to help the problem to converge.
Other ways to fulfill the condition of GRFs controls equal to GRFs from contact
models have been needed to be found, which also happened in other predictions
from previous chapters. One possible reason could be that the predicted reaction
forces are sensitive to the crutch tip radius, and it might be difficult to have both
feet and both crutches in contact with the ground simultaneously. This has been
solved by limiting residuals obtained using ground reaction controls as inputs,
and residuals obtained having GRFs from contact models as inputs, which is not
consistent with the purpose of having GRFs controls. Nevertheless, more research
is needed regarding this aspect.

This study possesses some limitations. Regarding the experimental captures, a
previous training should have been done by the healthy subject, as the capture day
was the first time that she used the active orthoses. The patient could not walk
with crutches and active orthoses with knee assistance, so captures using walker
have been used instead for results evaluation. Moreover, no foot- and crutch-ground
contact forces were available for the PASS motion with crutches. Regarding the
biomechanical model, the shoulder joint modelling should be improved as it has
been detected that shoulder and scapular motion is large for this type of assisted
gait. For the SCI subject, the model has been scaled following the same process
as for the healthy subject, without taking into account the impairment and how
it could affect the results. Moreover, for the SCI subject, the foot-ground contact
model has been calibrated using a short period of data, and crutch-ground contact
model has not been possible to calibrate. Regarding the active orthoses modeling,
some assumptions and simplificactions have been done, which may not correspond
exactly to the real device performance. For example, the knee angle trajectory
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has been imposed exactly, and in the experimental captures it was observed that
the maximum knee flexion was not reached. This option has been chosen because
from the different tests performed (tracking knee angle in the cost function, or in
a path constraint), it was the option that worked better. Regarding the problem
formulation, it remains unknown the optimal criteria that follow impaired subjects
when walking with crutches and active orthoses. The cost function has been de-
veloped from what has been found in Section 5.2 (which has not been fully proved
yet), and some suggestions from different references that did not predict the same
type of assisted gait as in this chapter. Finally, it must be remarked that although
the obtained results represent an important step toward our final goal stated in
Chapter 1 (to predict the optimal values of the knee motor control parameters for
each specific SCI subject), more research is needed before they could be applied to
find the optimal knee motor control parameters to assist a specific patient.

Future work is needed to improve the problem formulation for predicting crutch-
orthosis-assisted walking. First, more experimental captures should be done, with
more patients, and with different parameter values defining the orthosis knee angle
trajectory. In addition, the model should be improved with some aspects that have
been highlighted in the previous paragraph: enhance shoulder joint modelling, and
adapt better the scaling process to the specific aspects of the SCI subject. More-
over, the problem formulation could be improved considering how the distribution
of ground reactions between feet and crutches is done. As it has been pointed
out, the SCI subject did not perform exactly a four-point alternating crutch walk-
ing pattern. Therefore, it should be included in the algorithm the possibility of
modifying a little bit the pattern, if needed. Another interesting aspect would be
investigating how to include the training process and motor learning of the patient
in the predictions, identifying at each stage of the process the optimal parameter
values defining the knee angle trajectory that should be used. Finally, it is also
important to improve the efficiency of the algorithm, since for the SCI subject
predictions the computation time has been around 3-4 h.

6.5 Conclusions
• Crutch-orthosis-assisted walking cycles have been predicted having stride

length and cycle duration as free parameters of the optimisation.

• The number of iterations and computation time have been higher than for
crutch walking predictions (Section 5.2). However, it seems reasonable, as the
cost function is much more complex in this chapter and also more constraints
(path and endpoint) are imposed. More research is needed to check if the
cost function could be simplified, or if it should include other terms.

• Some simulations have not converged with the initial formulation (e.g., ob-
taining the Full DC motion for the healthy subject and predicting the assisted
gait for the SCI subject). In these cases, it has been necessary to add in path
constraints the residuals computed using GRFs from contact models. One
possible reason could be that predicted reaction forces are sensitive to the
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crutch tip radius (which is a parameter of the crutch normal force), and it
might be difficult to have both feet and both crutches in contact with the
ground simultaneously, while fulfiling residual constraints.

• Experimental validation for the healthy subject has not been as succesful
as expected. In general, the improvements in symmetry indices observed in
the experimental captures are also observed in the predicted motions. How-
ever, joint coordinate evolution is more similar between predicted motions,
than between each prediction compared with the corresponding experimental
capture.

• The active orthosis predefined knee angle trajectory has been imposed in the
prediction problems. This is a simplified problem compared to the goal of
this research, which is to predict the optimal parameter values of the knee
angle trajectory for a specific patient. The obtained results represent a first
step toward this final goal, but more research is needed before these methods
could be applied to find the optimal knee motor controller parameters to
assist a specific patient.

• Results for the SCI subject are preliminary, as many aspects need to be im-
proved. Moreover, the experimental validation has not been performed thor-
oughly, as no data were available for the SCI patient walking with crutches
and knee assistance. More experimental captures should be done, with more
patients, and selecting different parameter values defining the orthosis knee
angle trajectory.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

In this thesis, we have investigated optimal control formulations to predict crutch-
orthosis-assisted walking using torque-driven multibody dynamic models. Firstly,
foot- and crutch-ground contact models were developed and calibrated and dy-
namically consistent full walking cycles were obtained using an optimal tracking
problem. Secondly, normal and crutch-assisted walking were predicted compar-
ing different cost functions. Finally, the crutch-orthosis-assisted gait of a healthy
subject and an SCI subject were predicted. The knee angle trajectory, which is
predefined in the real active orthosis prototype, was imposed in the prediction
algorithm. Results were evaluated with respect to collected experimental data.

In this last thesis chapter, results are discussed especially referring to the final
application of this work, contributions and general conclusions are stated, and some
recommendations for future work are outlined.

7.1 General conclusions
A remarkable aspect of this work is that the level of complexity of simulations was
increased from one chapter to the next and, inside each chapter, more or less de-
tailed models were used. In this way, the obtained results and extracted conclusions
are more general and may not depend on a specific model, experimental data, or
simulation. It is interesting that the same base problem formulation worked well for
tracking problems and for prediction problems (for both with and without tracking
terms in the cost function). The main structure of all optimal control problems
used in the different simulations was the same. However, many times “manual
tuning” (e.g., adjusting variable bounds, preparing a suitable initial guess, adding
or removing some constraints, etc.) was needed, and it was not clear whether the
tuning depended on the specific model or motion data. Another aspect to note
is that improvements were included from one section or chapter to the following
ones. For example, crutches were attached to the forearm in Section 4.1, and they
were attached to hands from Section 4.2 until the end, as this permitted better
simulation of crutch walking patterns. Inverse kinematic analysis was done using
the same weight for all markers in Chapters 4 and 5 but different weights were used
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in Chapter 6, which allowed us to improve the results. Cycle duration and step
length were imposed in predictions in Chapter 5, and they were free parameters in
Chapter 6.

Some results in this thesis do not represent a new contribution, but it was
necessary to obtain them in order to develop all the previous steps and reach the
final goal. For example, foot- and crutch-ground contact models were developed
and calibrated for predicting new motions in Chapters 5 and 6. Different research
questions were explored, but many aspects remain open and could be further ex-
plored. However, it is beyond the scope of this thesis to study in more detail foot-
and crutch-ground contact models; they have been developed as a required tool for
our simulations.

Eight different optimal control formulations to track normal and assisted walk-
ing motions were developed and compared: track marker coordinates vs joint co-
ordinates, minimise joint acceleration vs joint jerk, and adjust ground reactions vs
not adjusting them. Three different models (3D HAT, 3D full-body, 3D full-body
with crutches) were used to compare these formulations. A novel contribution of
this thesis is that, overall, it was found that small adjustments to ground reactions
are required to achieve convergence, tracking of joint instead of marker coordinates
significantly improves convergence, and minimising joint jerks or joint accelera-
tions have similar effects on convergence. Based on these results, foot- and crutch-
ground contact forces were included as controls in all optimal control problem
formulations (tracking, calibration of contact models, prediction of new motions).

An optimal control framework was implemented for generating predictive sim-
ulations of 3D normal and crutch-assisted walking patterns. Normal walking was
predicted using 3D HAT and 3D full-body models, and different optimality cost
function terms were compared. It was found that minimising mechanical power,
global angular momentum and joint torque change were the cost function terms
that provided better results for both models (that is, with and without arm mo-
tion). These results are an original contribution from this thesis. Crutch-assisted
walking cycles were predicted, using different optimality criteria, following different
patterns (four-point, two-point and swing-through), and at different speeds. The
same problem structure worked well for all patterns, and only small variations were
needed in each case: modify the sequence of stance/swing phases for each foot and
crutch, and adapt the initial and final conditions for each pattern. Although some
aspects could be further studied, in this thesis we have performed for first time
prediction of 3D crutch-assisted walking motions, using a full-body model that in-
cludes foot- and crutch-ground contact models, and without tracking experimental
data.

Having ground reaction forces as controls in the optimal control formulation is
not a common approach. Some positive aspects of this approach are that phases
inside the normal and crutch walking cycles can be easily defined, and that the
approach can be used for both tracking and predicting new motions. In Section 5.1,
different formulations (having all ground reactions as controls, having only forces,
or not having them at all) were compared, and the most accurate approach was
the one having all ground reaction forces and moments as controls. However, some
drawbacks were also encountered, especially in crutch-assisted walking simulations
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where in some cases, the problem did not converge, and required modifying some
path constraints. Although in general this method produced good results, it is not
clear if having ground reactions as controls improves convergence both for tracking
and for predicting new motions (with or without crutches), or if it makes finding
an optimal solution more difficult. More research is needed regarding this aspect.
Finally, it should be noted that some of the conclusions may depend on the optimal
control solver used.

Some considerations about the initial guesses used and the optimal solutions
found are presented next. In general, for tracking problems, the initial guess used
was based on experimental data (normal walking, with shoes and barefoot; crutch-
assisted walking; and crutch-orthosis-assisted walking, for each studied subject).
For the prediction problems, the initial guess used was the full dynamically con-
sistent cycle obtained for each model and each experimental data set, using the
calibrated contact models. In Section 5.2, where different crutch-assisted walking
patterns were predicted, it was necessary to generate a different initial guess for
each pattern (e.g., predicting a walking cycle with high path constraints tolerance
values). A critical aspect is that the convergence of the simulations may depend
on the chosen initial guess, and it is not clear how to objectively define a suitable
initial guess for each crutch walking pattern simulation. Moreover, in predictions
in Chapter 5, we detected that some parameters had high influence on results;
e.g., the mesh error and IPOPT tolerances, or the bounds given for the initial and
final states. Finally, in Chapter 6, the solutions for different initial guesses (which
included the full dynamically consistent cycle and two different experimental mo-
tions) were compared, and it was concluded that using a dynamically consistent
initial guess may not be required to predict new dynamically consistent motions.

Finally, the last contribution from this thesis is that crutch-orthosis-assisted
walking motions were predicted for a healthy subject and an SCI subject, for dif-
ferent knee flexion maximum values that emulate the active orthosis assistance.
Cycle duration and stride length were free parameters. All problems converged
with higher number of iterations and computation time than crutch-assisted pre-
dictions in Chapter 5. Although experimental assessment of results was not as
good as expected, these simulations represent a step forward toward developing a
predictive tool for the personalisation of active orthoses to specific subjects. In all
these simulations, the model was scaled for each subject, foot-ground contact mod-
els were calibrated for each subject as well, and joint torques were limited for the
SCI patient according to an initial experimental capture. However, the model could
be further improved to be better adapted to the subject (e.g., including a more de-
tailed model for the shoulder joint complex, including neck motion, or calibrating
positions and orientations of joint axes), in order to get more accurate predictions
that could be used to make some clinical decisions for the specific subject.

7.2 Recommendations for future work

Future work could be done to improve models and methods presented in this thesis.
Moreover, future steps are needed to reach the final goal presented in the intro-
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duction of this thesis: the development of a tool to support patient-tailored design
of lower limb robotic assistive devices, to test different control strategies virtually,
to simulate patient adaptation to the device, and to predict the mobility improve-
ment that the patient could achieve with external assistance. Next, we outline
future improvements that could be performed regarding the models and methods
presented in this work for crutch-orthosis-assisted walking prediction, and the next
steps to be done toward developing a predictive tool to test different device control
strategies virtually.

Improvements that could be done regarding the crutch-orthosis-assisted models
presented in this thesis:

• To develop a more detailed model for the shoulder joint complex and add
neck motion,

• To improve the level of subject-specificity by calibrating position and orienta-
tion of joint centres and axes, and limiting joint torques using more accurate
experimental measures of joint torque maximum values,

• To model the orthosis-subject interaction through calibrated compliant con-
tact models.

Improvements that could be done regarding the methods presented in this the-
sis:

• To add a joint torque error term in the tracking formulations for calibrating
contact models and finding a full dynamically consistent cycle,

• To check if having an error term for arm angles tracking is necessary or not,

• To test other optimality terms in the cost function, as they could be different
than the ones used for normal walking prediction,

• To improve the non-sliding foot condition, in order to avoid foot rotation
around its midpoint,

• To perform sensitivity analyses to study the influence on the results of con-
tact model parameters and other parameters in the optimal control problem
formulation,

• To include in the problem formulation conditions about how feet and crutches
ground contact is distributed along the cycle.

Possible future steps (in addition to the previous recommendations) in order to
develop the predictive tool to test different control strategies virtually:

• To collect new experimental data with a higher number of SCI subjects using
different combinations of parameters that define the orthosis knee flexion
trajectory,
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• To include in the problem formulation different knee flexion parameters as
free parameters of the problem,

• To validate results and perform an iterative process, where at each step model
and problem formulation are improved,

• To include in the algorithm the possibility of slightly modifying the crutch
walking pattern (e.g., placing crutch tips in new positions before taking an-
other step) if needed,

• To explore how to model and include in the formulation the patient’s motor
learning process.
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Publications

The methods generated in this work, and the results and conclusions obtained have
been published in several conference abstracts and journal articles (at the time of
submitting this manuscript, two journal articles have been accepted and one is
in preparation). Moreover, this thesis (or the work derived from this thesis) has
obtained two awards: Best PhD Thesis Proposal in Industrial Engineering Award
2017, Official Association of Industrial Engineers of Catalonia, Barcelona; and an
OpenSim Outstanding Researcher Award 2017, from the NIH National Center for
Simulation in Rehabilitation Research (NCSRR), Stanford University, in collabo-
ration with the Rice Computational Neuromechanics Lab (Houston, Texas, USA).

Journal papers

Febrer-Nafŕıa, M., Pallarès-López, R., Fregly, B.J., Font-Llagunes, J.M. Compari-
son of different optimal control formulations for generating dynamically consistent
crutch walking simulations using a torque-driven model. Mechanism and Machine
Theory, vol. 154, December 2020, 104031.1

Febrer-Nafŕıa, M., Pallarès-López, R., Fregly, B.J., Font-Llagunes, J.M. Prediction
of three-dimensional crutch walking patterns using a torque-driven model. Multi-
body System Dynamics (2020). Published online.

Febrer-Nafŕıa, M., Fregly, B.J., Font-Llagunes, J.M. Prediction of crutch-orthosis-
assisted walking for the personalisation of an active orthosis. Journal of Biome-
chanical Engineering. In preparation.

Conference abstracts

Febrer-Nafŕıa, M., Mouzo, F., Lugŕıs, U., Fregly, B.J., Font-Llagunes, J.M. Op-
1In this paper, the experimental captures were performed using a previous active orthosis

prototype, not the one used for all the captures in Chapter 6. For this reason, these results have
not been included in the thesis.
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timal control prediction of a dynamically consistent walking motion for a spinal
cord-injured subject assisted by orthoses. Proceedings of the ECCOMAS The-
matic Conference on Multibody Dynamics, June 19-22, Prague, Czech Republic,
2017

Font-Llagunes, J.M., Febrer-Nafŕıa, M., Fregly, B.J. Design of personalised active
orthoses for spinal cord-injured subjects based on optimal control prediction of
assisted walking motions. Proceedings of the IUTAM Symposium on Intelligent
Multibody Systems: Dynamics, Control, Simulation, Sept. 11-15, Sozopol, Bul-
garia, 2017. Invited talk

Febrer-Nafŕıa, M., Pallarès-López, R., Font-Llagunes, J.M., Fregly, B.J. Person-
alised active orthoses for SCI subjects based on optimal control prediction. Pro-
ceedings of the Conference on Dynamic Walking, May 21-24, Pensacola, FL, USA,
2018

Febrer-Nafŕıa, M., Font-Llagunes, J.M.,Pàmies-Vilà, R. Foot-ground contact mod-
elling for computational prediction of human walking motion. Proceedings of the
4th Joint International Conference on Multibody System Dynamics, June 24-28,
Lisbon, Portugal, 2018

Pallarès-López, R., Febrer-Nafŕıa, M., Font-Llagunes, J.M., Fregly, B.J. Evaluation
of optimal control formulations for obtaining dynamically consistent walking mo-
tions. Proceedings of the 8th World Congress of Biomechanics, July 8-12, Dublin,
Ireland, 2018

Febrer-Nafŕıa, M., Font-Llagunes, J.M., Garćıa-Vallejo, D. Influence of robotic or-
thosis dynamic parameters on optimization-based prediction of assisted walking.
Proceedings of the 8th World Congress of Biomechanics, July 8-12, Dublin, Ireland,
2018

Febrer-Nafŕıa, M., Pallarès-López, R., Font-Llagunes, J.M. Simulación predictiva
de la marcha asistida para la personalización de ortesis activas para lesionados
medulares. Actas de la VIII Reunión del Caṕıtulo Español de la Sociedad Europea
de Biomecánica, Nov. 22-23, Castellón de la Plana, Spain, 2018

Febrer-Nafŕıa, M., Pallarès-López, R., Font-Llagunes, J.M. Calibration of Foot-
Ground and Crutch-Ground Contact Models for Optimal Control Prediction of
Crutch-Assisted Walking Motions. ECCOMAS Thematic Conference on Multi-
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Appendix B

Crutch and orthosis inertial
properties

Crutches

Two different crutches have been used for the experimental captures: instru-
mented (healthy subject) and non-instrumented (SCI subject). For each capture
(or group of captures), the crutch height has been adjusted. The tip location has
been used for computing indentation and crutch-ground reaction forces. The COM
of the crutches has been considered to be at half of their height. The tensor of
inertia has been computed considering each crutch as a bar of negligible thickness,
where mass and height have been obtained from the crutch used in the experiments
(Figure B.1).

Orthoses

The orthoses have been modelled as independent bodies consisting of two seg-
ments (corresponding to thigh, and shank-foot) with dimensions and inertial prop-
erties taken from CAD models of the real prototype (Figure B.2).
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Figure B.1: Left: Crutch CAD model and expression of the moments of inertia in the
orthogonal directions. Right: Crutch mass, height and tip location for each subject and
capture.

Figure B.2: Left: Right orthosis CAD model. Right: Mass, centre of mass local position
and tensor of inertia components for the right orthosis. Values for the left orthosis are
the same, with the corresponding sign change in products of inertia.
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Appendix C

Variable bounds

In the optimal control formulations, state x and control u variables are bounded
during the entire simulation. These bounds are defined as the minimum and max-
imum value of the experimental quantity, respectively, ± a tolerance value εx or εu :

min(xexp)− εx ≤ x ≤ max(xexp) + εx , (C.1)

min(uexp)− εu ≤ u ≤ max(uexp) + ε
u
, (C.2)

Moreover, initial and final state values are bounded, using a similar expression
as the previous one, but using initial and final values of the experimental quantities
that correspond to the states of the problem:

xexp0 − εx ≤ x(t0) ≤ xexp0 + ε
x
, (C.3)

xexpf − εx ≤ x(tf ) ≤ xexpf + ε
x
, (C.4)

Tolerance values ε
x

and ε
u

are defined for each state and control variables in
Table C.1.

In Section 5.1, joint coordinate tolerances have been defined in a different way.
Since experimental data are not tracked in the predictions, the solution found can
be optimal regarding the minimisation of the cost function terms, but the resulting
motion might be unnatural. To avoid this issue, it is necessary to define correctly
the variable bounds, especially for joint coordinates. Each coordinate, q, is bounded
by a minimum, minq, and a maximum, maxq, value:
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Table C.1: Tolerance values used in each problem formulation to define the minimum
and maximum bounds for states (initial, final, and entire simulation) and controls (entire
simulation). For the optimal control problems, “Track. wo CM” stands for tracking
without contact models, “Calib. CM” stands for calibration of contact models, “Full DC
track.” stands for full cycle dynamically consistent tracking with contact models; and
“Normal pred.”, “Crutch pred. ”, and “Orth. Pred.” stand for normal, crutch-assisted,
and crutch-orthosis-assisted walking prediction, respectively.

minq ≤ q ≤ maxq (C.5)

where minq and maxq are defined using the experimental motion and the maxi-
mum and minimum values for each coordinate in the OpenSim model (min(qmodel)
and max(qmodel), respectively), using as tolerance ε

x
the 50% of the coordinate

ROM, according to the following expressions:

minq = max[min(qexp)− 0.5ROM(qexp),min(qmodel)] (C.6)

maxq = min[max(qexp) + 0.5ROM(qexp),max(qmodel)] (C.7)
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Appendix D

Scale factors

All variables in optimal control problems have been scaled using a canonical trans-
formation of units. This approach creates a new system of units with the goal of
making the variables and their derivatives all of a similar magnitude. Only the
scale factors for time, mass, length, and angle have been manually assigned (Table
D.1). The other scale factors are calculated so as to keep the units consistent, e.g.,
the scale factor for velocity is equal to the length scale divided by the time scale
(Table D.2).

Table D.1: Basic units scale factors.
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Table D.2: Other units scale factors.
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Appendix E

Comparison of formulations
for dynamically consistent
tracking of motion.
Additional results

This appendix shows additional results of the comparison of tracking formulations
performed in Section 4.1 for 3D HAT, 3D Full and 3D Crutches models. Results
include number of iterations, computation time, mean and standard deviation of
RMSE of marker and joint coordinates, GRFs and GRMs. Results are shown for
full residual reduction tolerance for 3D HAT (Table E.1) and 3D Full (Table E.2)
models, and for half (Table E.3) and full (Table E.4) residual reduction tolerance
for 3D Crutches model. Mean and standard deviation (SD) of RMSE of each
magnitude are shown in black when they are tracked in the formulation, and in
grey when they are not.
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Table E.1: Results for 3D HAT model and full residual reduction, with and without
ground-reactions adjustment, with and without ground-reactions adjustment.
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Table E.2: Results for 3D Full model and full residual reduction, with and without
ground-reactions adjustment, with and without ground-reactions adjustment.
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Table E.3: Results for 3D Crutches model and half residual reduction, with and without
ground-reactions adjustment, with and without ground-reactions adjustment.

Table E.4: Results for 3D Crutches model and half residual reduction, with ground-
reactions adjustment.
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Appendix F

Contact models results

This Appendix presents additional results from simulations for calibrating con-
tact model parameter values performed in Section 4.2: Foot-ground (Table F.1)
and crutch-ground (Table F.2) contact model parameter values after calibration,
and values of anterior-posterior and medio-lateral local position before and after
calibration (Table F.3).

Table F.1: Foot-ground contact model parameter values after calibration per each spring-
damper group (see Figure 3.4) and for each model.
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Table F.2: Crutch-ground contact model parameter values after calibration.

Table F.3: Values of anterior-posterior local position (x) and medio-lateral local position
(z) of the spring-damper groups in the foot-ground contact model before and after cali-
bration. These results have been obtained for the 3D HAT model and tracking barefoot
normal walking data.
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Appendix G

Healthy subject
orthosis-assisted walking
experimental and predicted
motions

This appendix shows experimental joint coordinates (Figure G.1), joint torques
(Figure G.2) and foot- and crutch-ground reaction forces (Figure G.3), and pre-
dicted joint coordinates (Figure G.4), joint torques (Figure G.5) and foot- and
crutch-ground reaction forces (Figure G.6) of the three crutch-orthosis-assisted
motions for the healthy subject (PASS, ACT40, ACT60).
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Figure G.1: Experimental joint coordinates for the healthy subject crutch-orthosis-
assisted motions.

Figure G.2: Experimental joint torques (in [% BW*H]) for the healthy subject crutch-
orthosis-assisted motions.
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Figure G.3: Experimental foot- and crutch-ground reaction forces (in [% BW]) for the
healthy subject crutch-orthosis-assisted motions. “R” and “L” refer to the right and left
side, respectively.

Figure G.4: Predicted joint coordinates for the healthy subject crutch-orthosis-assisted
motions.
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Figure G.5: Predicted joint torques (in [% BW*H]) for the healthy subject crutch-orthosis-
assisted motions.

Figure G.6: Predicted foot- and crutch-ground reaction forces (in [% BW]) for the healthy
subject crutch-orthosis-assisted motions. “R” and “L” refer to the right and left side,
respectively.
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Appendix H

SCI subject orthosis-assisted
walking experimental and
predicted motions

This appendix shows experimental joint coordinates (Figure H.1) of the three
walker-orthosis-assisted motions for the SCI subject (PASS, ACT20, ACT40), and
the experimental joint coordinates (Figure H.2) of the PASS crutch-orthosis-assisted
motion for the SCI subject. Moreover, it shows the dynamically consistent joint
torques (Figure H.3) and foot- and crutch-ground reaction forces (Figure H.4) after
tracking of experimental joint coordinates of PASS crutch-orthosis-assisted motion
for the SCI subject. Finally, it shows predicted predicted joint coordinates (Figure
H.5), joint torques (Figure H.6) and foot- and crutch-ground reaction forces (Fig-
ure H.7) of the three crutch-orthosis-assisted motions for the SCI subject (PASS,
ACT20, ACT40).
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Figure H.1: Experimental joint coordinates for the SCI subject walker-orthosis-assisted
motions.

Figure H.2: Experimental joint coordinates for the SCI subject crutch-orthosis-assisted
motion.
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Figure H.3: Dynamically consistent joint torques (in [% BW*H]) after tracking of exper-
imental joint coordinates for the SCI subject crutch-orthosis-assisted motion.

Figure H.4: Dynamically consistent foot- and crutch-ground reaction forces (in [% BW])
after tracking of experimental joint coordinates for the SCI subject crutch-orthosis-assisted
motion. “R” and “L” refer to the right and left side, respectively.
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Figure H.5: Predicted joint coordinates for the SCI subject crutch-orthosis-assisted mo-
tions.

Figure H.6: Predicted joint torques (in [% BW*H]) for the SCI subject crutch-orthosis-
assisted motions.
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Figure H.7: Predicted foot- and crutch-ground reaction forces (in [% BW]) for the SCI
subject crutch-orthosis-assisted motions. “R” and “L” refer to the right and left side,
respectively.
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